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Part 1
Introduction

PREFACE
Volume 5 covers Santa Isabel, San Jorge, the small outlying island of Ramos and the
Arnavon Islands in the Manning Strait. It is one of a series of volumes describing the
land resources of the Solomon Islands. Each volume is concerned w i t h a major island
or island group and incorporates the results of fieldwork, the subsequent land
classification and the assessment of its agricultural potential. Reports are issued oh an
island-by-island basis to simplify district planning and to facilitate'access to the
recommendations.
Landforms and soils are described fully in this volume as together they form the basis
of the land classification, but other aspects of the physical environment such as
geology, climate and vegetation are given only cursory attention having been described
more fully in Volume 1. Similarly, aspects of the cultural environment are only
discussed in this volume where they are unique t o Santa Isabel and a fuller discussion
of population and subsistence agriculture, for example, can be found in Volume 1.
With this method of presentation unnecessary repetition is avoided, and it is possible
to separate primary information gathered during the fieldwork from information
derived largely from already published material.
The system of measurement used in the report is metric. Parallel versions in imperial
units are given of tabulated areal data only where they deal with opportunity areas.

ABSTRACT
Santa Isabel and nearby small islands occupy approximately 4122 km^. The area has
been studied on a reconnaissance basis and the physiography, landforms, soils, forest
types and present land use are mapped and described. There are eight land regions
subdivided into 26 land systems, in each of which component facets are described in
detail with areal measurements. The agricultural potential of the land regions is
discussed and five minor development areas are mapped having a large proportion of
land suitable for large-scale, cash-crop agriculture, and together totalling 89 k m ^ .

RESUME
On a fait une première étude des 4122 km^ de Santa Isabel et des petites Ties
prochaines; la physiographie, la topographie, les sols, les types de forêt et l'emploi
actuel des terres de ces Ties sont décrits et présentés en forme de cartes. Les fles ont
été divisées en huit regions comprenant26 zones physiographiques ('land systems').
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On décrit les elements constitutifs ('land facets') de chaque zone physiographique et
on a calculê la superf icie de ces elements. Suivant une discussion des ressources
agricoles potentielles des diverses regions, on a établi cinq zones de développement
potentiel montant ä 89 km^, chacune desquelles possede une importante partie de
terres adaptées aux besoins des grandes exploitations agricoles.
DESCRIPTORS FOR CO-ORDINATE INDEXING
Solomon Islands (Santa Isabel), geomorphology, land classification, land region,
land system, landform, land facet, soil survey, soil classification, soil Great Groups,
soil profile, soil erosion, land capability, land use (current), potential land use,
subsistence farming, cash cropping, forest mapping, coconut palm, cacao tree, yam,
sweet potato, Colocasia esculenta, cattle.
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Part 2
The environment

INTRODUCTION
Factors in the determination of potential land use (Parts 2-4)
In Part 2 are described the physical and human aspects of the environment which play
a dominant role in determining the agricultural potential of specific types of land.
In Part 3 the specific types of land are identified: the landscape is analysed and
described in detail, the land being divided into land systems each of which is characterised by a uniform pattern of geology, landform, soils, vegetation and land use.
These land systems are grouped into land regions which are generally dispersed, not
discrete areas, constitute regions only in an abstract sense and are essentially an
analytical tool for the determination of potential land use described in Part 4. The
same land region may be found in many different islands.
Environmental factors (Part 2)
In Part 2, after a brief account of the location of the islands, the environment is first
described in broad and traditional terms, that is by physiographic regions which are
readily related to regional aspects of development planning. They represent a
geographical division of land into discrete, coherent areas defined by altitude, shape
and drainage, each region being a unique entity not recurring elsewhere. The physiographic regions are not synonymous or necessarily conterminous with the land regions
defined above and described in Part 3.
The account of the physiographic regions is followed by a description of those
environmental factors which have to be considered in conjunction with landscape
analysis in arriving at a classification of land according to potential land use.
The first factor described is landform, the major landforms of the islands (for instance
fluvial plains or volcanic cones) being the features used in landscape analysis and
consequently the most overt and consistent constituents of land systems.
Individual soils are next described in detail and at the scale of mapping used are
grouped into soil associations. Soil, like the landform, has a very obvious role in
determining potential land use.
The third environmental factor described is current land use, representing an interaction between biophysical and specifically human factors. Like landform and soil, it is
taken into consideration in determining the agricultural potential of land regions which
is described in Part 4.
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LOCATION
Santa Isabel is the longest of the Solomon Islands, the mainland extending for some
200 km and an additional 35 km including Barora Fa and nearby islands in the extreme
west. The island lies on a north-west to south-east axis between latitudes 7°18' and
8°34'S and longitudes 158°05'E and 159°56'E (Text Map 13). San Jorge, covering
an area of 200 k m 2 , is separated from the mainland by the Ortega Channel and
Thousand Ships Bay; Santa Isabel itself extends over 3 490 k m 2 while the western
islands add a further 430 k m 2 . Ramos and adjacent islets together total less than one
square kilometre and lie some 40 km east of Floakora Point. The Arnarvon Islands in
Manning Strait occupy about two square kilometres.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC REGIONS
There are close structural and lithological similarities between Santa Isabel and
Malaita, although south of the Korighole - Kaipito fault a major structural line of
weakness, the physiography more closely resembles parts of Choiseul, or Guadalcanal.
The central backbone of Santa Isabel comprises faulted basement basalts largely laid
down beneath the sea. Partly overlying them in the west and flanking them in the west
and east are marine and terrigenous sediments which have been folded parallel to the
main island axis. These sediments form low hills, cuestas, plateaux, ridges and karst
scenery, in strong contrast to the long, high and narrow ridges over basalts found in the
centre of the island.
Ten physiographic regions are identified and most of these are definitive (Separate
Map 5a). The largest can easily be subdivided and in some instances suggestions for
this are indicated.
Because of the island's orientation concise compass descriptions of different
geographic areas are cumbersome and as a result area names have been chosen to
designate the regions rather than compass directions as used in the other island volumes.
The descriptive method used in this report divides the island equally along its
longitudinal axis and also across its centre from Korighole Harbour to Sikale Bay. In
this way the southern coast comprises all the coastline facing New Georgia Sound, and
the south-eastern part of the island is that occupied by the Korighole-Kaipito area,
San Jorge and the adjacent peninsular mainland.
I.

San Jorge - Saikile area

This region of 410 k m 2 is centred on the Ortega Channel and Thousand Ships Bay.
San Jorge Island, with an area of 200 k m 2 , reaches 450 m in height and consists of
distinctive low, rounded hills in the south, radial ridges of low amplitude in the centre
and terraces and swamps to the north. Virtually the entire island is strongly influenced
by the presence of ultramafic rocks and derived sediments. The mainland opposite
San Jorge is similar in many respects and is therefore, considered part of this region
rather than part of another mainland region. The Kaipito valley forms a natural
western boundary.
Adjacent to the Ortega Channel extensive swamps have encroached upon former
f loodplains and estuaries and consequently dry coastal plains are restricted to mainland foothills. There is virtually no beach development on the coast although onshore
reef occurs around San Jorge making a fairly smooth coastline. The streams and short
rivers of the mainland derive from the island's main watershed and follow angular
courses in the hills and parallel courses across the swamps. On San Jorge the drainage
system is radial but ranging from a fine density in the north to coarse with distinct
angular segments in the south.
II.

Mbughotu peninsula

Part of the peninsula proper is placed in the preceding land region on account of its
geology and topography. The total area is 290 k m 2 . The region focuses naturally
4
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around Huali Bay and is differentiated from adjacent regions chiefly by its distinct
assemblage of topography and geology. A t a higher level it would be appropriate to
consider this and the San Jorge - Saikile region together.
Most of the region is underlain by faulted pyroclastic rocks and lavas of basaltic
composition. These form sharp-topped hills and ridges with irregular profiles, generally
rising to 200 m and in places reaching 300 m.
Lenticular masses of ultramafic rocks are intruded into the basement rocks. They occur
in isolated patches in the centre and east of the region and form several islands in
Huali Bay. Typically, their associated landform is one of rounded summits, flanks and
steep lower slopes. Most large outcrops occupy watershed areas at heights of 300-400 m.
Also occupying summit areas are scattered limestone outcrops with karstic topography.
These are found only in the east and in places are difficult to distinguish from
surrounding dissected volcanic rocks. To the north is a block of limestone and
calcareous sediments forming 250 m - high, parallel karstic ridges and hills.
The region contains no iarge rivers but there are a tew broad alluvial valleys in the
Titiligama-Laena system and near Kamaosi, the latter at least being attributable to
faulting. Mangrove swamps fringe the larger bays while large freshwater swamps occur
near Kamaosi and in the lower Kolongongo'e River. The coastline is strongly idented
and shows signs of recent submergence: coral reef, however, is widespread around the
shores and in bays indicating that at present the land is relatively stable.
I I I . Jajao-Hograno foothills
This is a distinct region of Santa Isabel consisting of low volcanic hills separated by
wide valleys. The coastline is strongly indented and the inland boundary follows a
major thrust fault over a distance of some 45 km. The area covered is 490 k m ^ .
Most of the area is underlain by basement volcanic rocks ranging from metamorphosed
lavas and pyroclastics to intrusive gabbros and diorites. A t the coast they have been
eroded into low hills and ridges generally less than 100 m high but inland, such as in the
upper Sekoblahi River, hills of more than 400 m tend to be steep-sided, narrow-crested
and unstable. Sediments derived from the volcanics form low coastal hills with
accordant summits in places. A t the inland boundary, ultramafic lenses have been
intruded along the Korighole-Kaipito fault line for most of its length. These form
distinctive rounded ridge systems which contrast strongly with the lower hills to the
south and the even higher ridges of the èast-central mountains and ridges. Isolated karst
blocks occur around Ghaghaolo and Mufhu Points.
Rivers draining the region derive mainly from the interior mountains and follow
roughly parallel courses seawards. In many places the valleys are broad and towards
the coast they contain large peat swamps. Mangrove swamp forms a broad coastal band
west of Hurepelo to Korighole Harbour and, by its irregular extension seawards onto
onshore reef, emphasises the many embayments along the shore. A n interrupted line of
coral reef with small sandy islands is developing at some 2-7 km offshore and gaps in
the reef occur mainly opposite the mouths of large rivers.
IV.

East-central mountains and ridges

A t 700 k m ^ this is the largest physiographic region occupying the main island watershed in east-central areas (Separate Map 5b). To the west it is replaced by the lower
west-central ridges and plateaux. The southern boundary is clearly marked by the
Korighole-Kaipito fault and that to the north is defined largely by the sedimentary/
volcanic rock boundary.
The region has developed mostly from the main outcrops of basaltic pillow lavas and
pyroclastics with outliers of limestone and calcareaus sediments on some of the
highest crests. The characteristic associated topography is one of long, narrow, high
ridges, commonly exceeding 600 m and in places reaching 1 200 m, such as at
6

Mt Marescot and at the headwaters of the Ghonoghana River. The ridges are mostly
aligned in a north-west to south-east direction and strongly influence river patterns;
their orientation has presumably been influenced by structural movements which in
this region are expressed as large-scale anticlinal folds, and by major fractures,
parallel to the island axis.
Towards the west, the ridges have been more affected by river erosion, are somewhat
lower and their orientation is more north-east to south-west. In this area the region
extends almost to the coast. With few exceptions valleys are narrow and deep with
little floodplain development.
V.

Maringe-Gao hills and ridges

This elongate region of 370 k m ^ is developed almost entirely from folded calcareous
sediments and contains karst, terraces and wide floodplains in a predominantly ridged
landscape. The main boundary to the south occurs where sedimentary rocks give way
to volcanics. In the extreme west and east the boundaries are topographically based
and are less clear lithologically.
Karst and karstic ridges occur mostly east of the Holokama River and around the
lower Kologelu River as watershed areas generally less than 500 m high. The high
Mt Sasari block at 1 200 m is excluded from this region. Around the karst, lower
ridges have been eroded from the underlying sediments; they have even crest lines and
a parallel, north-west to south-east orientation. Similar ridges overly basement
volcanics in the west.
River systems in the region are influenced strongly by the structure and angular
patterns or segments are common. Wide valleys occur at intervals cutting deeply
into the region, but only west of the Maringe Lagoon are they extensively swampy.
Fera and adjacent islands are low-lying with terrace-like central hills.
Subregions can be identified in the west around the Kologelu and Garanga Rivers, in
the centre around Maringe Lagoon and in the east around the Kuakula and Laena
basins.
VI.

Ghadanga foothills

Low hills, swamps, terraces and isolated limestone ridges are the main constituents of
this land region; together they total 280 km^. The boundaries with neighbouring
regions are mostly well defined.
To the west and centred around the Kakadolo River is a subregion of dissected low
hills and ridges with accordant summits at 50-100 m. The amplitude of relief throughout is less than 40 m and it is likely that ridge height differences are due to warping of
the underlying sediments. Large swamps occur in both lower and middle valleys
effectively separating the hills into isolated units.
Eastwards is another small subregion focussed on the Eghueghu and Sikale Rivers.
This is an area of chert terraces less than 40 m high and slightly higher chert ridges.
Encircling and penetrating them are swamp-filled valleys. The whole coastline of this
and the Kakadolo area is irregular with many bays and promontories formed by mangrove swamp on coral platforms.
A third subregion consists of parallel ridges with heights of 100 to 300 m in the lower
Ghehe and Ghatere valleys. These partly occur as limbs of a breached anticline and
partly over basement volcanics. Both valleys are broad and there is comparatively little
swamp except at the coast.
V I I . Rakata ridges and hills
This region forms an area of 380 k m ^ and consists largely of ridges and hills, coastal
swamps and nearby islands. It has clear boundaries except to the west where the line
separating this from the Western Islands is arbitrary.
7

The geology is dominated by a series of fine-textured marine sediments, including
some limestone, folded parallel to the main island axis. The ridges have heights of
40-60 m near the coast and rise steadily to 300-400 m at the main island watershed.
They are predominantly narrow and deep with even profiles but in some summit
areas there are clusters of low, gently sloping hills. Rivers are incised with courses
clearly affected by structural features.
Coastal areas, particularly around Suavanao, are low-lying w i t h several swampy lower
river valleys. The low offshore islands occupy a fold axis and around them are
extensive coral reef flats which give Rakata Bay good protection from heavy seas.
V I I I . West-central ridges and plateaux
This region has a distinct central spine of plateaux on the main island watershed well
above neighbouring land. To the north and south the plateaux gives way to ridges
which are in places low, divided and broken and only poorly defined. In spite of this
the concept of the region is that of a high, strongly ridged or plateau landscape
occupying the main watershed. The total area is approximately 470 km^.
Gently folded terrigenous sediments form the 400-600 m - high plateaux which are in
effect lying in a shallow syncline. Escarpments at their edges are steep and up to 300 m
high. Rivers are closely controlled by the structure of the strata and commonly break
through rock bands in deep gorges.
From the Litoghahira River westwards, the plateaux are less well defined and range
from arrays of cuestas t o groups of ridges formed over sediments and volcanics: some
ridges are massive, such as those developed from limestone and rising to isolated blocks
400 m high, while other belts are lower and barely reach 200 m. In the west, ridges
over volcanic rocks are dominant. Rivers in the area are predominantly incised and
there is minimal f loodplain development except in central-east and extreme southern
areas.
IX.

Allardyce ridges and foothills

This coastal region of 300 km^ is similar in many ways to the Ghadanga foothills. It
consists of low hills, ridges and swamps, with fairly well defined boundaries except
for that in the east which is arbitrary.
The rock formations are slightly folded or warped sedimentary terrigenous deposits
and basement volcanics.
Erosion has resulted in a landscape of low hills and ridges with accordant summits
giving the appearance of a dissected terrace. Near the coast the ridge crests are at a
height of 40 m or less and inland they are less than 300 m high with commonly steep
and unstable slopes. Wide valleys intersect the region from south-west to north-east,
many containing swamps in the lower courses. Their pattern appears to be influenced
by rock structure and they show many rectangular segments. The coastline is highly
irregular due to the presence of both onshore and offshore reefs colonized by mangrove.
X.

Western islands

This region is essentially an archipelago of some 100 large and small islands together
totalling 430 km^. It consists of the ridged western extremity of the mainland and
ridged, hilly or flat islands of irregular shape bordering Manning Strait. Regional submergence of the land in the recent past has effectively drowned a more rugged landscape (Frontispiece).
Both sedimentary and volcanic rocks occur in this region, each showing clear
structural orientation along the main island axis. Folding has arched the island of
Barora Fa exposing pyroclastics along its spine and leaving calcareous sediments on the
flanks. There are also small areas of mixed ultramafic and basic intrusions on the
8

southern flank. Ghaghe and surrounding islands are predominantly sedimentary, as are
Barora Ite, Nidero and Mbero Islands. The former are of marine origin, however, and
'contain limestones while the latter are derived principally from eroded volcanics.
The hills and ridges are less than 150 m high and many islands scarcely protrude
above sea level. Karstic limestones ridges are distinctive features in several areas. River
systems are undeveloped and there is virtually no floodplain development. Reef
development has been extensive, however, and there are large areas of reef flats
bordering islands where mangrove has colonized. Offshore reef in the west, south and
north contains isolated sandy islets.

LANDFORMS
Thirteen landform types are recognised on Santa Isabel (Text Map 14) and this is
primarily a reflection of the great diversity of rock types in the island and its
geomorphological history. The lithology ranges from pyroclastics and pillow lavas
to ultramafic lenses and sediments, calcareous and non-calcareous Tertiary sediments
and young, unconsolidated alluvium of various grades and composition; each tends to
form different landscapes under the prevailing conditions of intense weathering and
erosion (Figure 5.1). Structural movements have resulted in widespread faulting and
folding and appear to be the main cause of the extrusion and exposure of ultramafic
bodies along the Korighole-Kaipito thrust zone. Unlike the other major islands there
are no extensive terraced landscapes underlain by coral; there are however large areas
of dissected low hills and ridges with accordant summits which can in part be interpreted
as erosional features. Regional submergence has occurred in the recent past and is
probably responsible for the strongly indented southern coastline and western islands.
Definitions of landform parameters can be found in Appendix 2.
High, long ridges
These ridges are mainly associated with areas of strongly faulted basaltic volcanic
rocks in central Santa Isabel. They attain a maximum height of 1 200 m and are
mostly over 500 m with an amplitude of relief between 100 m and 400 m. They tend
to have even profiles but in detail many ridge segments are uneven, changing in height
by as much as 100 m over short distances and with crestal slopes commonly in the
order of 2 5 ° . In plan they are linear and both straight and curved (Stereopairs 5 . 1 ,
5.2 and 5.7), but there is a definite trend towards a north-west to south-east orientation.
Ridge crests are knife-edged to narrow, although broader sections occur in places.
Ridge flanks are characteristically steep and straight to concave with some slopes
more than 1 500 m long. Spurs are common, well developed and extend to ridge
crests. Gullies on the slopes are abundant, close-packed and produce a fine net of
parallel rills, commonly starting as shallow features near ridge crests and becoming
10-50 m deep near main valleys. Many of these seem to be structurally controlled
and as viewed on air photographs have a very angular pattern; this angular minor
drainage pattern is reinforced and amplified by major stream networks, many segments
of which have rectangular or linear components. Some drainage lineaments can be
traced readily for several tens of kilometres.
Microrelief features on the ridges are common and include instability phenomena such
as terracettes, slumps and debris slides. Rock outcrops are most common on the steep,
lower slopes of gullies and in many main valleys where stream incision is active.
Large and small valleys are V-shaped in upper and middle courses as vertical erosion
is dominant. The valley floors are rocky with irregular, stepped gradients containing
waterfalls and rapids. Downstream, and within a few kilometres of the coast the
river gradients lessen and lateral erosion becomes increasingly important. The river
courses meander within belts up to 200 m wide and interlocking spurs are common,
terraces occur and small floodplains develop.
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Uneven ridges
Associated with outcrops of basement rocks and with younger basaltic extrusives in
some areas are blocks of ridges with irregular profiles and random pattern
(Stereopair 5.2). They occur chiefly in the south and in the extreme western spinal
area of Santa Isabel. The rocks are mostly basaltic but may include some andesites,
gabbros and diorites. In places these rocks have been metamorphosed from
pyroclastics, lavas and intrusions to schistose amphibolites. It is possible that the
irregularity of relief results from the preponderance of pyroclastic rocks in this landform as opposed to the pillow lavas dominant in the high, long ridges.
The ridges are less than 300 m high rising locally to 400 m. Large areas, however, do
not exceed 200 m but throughout the amplitude of relief is 50-150 m. The ridges are
unorientated (Stereopair 5.3), narrow or knife-edged, mostly less than 1 km in length
and have uneven profiles due to the presence of small rocky pinnacles or outcrops.
These may be as much as 20 m high and 100 m long; they also occur on slopes but
are much less common. The rock exposures are rounded and may be covered by a
thin veneer of soil.
It is inferred from the irregularity of the landscape that it has non-uniform resistance
to weathering and erosion; the rocky pinnacles are .the most resistant and, therefore
most outstanding landscape feature while intervening areas are susceptible to relatively
rapid erosion though slope wash and soil removal by gullying. The ridge flanks are
largely steep or, locally, precipitous and instability features such as terracettes and
foothill screes are widespread. Overall, slopes are irregular in detail with many
convexities where gullies are incised and concavities beneath ridge crests at gully heads.
There are few areas of uneven ridges with large river catchments (Separate Map 5b) and
the low amplitude of relief does not permit as vigorous vertical erosion by streams as in
the highest ridges of the interior. There is, therefore, considerable lateral erosion in this
landform especially in coastal areas close to the regional base level of erosion. Valley
widths are commonly in the order of 500-1 000 m wide and the largest are described
separately under fluvial plains. Apart from those in steep and gullied headwaters,
streams flow in small floodplains which may contain low terraces but more frequently
grade to low-lying, somewhat swampy areas behind low levees.'
There is little or no apparent structural control of the drainage pattern and meandering
rivers with a dendritic pattern are dominant.
Ridge and hill areas
These areas are found almost entirely on the eastern side of the island where calcareous
sediments occur. Their descriptive title is imprecise and it is only through the more
detailed descriptions of Part 3 that they can be differentiated from other ridged or
hilly landscapes.
The underlying sediments largely comprise mudstones, shales and thin limestone
lenses, and it is suspected that interbedded terrigenous tuffs also occur. The deposits
are thick and have been folded and crumpled in north-west to south-east axes giving
the major ridges and valleys a clear orientation. (Stereopair 5.8).
Ridge heights reach almost 600 m in places but in many areas it is as low as 200 m and
the available relief ranges between 40 and 200 m.
Ridges may be up to several kilometres long, discounting minor cols in the highest
areas but where the landscape is low, as in the Western Islands, they may not exceed
200 m (Stereopair 5.6). Their profile is mostly even and the crests are narrow, locally
becoming broad particularly in the Fata'olo Land System.
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Ridge slopes are generally convex as a result of vigorous vertical erosion by streams
and rivers. Lower slopes in particular tend to be steep or precipitous. Gullying occurs
but is less extensive than over volcanic rocks although upper slope concavities are
formed where gullies extend almost to ridge crest lines. With the exception of
scattered limestone outcrops or terracettes near gullies there are few surface
irregularities and most slopes appear stable. Spurs are present between gullies and on
lower main ridge slopes these may be pronounced.
The drainage systems of this landscape are well developed and exhibit marked
structural control in the highest areas. Here, the underlying fold systems, reinforced by
transverse jointing or faulting clearly influence stream orientation. In the lower areas
this control is not obvious although some ridge and hill orientation can be detected.
Valley development is not extensive and floodplains are rare. Boulder beds and rapids
are common.
Rounded hills and ridges
This landscape is among the most distinctive in the island and is clearly identifiable on
air photographs. This may be due in part to the equally distinctive vegetation associated
with it (Separate Map 5h, Stereopairs 5.1 and 5.2).
The rocks are predominantly serpentinized harzburgites in the form of intrusive bosses
or lenses associated with the Korighole-Kaipito thrust line and there are smaller areas of
metamorphosed andesitic lavas. Minor faults or joint lines are evident in places.
The hills are less than 400 m high with an amplitude ranging from 300 m to 50 m.
They are typically gently rounded or undulating convex hills, extending into very
broad or broad ridges (Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3). Narrow ridges occur but are uncommon. The ridge and hill crests are even.
Slopes are convex except for those of the scattered gullies which are both straight and
steep. Gullies generally do not extend high up the hill slopes and are associated w i t h
small debris slides in their headwaters. Gully flanks tend to be unstable with
terracettes, rocky screes and rock outcrops; these features are also present adjacent to
the few large streams and where the landform reaches sea level.
Streams form weak, sub-radial patterns of low density centred on the individual rock
intrusions. In detail, however, many segments are straight and are predominantly
influenced by rock jointing or faulting. There is no floodplain development and the
gully and stream courses are narrow, rocky and irregular.
Low, long ridges
Although generally below 200 m and with available relief not exceeding 100-200 m
these ridges attain considerable lengths, in some cases as much as 8 km. They only
occur in the south-west where faulted basement rocks predominate, namely
metamorphosed pyroclastics and lavas and intrusions of gabbro and diorite.
The ridges have knife-edged to narrow, even profiles and gentle to moderate crestal
slopes. Their flanks are incised by long gullies aligned in sub-parallel patterns and
separated by well defined spurs with narrow, even, moderate or moderately steep
crests. The slopes tend to be straight and moderately steep to steep although towards
gully heads major ridge crests they become concave and steeper.
The valleys are narrow and slightly incised; footslope segments are commonly rocky
and precipitous. There is no floodplain development. Valley and gully patterns have
a weak herring-bone arrangement reinforced by a subangular pattern of ridge and
spur crests.
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Low, short ridges
This landform comprises low, short ridges developed from sedimentary or volcanic
rocks. Its distribution is largely in western areas in places extending to the centre and
north-east of the island. In the south-west (Stereopair 5.1) the underlying rock is
mostly basaltic volcanics, locally metamorphosed and intruded by gabbro and diorite,
while in the remaining areas are soft terrigenous, tuffaceous and arenaceous sediments
(Stereopairs 5.2 and 5.5) with small areas of cherty limestone.
The ridges are generally less than 250 m high and the amplitude of relief is normally
little more than 50 m. In many areas, particularly where the Allardyce Land System
occurs, there is an accordance of ridge summits appearing to form an uplifted,
dissected erosion surface. There is little regularity in the ridge alignment except that
in parts of sedimentary rock areas, the direction of strike of the strata can be detected
by ridge, spur or valley features.
Locally the ridges and hills have even, broad, rounded summits but narrow crests are
more common: ridge lengths are less than 1 km and generally as little as 200 m. The
SlüpëS d i ë iiiêyüidi" Oüê tO SOii inStauiiit'y Vv'itii m a n y SiüiTipS, SfTiSu yuuiSS, Snu

terracettes but these features are less conspicuous in south-western areas where
moderately steep slopes are prevalent.
There is too little amplitude of relief for gullying to become intensive but extensive
gullying is a feature of footslopes. Steams are mostly incised and flanked by low,
very steep and locally cliffed footslopes, but in many places close to main rivers or
the coast lateral erosion has created small f loodplains. Some of these in northern
areas are swampy possibly as a result of recent submergence of the land. Stream
patterns are rectangular in areas of sedimentary rocks and dendritic elsewhere.
Long, radial ridges
This landform only occurs on northern San Jorge where there is an area of soft
sediments derived from nearby ultramafic bosses (Stereotriplet 5.4). It coincides with
the Tohebakala Land System.
The land rises to a maximum of 360 m but the available relief is commonly less than
50 m. The ridges are narrow to knife-edged, essentially even in profile and have gentle
to moderate crestal slopes. Some broader areas occur where crests converge and in
both the lowest and highest areas where adjacent landscapes are less dissected.
The ridge flanks are uniformly steep and straight or slightly irregular with few spurs.
The slopes are unstable and there are many small slips, slumps and rocky surfaces.
Valleys comprise a riadial pattern of lightly incised streams or rocky gullies centring
on the highest part of the landscape in the south. There is no floodplain development.
Karst
Four forms of karst scenery occur. Cockpit karst is well developed on the two
peninsulas of Mufhu and Ghaghaolo, high karst ridges are found in eastern areas
flanking the central volcanic massifs as in Malaita, and karst-like, hillocky scenery
occurs mainly in south-eastern areas. All are underlain by limestone but in the hillocky
areas it is probably less pure or interbedded with marls and chalks. Lastly, in the
Bolitei region, low ridges of chert-rich limestones forming the Boinio Land System
were noted, and in places the chert becomes dominant at the surface.
The cockpit karst (Stereopair 5.1) typically comprises blocks of orientated hills and
ridges with a similar amplitude of 30-50 m raised en bloc so that their maximum
altitude is about 160 m. The ridges are short and narrow and slopes tend to be convex
in upper segments and straight t o concave below. Limestone outcrops and surface
stones are numerous and limestone cliffs are found at the seaward margins.
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STEREOPAIR 5-1

STEREOPAIR 5-1
In this almost completely forested area the limestone karst of the Henefau
(HN) Land System is distinctive. Central areas are formed of basaltic and metamorphic rocks:
Madagha (MD) LS hills are low and finely dissected while successively higher and more massive
ridges form respectively the Jajao (JJ), Zabana (ZA) and Mablosi (MB) Land Systems. The northern
area is crossed by a major fault occupied by the Mbina (B) LS rounded, ultramafic ridges with
Casuarina papuana-dominated forest. In the extreme north are narrow, high Tolombusu (TL) LS
ridges overlying basaltic volcanics. Coastal parts contain Tenaru (T) LS beaches and swamps of the
Kumotu (KT) and Pusuraghi (PS) Land Systems while the Litoghahira (LG) LS comprises the valleys.
Approximate photo scale 1:64 000.
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STEREOPAIR 5-2

STERÈOPAIR 5-2
This is an uninhabitated area in which the coast is occupied by extensive
Kumotu (KT) Land System mangrove swamps surrounding low ridges of the Allardyce (AD) LS
which is formed of arenaceous sediments. The larger valleys are filled with swamps of the
Pusuraghi (PS) LS. Jajao (JJ) LS ridges overlie predominantly basaltic rocks, as do the more
massive and higher Zabana (ZA) and Tolombusu (TL) Land Systems. Rounded Mbina (B) LS hills,
covered by Casuarina papuana-dommaXed forest mark the Korighole-Kaipito major fault, along
which ultramafic rocks were extruded. Approximate photo scale 1:64 000.
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STEREOPAIR 5-3
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STEREOPAIR 5-3
This area contains ultramafic rocks forming the Mbina (B) Land System. The
soils are characterised by high levels of nickel and are covered by Casuarina papuana-dom'mated
forest and fern-rich heaths. The Zabana (ZA) and Jajao (JJ) Land Systems to the north consist of
gullied, narrow ridges over the basaltic volcanics. Low-lying coastal parts contain tidal swamps of
the Kumotu (KT) LS while a few valleys are sufficiently wide to be classed as the Litoghahira (LG)
LS. Approximate photo scale 1:64 000.
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STEREOPAIR 5-4
This stereotriplet centred on the Ortega Channel shows extensive lowland plains occupied by Pusuraghi (PS) Land System freshwater swarms
with variations in pattern resulting from distinctive vegetation associations. The coastal strip is formed of Tenaru (T) LS beaches and Kumotu (KT) LS manqrove
swamps while the cultivated Kaipito valley is typical of the alluvial Litoghahira (LG) LS. In the south, San Jorge Island comprises lightly dissected low terraces of the
!» d Ü' ( I D L L ^ y V , h ó C u - , m e r g e i S 0 U t h ^ a r d J S ' n t 0 t h e u n s t a b l e - fern-covered ridges of the Tohebakala (TH) LS - all derived from serpentinous sediments Jaiao (JJ) and
Madagha (MD) LS hills on the mainland are formed from basaltic volcanic and metamorphic rocks. Approximate photo scale 1 64 000
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STEREOPAIR 5-5

STEREOPAIR 5-5
The southern parts of this area comprise blocks of low ridges with accordant
summits derived from arenaceous sediments of the Allardyce (AD) and Eghueghu (EE) Land
Systems. Similar rocks underlie the Beamalalu (BM) LS which forms a distinct ridge system
crossing the area in the north. The extreme north is formed of patternless ridges of the Zabana
(ZA) LS underlain by basaltic volcanics. Throughout, broad valleys are occupied by the Litoghahira
(LG) LS, within which lowlying backswamps of the Pusuraghi (PS) LS occur; these contain
distinctive vegetation patterns of Terminalia brassii with high, pale, merging crowns and Pandanus
spp. with low, medium-toned, very fine crowns. At the coast are tidal Kumotu (KT) LS swamps
where mangrove is colonising reef flats. Lomousa (LM) LS beaches occupy reef foreshores while
Tenaru (T) LS beaches occur in sheltered bays. Approximate photo scale 1:64 000.
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STEREOPAIR 5-6

STEREOPAIR 5-6
Lime-rich sediments predominate in the Western Islands where regional
subsidence has been followed by a period of stability and the growth of reefs. Rolling land in
the north consists of low hills, ridges and platforms of the Malu'u (MU) and Fata'olo (FÓ) Land
Systems. Further south a limestone anticline of the Ukima'au (UK) LS, has been breached to
expose basement basaltic rocks of the Zabana (ZA) and Marapa (MR) Land Systems. Small
freshwater swamps of the Pusuraghi (PS) LS occupy infilled bays while Kumotu (KT) LS
mangrove has colonised large areas of fringing reef and lagoons. Lomousa (LM) LS coral debris
beaches occur on exposed inshore and offshore reefs. Approximate photo scale 1:64 000.
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STEREOPAIR 5-7

STEREOPAIR 5-7
This north-central area is entirely unused. Basement basaltic volcanics have
formed high, narrow ridges of the Tolombusu (TL) Land System in the south and lower ridges of
the Jajao (JJ) LS further north. Above these rocks lies a band of arenaceous sediments forming the
Nanamihi (NH) LS plateau and associated lower hills and ridges of the Eghueghu (EE) LS. In the
north, a band of reef limestone has been arched and eroded into two parallel lines of homoclinal
ridges, the Ukima'au (UK) LS, flanked by lower ridges of lime-rich sediments, the Tamba'a (TM)
Land System. Broad valleys in the north contain swampy Pusuraghi (PS) LS patches, largely
containing Terminalia brassii vegetation, and narrow floodplains of the Litoghahira (LG) Land
System. Approximate photo scale 1:64 000.
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STEREOPAIR 5-8
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STEREOPAIR 5-8
Occupying the north-central watershed this area displays a wide variety of
lithology. Basement basaltic volcanics are exposed to form high, massive Tolombusu (TL) Land
System ridges in the south and less stable, narrow ridges of the Zabana (ZA) LS in the centre.
The Beamalalu (BM) LS comprises sandy sediments which have formed distinct cuestas, although
similar rocks underlying the Eghueghu (EE) LS give rise to rather featureless hills occupying
watersheds above the volcanics. In the north, Ukima'au (UK) LS limestone ridge karst forms an
abrupt boundary with the volcanics and gives way northwards to Tamba'a (TM) LS parallel ridges
derived from younger, fine-grained calcareous sediments. Approximate photo scale 1:64 000.
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Valleys are dry and narrow and although forming linear, angular networks are not
everywhere connected. In wet weather they may have temporary streams but this
water rapidly disappears underground, commonly via sinkholes. Some small enclosed
basins occur.
Ridge karst is characteristically found adjacent to central volcanic areas (Figure 5.1 and
Stereopair 5.7). It consists of long, commonly homoclinal, single or double, narrow
ridges with an even profile. They extend as a chain for 20-25 km in northern
Santa Isabel with individual links of 1-3 km. This distinctive landscape has an
amplitude of relief of 100-200 m, and crestal altitudes of up to 800 m. Their flanks
are straight to convex, steep, rocky and ungullied. There are no valleys as all rainwater
is absorbed internally. Foothill boulder screes are common.
The karst-like landforms are mapped as the Andi Land System (Separate Map 5e).
These occupy larger areas and, in several ways resemble cockpit karst. The ridges,
however, are more subdued, with a less clear pattern and are separated by rolling,
hilly areas. They also tend to be short and although found at altitudes up to
550 m have an internal amplitude of relief of only 50-100 m rising to 250 m at the
margins of the landform beside major rivers. Ridge slopes are mostly steep,
ungullied and straight to convex with common rock outcrops. The intervening hilly
areas have less steep and more irregular slopes overall and fewer rock outcrops.
Gullies are rare.
Valleys are predominantly incised and narrow, some appear to be dry, and their
pattern is rectangular. There are no floodplains but there are a few small enclosed
basins with gently concave floors.
Low ridges in the Bolitei area are underlain by chert and cherty limestone. There is
little ground information from the area but from airphoto interpretation the landform
consists of ridges with an amplitude of less than 80 m and a maximum altitude of
160 m. Ridge lengths are less than 2 km and the crests are narrow to broad with even
profiles. Slopes are irregular with common chert or limestone outcrops. The valleys
tend to be swampy at the margins and are probably dry in the central areas. Gullies
have not been noted.
Plateaux and cuestas
The central watershed area north of the Korighole River contains folded sandstones
and gritstones which form well developed cuestas and plateaux (Stereopairs 5.7 and
5.8). They occupy the flanks and centre of a synclinal axis and as neighbouring land
has been eroded to leave this as relatively high ground it is an example of inverted
relief.
Erosion by streams and small rivers has resulted in a pattern of short, steep, rocky
scarps and long, moderate dip slopes, most of which are finely dissected by gullies.
The gullies are from 10-40 m deep and have moderately steep, straight or convex
slopes. The scarps are as much as 250 m on the plateaux margins, but within the area
are largely less than 100 m. The highest areas are at about 600 m. Scarp crest lines are
long and linear in places but where the cuestas are widespread they form crescentic
patterns.
There are a few large valleys developing along the strike of the rocks, some of which
contain small floodplains with low terraces. Elsewhere streams form narrow, steepsided valleys which become gorge-like where strata are crossed at right angles. In detail
their pattern is angular w i t h herring-bone elements in places.
Terraces
Terraces of marine or deltaic origin occur on San Jorge, around Maringe Lagoon,
Bolitei and Rakata Bay. Riverine terraces are considered with the Fluvial Plains below.
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On San Jorge are extensive outwash fans derived from soft sediments which in turn
have originated from ultramafic outcrops to the south. They have the form of low,
gently rounded hills merging into lightly dissected, almost level areas only a few
metres above adjacent swamps (Stereotriplet 5.4). Their surface contains many shallow
gullies and swampy patches, and locally ultra-low hillocks, ridges and mounds interspersed with swamps become the dominant landform. The flanks or marginal slopes
are also.irregular with slumps, treefall scars and rocks and where more than 5 m long
are steep or moderately steep. Most slopes are unstable. Valleys near sea level are
swampy, and grade gradually inland to narrow, bouldery irregular-floored gullies.
The Malu'u Land System in contrast comprises smoothly rolling low hills or terraces
overlying calcareous marls and mudstones. The land does not exceed 80 m and the
amplitude of relief is in the order of 5-20 m. Surface slopes are gentle except at
seaward margins and where small valleys have steep lower slopes. Limestone outcrops
are locally present at the coast.
Around Bolitei is an area of low, dissected terraces underlain by chert cobble
alluvium. The maximum altitude is less than 40 m and their amplitude is mostly
5-30 m. The surfaces arc smooth to gently rolling and the flanks äre rnodei ätely
steep and tend to be irregular. Gullies are rare and most valleys are swamp filled.
Fluvial plains
Fluvial plains are well developed in some coastal areas of Santa Isabel, particularly in
the south-west. They are formed from unconsolidated riverine sediments of mixed
composition and origin, and some may have been reworked or modified in an estuarine
or marine environment. Swamps have developed on the sediments where the regional
watertable is permanently high. The plains lie withn 50 m of sea level, with the
exception of some isolated inland valleys lying at 300-400 m.
Forming an almost continuous band between mainland foothills and coastal swamps
adjacent to Ortega Channel is an area of fine- and medium-grade material derived from
ultramafic and basic rocks (Stereotriplet 5.4). The land surface is level to gently
undulating and rivers and streams are incised by 1-3 m. The area is flooded from time
to time but only for short periods.
In other areas the fluvial plains have formed in valleys penetrating the hills. The
material is mostly of fine- and medium-grade and formed of mixed sediments and
volcahics, except in the south-west where basic and ultramafic rocks are the main
mineral source. Several of the plains are from 10-15 km in length and up to 1 km
wide, incorporating narrow stony floodplains which are occupied by rivers and
low-lying tracts flooded several times a year. The surface of this floodplain tract is
slightly irregular due to the occurrence of uneroded former stony river channels, sandy
levees and rocky point bars.
The larger fluvial plains also contain low terraces of silts and clays rising to 6 m above
the rivers. These are more or less level, with cliffed sides, and may be briefly flooded
once or twice a year when the rivers are exceptionally high. Such terraces generally
remain as higher land within an inner meander curve and are usually less than 1 km^
in area. The highest terraces are usually found in the middle courses of the rivers,
while downstream, terraces tend to become lower and eventually merge into floodplains or swamps.
Swamps .
Both tidal and freshwater swamps are described under this heading. The tidal swamps
occupy small coastal areas around most of the islands in the west (Stereopair 5.6)
forming a narrow belt in the inter-tidal zone generally up to 500 m wide, but
exceptionally to 1 km. The land developed initially as coral platforms but this has
gradually been colonised by mangrove and subsequently covered by peat or mud
deposits. Because the coral platforms do not grow opposite river mouths the coastline
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in these areas has become strongly indented (Stereopair 5.2). The swamp surface is
flat w i t h an irregular microrelief in places due to protruding coral or crab mounds.
The watertable is permanently high and saline.
Freshwater swamps are less widely distributed but occupy larger individual areas, in
places up t o 25 k m ^ . The largest are on the plains either side of the Ortega Channel
(Stereotriplet 5.4) where the alluvium beneath has been derived largely or partly from
ultramafic deposits. In these two areas are superficial deposits of peat and a vegetation
dominated by Casuarina papuana and Dacrydium xanthandrum. Valley swamps on the
other hand are less extensive and tend t o form close t o the sea between river levees and
nearby foothills (Stereopair 5.5) or landwards of tidal swamps (Stereopair 5.2). In
addition, some swamps have formed in former lagoons infilled by muds and colonized
by vegetation. The swamp surface is virtually flat and the watertable is permanently
high and fresh.
Littoral landforms
Beaches are common around most of the islands but in many places are not possible
t o map because of their narrow w i d t h . Two main forms can be differentiated, namely
those derived f r o m coral platforms and those occurring near river mouths, but clearly
there are intergrades between the t w o .
Coarse and fine coral debris beaches occur mostly on offshore islands and on mainland
coasts if onshore reef is present. They tend to be less than 50 m wide and are only
1-2 m above high tide level. The seaward slope is usually steeper and more rocky than
the landward slope and the crest of the beach is broad and gently rounded. Their
lengths range up t o 4 or 5 km where they entirely encircle islands. Mangrove swamps
commonly occur on the landward side.
Beaches in bayheads have developed f r o m medium-grade, reworked riverine sands.
They are common wherever large rivers reach the sea, particularly if flanked by headlands but they also form spits into the sea if currents are favourable, such as at Rakata
Bay. These beaches are generally less than 2 m above high tide level and may consist
of a gently rounded, single but long beach between the sea and a swamp. In some
areas; however, there are parallel series of subdued beaches and low swales extending
inland for several hundred metres and the swales may be partly occupied by swamp
as the watertable is close t o or even at the surface.

SOILS
Introduction
The lithology of Santa Isabel is'varied and the faulted and folded rocks further
complicate the already complex pattern of outcrops. The oldest exposed rocks are the
Basement Complex of the south-west, a mixed suite of metamorphosed lavas and
gabbros of Upper Mesozoic age. The Sigana Volcanics of central areas are unconformable on the Basement Complex and are predominantly basalts and basaltic pillow
lavas of pre-Miocene or possibly Oligocene age. Ultramafic materials were emplaced in
axial zones of geanticlinal structures in the Eocene and Oligocene and were
subsequently serpentinized (Hackman, 1973). The sediments on Santa Isabel are
separated into t w o belts by the Basement Complex and Sigana Volcanics, the eastern
group is dominated byjjalcareous sediments and pelagic limestones while the
western group mostly contains sandstones and grits. These sediments vary in age from
Upper Oligocene to Miocene. The Pliocene is represented by tuffaceous sandstones
and shales which may contain considerable amounts of ultramafic debris. The
Korighole-Kaipito thrust, which separates the Basement Complex f r o m the Sigana
Volcanics, was probably the initiating and controlling agent for the emplacement of
the ultramafic bodies (Coleman, 1965).
Soil development on Santa Isabel is largely determined by the lithology of the parent
material and the stability of the landscape. Rainfall and temperature patterns vary
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little throughout the island and such small differences as there are in rainfall distribution only marginally affect soil development. Broadly, the soils derived from the
basaltic lavas and pyroclastics are base-poor and in these strongly ridged landscapes
the soils are immature as prolonged periods of structural stability in which landscape
erosion diminishes are rare. Relatively uneroded areas are only encountered on ridge
sites or on the more gently rounded landscape of the ultramafic outcrops where rapid
weathering gives rise to strongly weathered and leached residual soils. On the terraces
and cuestas formed from non-calcareous tuffaceous sediments, the relic level surfaces
provide ideal sites for rapid weathering while the steep valley sides have young, poorly
developed soils. A surface accumulation of organic matter has occurred in some of
these strongly weathered profiles and others which are rather less weathered still show
a build-up of humus.
Some of the soils derived from ultramafic or basic rocks, particularly serpentinous rocks
have magnesium contents of 12-18%. Soils over limestones and calcareous rocks are
predominantly base-rich due to the high level of calcium. These soils are variable in depth
due to the highly irregular surface of the underlying limestone and their acidity ranges
from slightly acid to alkaline.
The effect of man's influence on the development of Santa Isabel soils is most pronounced in the ultramafic areas. Here, particularly in the south-west where rainfall
may be reduced owing to the rainshadow effect of the mountains of Guadalcanal, the
forest has been burnt and large areas of fern and scrub savanna have become
established. Under this sparse vegetation cover severe gullying has occurred, particularly
on soils overlying soft sediments on San Jorge, and Lee (1969) suggests that some soils
may have lost 60 cm of surface material by erosion.
As a result of exposure of the ground surface after burning there has been irreversible
dehydration of iron minerals, leading in some places to the formation of lateritic
concretions.
The presence of unweathered quartz and plagioclase in the upper 30 cm of a soil
profile from south-western Santa Isabel has been interpreted by Webb (1973) as
volcanic ash derived from Savo. As this is the only soil in the island to have been
subjected to detailed mineralogical investigation it has not been possible to estimate
the extent of influence of volcanic ash. Field studies failed to recognise ash-covered
soils and as there are generally few stable sites in south-western Santa Isabel where
ash could accumulate, volcanic additions to most soils would be rapidly incorporated
by earth movements or removed by erosion. However, ash falls from Savo may have
contributed towards soil development and may still be responsible for the higher soil
fertility of some surface horizons.
A feature of Santa Isabel soils that has not been encountered elsewhere in the Solomons
is the presence of extensive freshwater swamps containing soils largely derived from
outwash fans from ultramafic rocks. These swamp soils contain very high levels of
magnesium, nickel and chromium and the vegetation is dominated by species normally
occurring on well drained ultramafic soils.
Prior to the fieldwork for this study, there had been no soil surveys of Santa Isabel but
since 1971 reports on the agricultural potential of three coconut estates on the island
have been completed (Chase, 1972a; 1972b; Wainioamena, 1973).
Chemical analyses and X-ray diffraction analysis from soils located in south-west
Santa Isabel have been described by Clarke and McLeod (1966), Lee (1969) and
Webb (1973).
For the present survey 1 073 soil augering profiles were described and a further 66 soil
pits were described and sampled. The average observation density is only 3.6 k m ^ and
it is possible, therefore, that some minor soils have not been recognised. The soils have
been mapped as Soil Associations (Separate Map 5d).
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The soils are described below under 18 great group headings (Table 1). In addition to
these generalised accounts, descriptions and analytical date of key profiles can be
found in Appendix 1. The classification scheme employed here (USDA, 1973) is widely
used throughout the world and, despite some technical drawbacks, enables comparisons to be made with soils in other countries. Sub-divisions of the great groups are
made on the basis of soil climate, types of sand and clay minerals, drainage, depth and
other pedogenic features. Seven soil orders have been identified on Santa Isabel.
The USDA soil classification requires precise chemical data and therefore, mainly
sampled profiles have been used t o establish soil classes. Augering descriptions are used
as supporting data, and where great groups such as Sulfihemists, have been established
entirely on profile morphology without supporting analysis they must be regarded as
provisional. Soil fertility ratings in the text are defined in Appendix 3, Table 3 . 1 ; they
relate mostly to subsoils since topsoils, where present, are usually thin with a higher
nutrient status.
T A B L E 1 United States Soil Conservation Service: soil classification units and major subunits with local equivalents
Soil map unit and local equivalent
A . Deep, very p o o r l y drained b r o w n t o
reddish b r o w n peat or much w i t h
occasional t h i n mineral layers <i50 cm

Order
Histosol

Suborder

Great Group

Subgroup

Hemist

Tropohemist

Typic
Hydric
Ferric

Sulfihemist

Typic
Lithic

Tropaquent

Typic

Sulfaquent

Typic

E. Deep t o shallow, very poorly
drained, saline b r o w n or reddish
b r o w n peat or muck
B. Moderately deep t o deep, very
poorly drained grey t o bluish
green locally m o t t l e d clays and
loams

Entisol

Aquent

F. Deep, very p o o r l y drained, saline
pale or gleyed clays and loams
w i t h a t h i n surface peat layer
C. Deep t o shallow, freely t o excessively drained, pale to dark loose
sands

Psamment

Tropopsamment

Typic
Lithic

D. Deep to shallow, excessively to
poorly drained pale stony sands
and loams

Orthent

Troporthent

Typic
Lithic

H. Deep t o shallow, imperfectly
drained greyish mottled loams
and clays

F luvent

T r o p o f luvent

Typic
Aquic
Lithic

Tropept

Eutropept

Typic
Aquic
Fluventic

1. Deep t o shallow, freely drained
brown to yellowish b r o w n clays
and loams

Dystropept

Typic
Lithic
Oxic

0 . Deep to shallow, freely to
imperfectly drained, humus-rich
brown loams and clays

Humitropept

Typic

Tropudalf

Typic
Lithic
Ultic

G. Deep to shallow, freely drained
brown t o dark b r o w n clays and
clay loams

Inceptisol

L. Deep, freely drained yellowish
brown to yellowish red clay

Alfisol

Udalf

M. Moderately deep to shallow, freely
drained, stony dark brown clay
overlying limestone

Mollisol

Rendoll

W. Deep t o moderately shallow, freely
drained dark b r o w n clay w i t h a
clay content increasing w i t h depth
K. Deep to shallow, humus-rich, well
drained yellowish red t o red clay

Ultisol

N. Deep, freely drained yellowish red
clay
X . Deep, humus-rich, freely drained
yellowish red t o red clay
Y . Deep, freely drained brown t o
dark reddish brown clay w i t h a
high base saturation
J.
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Deep, freely drained yellowish
red to red clay

Oxisol

Typic
Lithic
Eutro peptic

Udoll

Argiudoll

Typic

Humult

Tropo humult

Typic
Humoxic

Udult

Tropudult

Typic
Orthoxic

Humox

Haplohumox

Typic

Orthox

Eutro rthox

Typic
Tropeptic

Haplorthox

Typic
Tropeptic

A,E. Organic soils with mostly well decomposed peat (Histosols:Hemists)
These are predominantly organic soils whose constituents have been partly altered
physically and biochemically. A few consist of shallow organic material resting on
rock or broken coral rubble but most are deep with no mineral layer as much as
30 cm thick within the upper 80 cm. All Hemists have a watertable at or above the
ground surface for most of the year.
A.

Deep, very poorly drained, brown to reddish brown peat or muck
occasional thin mineral layers (Tropohemists)

with

Tropohemists are essentially organic soils occurring in freshwater swamps over many
parts of the island; extensive areas are found on both sides of the Ortega Channel
(Figure 5.4). The properties of the peat differ from place to place, largely reflecting
variations in percolating groundwater and the underlying sediments. On northern
San Jorge many peats overlie sediments derived from ultramafic rocks and the heavy
metal contents of both the peat and the underlying sediments are high. Terric
Tropohemists contain thin layers of inorganic sediments but these do not exceed a
tuLai Lhiukriess of 30 cm in the upper 80 cm of the prof iie. Eisewhere the peat may
have a very low bearing capacity (hydric) and very low bulk density.
Chemically these raw organic soils are acid with a pH of 5.3 and 4.5. They have a
moderate to high cation exchange capacity (CEC) and a low content of exchangeable
bases: a Terric Tropohemist analysed from San Jorge contained 18% total magnesium
in the inorganic horizon.
These soils occur mainly in Soil Association BAH but may also be present in small
areas of EBF,GH and C.
E.

Deep to shallow, very poorly drained, saline, brown or reddish brown peat or
muck (Sulfihemists)

These are organic soils associated w i t h mangrove vegetation and although not sampled
on Santa Isabel they probably occur within the extensive mangrove areas. The soils
are permanently saturated by saline water subject to tidal variations, are of varied
depth and are generally underlain by coral detritus or sediments. These are the
potential acid sulphate soils which, if exposed to the air by drainage, would result in
the oxidation of sulphur compounds to sulphuric acid. In mangrove soils and nonacid marine soils, the field-wet pH is generally between 6.5 and 7 but in a potentially
acid sulphate soil the air-dry pH ranges between 1.5 and 4 (van Breeman, 1973).
Where coral occurs close to the surface the increase in acidity will be less marked.
These soils are thought to be dominant in Soil Association EBF but they may also
occur in areas of C.
B,C,D,F,H. Young soils with little or no horizon development (Entisols:Aquents,
Psamments, Orthents and Fluvents
Entisols, by definition, lack diagnostic horizons although they may have thin, palecoloured or peaty topsoils. They are young soils and consequently occur in areas
where depositional or erosional processes are active as on recent alluvium and beaches
or on steep unstable slopes.
B.

Moderately deep to deep, very poorly drained, grey to bluish green, locally
mottled clays and loams (Tropaquents)

Tropaquents usually occur at swamp margins where the peat is too shallow to be
classified as a Tropohemist. They also occur in the larger river valleys where the
watertable is permanently high (Figure 5.4).
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These soils are characterised by heavy to medium textures, rarely lighter than a sandy
loam. They often have a thin peaty surface horizon or organic-rich layers within the
profile. Some are stony and others are weakly-stratified as a result of past flooding,
but owing to an insufficient number of samples, it has not been possible to identify
them as Fluvaquents. Subsoils rest on coral in places, but generally they develop from
unsorted riverine sediments. The soils are dominantly greyish brown, greenish grey or
grey in colour and may be strongly mottled.
Profiles of this soil great group have not been sampled on Santa Isabel, but elsewhere
they are known to be base-rich with a moderate to high CEC, usually saturated with
calcium and in places, with magnesium.
Tropaquents are dominant in Soil Association B A H , are common in EBF and may
occur within limited areas of GH and C.
F.

Deep, very poorly drained, saline, pale or gleyed clays and loams with a thin
surface peat layer (Sulfaquents)

The Sulfaquents occupy areas of mangrove swamp, particularly in lower river valleys
(Figure 5.5) and on the landward side of lagoons. The soils are medium to fine in
texture with a high organic matter content in the upper horizons. The watertable is
high, saline and subject to tidal variations. These soils are potential acid sulphate
soils if drained but they are thought to be of limited extent on Santa Isabel as many
inorganic swamp soils are underlain at shallow depth by coral detritus: the calcareous
fragments occurring throughout the profile would neutralise the sulphuric acid
produced during the oxidation of these soils.
Soil Association EBF contains areas of this soil and it probably occurs in small areas
of BAH.
C.

Deep to shallow, freely to excessively drained, pale to dark loose sands
(Tropopsamments)

Soils developing on young beach sands are predominantly Tropopsamments
(Figure 5.4). They are characterised by sandy textures and free to excessive drainage:
some are light coloured but others derived from basic volcanic rocks contain a high
proportion of dark minerals giving olive and dark greyish colours to the soil at depth.
The level of the watertable may affect the matrix colour of the soil and mottles may
be present.
From one profile analysed (Santa Isabel 38, Appendix 1 and Figure 5.6) it is clear
that the soil has a low CEC and that the relatively low level of bases is sufficient to
give a high base saturation. There is an accumulation of organic matter in the surface
horizon and carbon levels tend to fluctuate down the profile. In the profile analysed
levels of both available and total potassium and phosphorus are low and reserves of
magnesium are moderate.
Tropopsamments dominate Soil Association C and may occur along river channels
inGH.
D.

Deep to shallow, excessively to poorly drained, pale stony sands and loams
(Troporthents)

These soils occur on offshore islands (Figure 5.3) and coasts largely derived from
coral reef debis. Troporthents are also found on some of the high ridges in the
interior of the island where unstable slopes and severe erosion have prevented soil
development.
Soil development is minimal and commonly confined to a thin organic surface
horizon. Depth to underlying coral rock, in beach Troporthents, is varied and all
profiles have broken coral rock within the profile. Internal drainage may vary from
poor to excessive.
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No samples were analysed from Santa Isabel but from similar beach soils elsewhere
the dominant features of these soils are known to be a very low CEC, a preponderance
of calcium in the saturated exchange complex, high levels of carbonates and pH levels
increasing with depth from 8.0 to 9.3. Potassium is virtually absent in its exchangeable
form but magnesium is available in moderate amounts. The organic matter provides
the main active constituent of the soil but is concentrated in the top few centimetres
where it is well humified. Little is known about the Troporthents developed on
unstable slopes although many are expected to grade into Inceptisols. Their nutrient
status will largely depend upon parent material.
H.

Deep to shallow, imperfectly drained, greyish mottled loams and clays
(Tropofluvents)

These are the soils of the floodplains where gradients are low and rivers occasionally
change course and flood (Figure 5.4). They are found along most river valleys on
Santa Isabel and are often associated with lower terraces and poorly drained backswamps. Due to frequent flooding profiles are stratified and levels of carbon fluctuate
down the profile. The sediments are of mixed origin and the grade varies both within
__«! u~i
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Soils are often imperfectly drained and, below 50 cm, mottling may occur in all or
some horizons. Above this depth the soils are predominantly brown or greyish brown.
Textures vary considerably down the profile and surface horizons may consist of
recently deposited silt. Two Tropofluvents were sampled from Santa Isabel and both
show a soil pH close to neutral. Levels of exchangeable magnesium and calcium are
high and sodium levels are medium to high. Levels of both available and total
potassium are low and, while total phosphorus varies from low to medium, reserve
magnesium figures are uniformly high (Santa Isabel 24, Appendix 1 and Figure 5.6).
Tropofluvents occur in Soil Association BAH and GH and may occur within EBF.
G,l,0. Slightly weathered soils with little horizon development (inceptisois:Tropepts)
Inceptisols are young soils associated w i t h a wide range of parent materials. They are
weakly structured, medium to fine-textured and on steep slopes may be subject to
considerable erosion. Weathering has altered primary minerals but movement of clay
or bases by leaching is not marked.
G.

Deep to shallow, freely drained, brown to dark brown clays and clay loams
(Eutropepts)

Eutropepts have developed over a variety of parent materials but mainly occur on
floodplains (Figure 5.4), on the slopes of volcanic hills (Figure 5.2) and over some
sedimentary rocks (Figure 5.2). They tend to be well drained, brown to yellowish
brown in colour and have a high base saturation. Some are found in association with
Tropudalfs and, on steep eroded slopes where the upper part of the profile may have
been removed, the differentiation of these two soils becomes very difficult.
Eutropepts are extensive along many alluvial valleys where they occupy the higher
terrace areas. Eutropepts of alluvial origin tend to contain more sandsized material
than those of the hill slopes and they may have a carbon content that fluctuates
slightly with depth indicating a fluvial origin.
The clay fraction of the Eutropepts is active and where the clay content is high the
CEC exceeds 25 meq %. Nutrient levels are largely determined by the origins of the
parent material and available nutrients vary widely. Levels of potassium reach 0.5
meq % in some alluvial subsoils while only a trace occurs on the volcanic and volcanicderived sedimentary soils. Calcium is the dominant exchangeable cation but calcium to
magnesium ratios vary considerably from 17 on soils derived from calcareous parent
materials to 2:1 on soils overlying volcanics or derived from sediments of volcanic
origin. Levels of total magnesium are medium to high in all soils (Table 2) but levels
of potassium and phosphorus are low to medium w i t h alluvial soils having the highest
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reserves. Very low levels of total nutrients were noted from soils derived from sandstones. The description of Eutropept derived from basaltic rocks is shown in
Appendix 1 (Santa Isabel 62).
TABLE 2 Mean topsoil and subsoil analyses of five Typic Eutropepts

pH
(H20)

Topsoil
Subsoil

/.

6.1
6,2

Total ppm

Percentage

Exchangeable meq %

Available P
p p m (Bray)

Na

K

Mg

Ca

CEC

BS

N

c

P

K

0.3
0.5

0.3
0.2

4.5

32.4

46.8

75

670

1 870

8 280

12.5

21.3

36.9

76

0.51
0.07

6.04

4.5

0.78

375

1 930

10 150

9.3

Mg

Deep to shallow, freely drained, brown to yellowish brown clays and loams
(Dystropepts)

Dystropepts occur over a wide range of parent materials (Figures 5.2 to 5.5) although
they have not been identified over strongly calcareous rocks. They range in colour
from reddish brown to yellowish red or red, all are well drained and most contain
weathering rock fragements.
Chemically the Dystropepts can be divided into typic and oxic subgroups. Typic
Dystropepts are less acid, have a higher base saturation and a clay CEC greater than
24 meq %. There is some evidence to suggest that the more strongly weathered Oxic
Dystropepts are likely to occur on stable sites whilst typic subgroups are more
common on unstable sites. A comparison of nutrient levels in oxic and typic subgroups
is shown in Table 3.
Dystropepts are more acid than Eutropepts, with a pH range of 4.4 to 5.9.
Exchangeable cations, particularly sodium and potassium are low but magnesium and
calcium levels in typic subgroups are a little higher than in the oxic subgroups.
The calcium:magnesium ratio is narrow in both subgroups and occasionally magnesium
levels exceed calcium. The total CEC is medium to high and, like the clay CEC, levels
tends to decrease in oxic subgroups indicating a greater degree of weathering. Levels
of total nutrients vary from medium to low with the lowest levels occurring in the
oxic subgroups. Two profiles examined showed unusually high potassium levels for
these soils with one outstanding at 14 150 ppm. A typical example of a Dystropept
is shown by Santa Isabel 35 in Appendix 1 and in Figure 5.6.
T A B L E 3 Comparison of mean topsoil and subsoil analyses of five Typic Dystropepts a. and three Oxic
Dystropepts b.

pH
(H20)

Percentage

Exchangeable meq %

Total ppm

Na

K

Mg

Ca

CEC

BS

N

c

P

K

Mg

Available P
p p m (Bray)

a. Topsoil
Subsoil

5.2
5.2

0.1
0.1

0.2
0.1

3.5
2.5

7.9
3.1

28.4
23.5

37
26

0.32
0.06

3.50
0.49

510
340

3 430
5 200

5010
5 930

6.1
5.2

b. Topsoil
Subsoil

4.9
4.7

0.1
0.1

0.2
Tr

1.9
0.3

5.8
0.4

18.4
10.0

38
8

0.46
0.05

5.6
0.46

425
140

, 490
710

1 670
1 950

11.8
4.9

As with the base-rich Eutropepts there is no clear distinction between Dystropepts
and the more developed, base-poor soils. The removal of a clay-enriched horizon by
erosion will result in the soil straddling the classification boundary between the
Dystropepts and Tropudults. Similarly, many soils in the oxic subgroup are
chemically close to being classified as Haplorthox.
Dystropepts are dominant is Soil Associations IJ, INJ and occur in J l , JIN, JOI and
NIL.
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FIGURES 5.4 & 5.5
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O.

Deep to shallow, freely drained, humus-rich, brown to red loams and clays
(Humitropepts)

These soils are chemically similar t o the Dystropepts but are distinguished from them
by the presence of a deep, dark topsoil and high organic carbon levels in the upper
100 cm of the profile. They commonly occur at higher altitudes (Figure 5.2) may
have a peaty surface horizon mainly developed over non-calcareous sediments and
volcanics. These soils range from deep and stone-free to shallow with abundant
weathering rock throughout the profile and textures are predominantly clays or silty
clay loams. Beneath the topsoil the base status is poor and the base saturation low,
by definition less than 50%. Profile Santa Isabel 55 in Appendix 1 is an example of
a typical Humitropept and the mean of the analyses of four soils;is shown in Table 4.
The fertility of these soils is moderate to low and they are generally acid w i t h a mean
pH of 5.0. Levels of both available and reserve potassium and phosphorus are low to
moderate although there are exceptions with phosphorus as high as 1 100 ppm in the
subsoil. Available magnesium levels are very similar to calcium levefs giving a narrow
Ca:Mg ratio and in some cases magnesium levels exceed calcium. Total magnesium is
not present in large amounts and no exceptionally high figures were recorded.
T A B L E 4 Mean Topsoil and subsoil analyses of four Humitropepts

pH
(H20)

Topsoil
Subsoil

5.0
5.0

Exchangeable meq %

Total p p m

Percentage

Na

K

Mg

Ca

CEC

BS

N

C

P

K

Mg

0.2
0.1

0.3
0.1

1.3
0.6

5.3
1.8

33.2
20.9

21
14

0.51
0.05

7.34
0.54

610
450

2 180
3 060

4 300
5 140

Available P
ppm (Bray)

5.5
3.9

Humitropepts are not thought to be dominant in any soil association but they are
moderately common in JO I and probably occur in most associations where
Dystropepts are widespread.
L.
Moderately to strongly weathered and leached soils with high base status
(Alfisols:Udalfs)
These are soils associated with base-rich parent materials. They vary in colour from
yellowish brown to yellowish red or red but all have high clay contents and a base
saturation exceeding 50%. They occur on both volcanic and sedimentary rocks and
occasionally on old alluvial terraces.
L.

Deep, freely drained, yellowish brown to yellowish red clay

(Tropudalfs)

These soils occur on a variety of parent materials (Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5). The
majority are found over calcareous rocks but several have developed from volcanic
or volcanic-derived parent materials rich in magnesium and consequently have an
exchange capacity saturated by calcium and magnesium cations.
Analyses of these soils show high levels of magnesium in both the exchangeable and
total forms. Individual horizons may contain up to 7% total magnesium and this is
reflected in the exchangeable cations by levels of magnesium as high as 42 meq %.
Modal levels of total magnesium are 1.2% which also results in high exchangeable
levels of between 8 and 14 meq % (Santa Isabel 6 1 , Appendix 1). The high levels of
exchangeable magnesium and medium levels of calcium result in an Ca: Mg ratio
close to, or less than one. Levels of exchangeable sodium and potassium are high in
the topsoil but medium to low in the subsoil. Total nutrients with the exception of
magnesium are low to very low. The clays are moderately weathered with a medium
to high clay CEC.
These soils are present in Soil Associations KGL, NIL and WML.
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M,W. Moderately weathered soils with a thick dark topsoil and high base status
(Mollisols : Rendolls, Udolls
These soils are closely associated with limestone and other calcareous parent materials
occurring in karstlands and on limestone-based terraces. They are freely drained and
have a relatively thick, dark-coloured, humus-rich surface horizon with calcium
cations dominant in the exchange complex.
M.

Moderately deep to shallow, freely drained, stony dark brown clay overlying
limestone (Rendolls)

This friable to f i r m , moderately to strongly structured soil is underlain by limestone
parent material (Figure 5.5). Limestone commonly outcrops above the surface and
within the soil forms a mainly irregular, sharply defined and fissured rock surface.
Where limestone occurs within 50 cm of the surface the soil is termed lithic.
The clay content of these soils is usually high and the CEC is high, saturated with
calcium (Santa Isabel 60, Appendix 1). Levels of both exchangeable and total
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Total values of phosphorus are medium to high but this is not fully reflected in the
figures for available phosphorus which remain medium to low. The soil is rich in
well humified organic carbon which may exceed 1% at 100 cm, and normally the
pH increases down the profile as the influence of the calcareous parent material
becomes more marked. Eutropeptic Rendolls have a slightly weathered yellowish
brown horizon between the darker topsoil and the underlying parent material.
This soil occurs in Soil Associations K M , LM and WML and probably occupies
small areas in KGL, KN and NIL.
W.

Deep to moderately shallow, freely drained, brown to dark brown clay
(A rgi udolls)

These soils differ from the Rendolls in being deeper with a lighter coloured horizon
and a marked clay increase beneath the dark carbon-rich surface horizon (Santa Isabel
26, Appendix 1).
Internal drainage is free throughout the profile and the structure is moderate, subangular blocky. Topsoils are generally fertile with medium to high levels of potassium
and sodium. In the subsoil, levels of exchangeable sodium and potassium may fall
slightly but both magnesium and calcium levels remain high. The exchange complex
is largely saturated by calcium and magnesium and the Ca: Mg ratio remains between
about 2 and 9. Total phosphorus is higher in the humic topsoil and decreases down
the profile but increases in the presence of fragments of weathering lime-rich rock.
Levels of total potassium and magnesium are moderate and soil acidity, which is near
neutral throughout much of the profile, increases as the calcareous parent material is
reached.
These soils are closely related to Hapludolls which do not show a clay increase with
depth (Figure 5.6) : Hapludolls, although rare in Santa Isabel, can be expected to
occur together with Argiudolls (Figures 5.2 and 5.5).
Argiudolls have been mapped in Soil Association WML and are likely to occur with
Hapludolls in small areas of K M , LM, and KGL.
K,N. Strongly weathered and leached soils with low base status (Ultisols : Humults,
Udults)
These are soils of largely level or gently sloping surfaces which are not subject to
erosion. They are mostly deep, although shallow soils occur and drainage throughout
the profile is free to imperfect. They have a low base saturation, show a considerable
degree of weathering and have clay-enriched subsoil horizons. The subgroups are
differentiated by the thickness of their organic-rich surface horizons.
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K.

Deep, humus-rich, well drained, yellowish red to red clay

(Tropohumults)

These soils are deeply weathered to the extent that many of them are intergrades
between Typic Tropohumults and the Oxisols and they have horizons with very low
clay CEC and low total exchangeable bases (Table 5). However, they also have
horizons showing signs of clay enrichment overlying the strongly weathered horizons
and are classified as Humoxic Tropohumults. Tropohumults occur on terrace surfaces
and on hills where slopes are stable and soil development has become well advanced
(Figures 5.2, 5.5 and 5.4). Soil colours are predominantly yellowish red or red but
occasionally yellowish brown or dark brown colours may occur. Santa Isabel 21 in
Appendix 1, is representative of the Typic Tropohumults and shows the clay increase
and high organic carbon content within the profile. Table 5 compares average topsoil
and subsoil analyses of the typic and humoxic subgroups.
T A B L E 5 Comparison of mean topsoil and subsoil analyses of four Typic Tropohumults a. and three Humoxic
Tropohumults b.

pH
(H20)

Exchangeable meq %

Total ppm

Percentage

Na

K

Mg

Ca

CEC

BS

N

a. Topsoil
Subsoil

5.0
5.0

0.2
0.2

0.3
0.1

3.0
1.8

5.0
3.2

32.4
27.0

25
21

0.53
0.06

b. Topsoil
Subsoil

4.8
4.9

0.2
Tr

0.4
Tr

2.3
0.5

6.5
1.4

38.3
12.4

26
19

0.66
0.05

P

C

K

Mg

Available P
ppm (Bray)

610
300

1 100
1 640

4 230
5 780

8.6
4.3

15.09 440
0.48 170

560
910

1 800
2 360

7.2
4.2

6.65
0.61

The organic carbon content is high in the topsoil and throughout the upper part of the
profile but slowly decreases w i t h depth. In the topsoil, levels of exchangeable cations
are medium to low dominated by calcium and magnesium and in the subsoil levels of
sodium and potassium are low to very low. Reserve nutrients are markedly lower in
the humoxic subgroup than in the typic. Both subgroups have higher phosphorus
levels in their surface horizons than at depth. This appears to be due mainly to
organic-bound phosphorus as levels rapidly decrease down the profile mirroring the
organic carbon to levels as little as one tenth of those at the surface (Santa Isabel 2 1 ,
Appendix 1). The effectiveness of organic matter in binding phosphorus is also
reflected in the available nutrients where surface horizons contain a large proportion
of the available phosphorus. Total potassium figures are low, varying to extremely
low in the humoxic subgroup and although total magnesium is low to medium in the
typic subgroup it becomes very low in the Humoxic Tropohumults. In both subgroups
total potassium and magnesium levels increase down the profile.
Most of the Tropohumults are formed over volcanic materials or sediments mainly
derived from volcanic rocks. Consequently levels of phosphorus and calcium are not
as high as on Malaita where many of these soils have developed over calcareous
parent materials.
Tropohumults are dominant in Soil Associations KGL, KM and KN and may occur
sporadically in INJ, JIN and J I.
N.

Deep, freely drained, yellowish red clay

(Tropudults)

These soils differ from those of the preceding group in having a lower organic carbon
content. Many of the Tropudult profiles on Santa Isabel occur on moderately steep
slopes (Figures 5.2, and 5.5) where erosion may have removed or prevented the
development of an upper humus-rich horizon: these soils may therefore be eroded
Tropohumults rather than Tropudults. Similarly, there is a close relationship with the
base-poor Dystropepts especially where clay-rich horizons are at or close to the surface
with the possibility that some erosion has removed the overlying horizons: Santa
Isabel 45 (Appendix 1) shows a profile with a clay increase of 11% and a medium to
low CEC.
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TABLE 6 Mean topsoil and subsoil analyses of five Tropudults

pH
(H20)

Topsoil
Subsoil

4.9
5.0

Na

K

Mg

0.3
0.2

0.2
1.1

1.8
0.1

Ca
4.6
1.4

Total ppm

Percentage

Exchangeable meq %
CEC

BS

N

c

P

22.5
16.9

26
18

0.53
0.06

3.94
0.60

270
180

Mg

K
960
1 570

2 940
4 200

Available P
ppm (Bray)

.

6.3
4.6

Exchangeable cations in the subsoil are low, although they are somewhat higher in
the topsoil. There is some evidence to show that a considerable degree of leaching and
weathering has taken place, as both the exchangeable bases and CEC are moderate to
low. Levels of total nutrients are low with phosphorus showing a slight increase in the
organic rich topsoil. In some horizons weathering has proceeded sufficiently to form a
strongly weathered clay fraction w i t h a CEC of less than 24 meq %. Soils with this
weathered horizon are termed orthoxic.
These soils occur in Soil Associations INJ, J I N , and N I L and may also be found in KJ
and K G L .
X,Y,J. Very strongly weathered and leached soils (Oxisols : Humox, Orthox)
This group of soils occurs over a wide range of parent materials but only where there is
an absence of surface erosion. On Santa Isabel they are widespread on both volcanic
and ultramafic rocks and on non-calcareous sediments derived from volcanic rocks.
They are predominantly deep, weathering is advanced and the leaching of bases is
intense. Many contain gibbsite but it occurs as clay-size particles and does not form
the gravel-sized aggregates found elsewhere in the tropics.
X

Deep, humus-rich, freely drained, yellowish red to red clay

(Haplohumox)

These soils are not widespread in Santa Isabel and only two examples have been
identified. Both of these are derived from ultramafic rocks and are sited on stable,
gently convex ridge crests (Figure 5.4). The profiles lack a surface organic horizon
but within the profiles the levels of organic carbon is greater than 1% t o a depth of
60 cm and these high levels are reflected throughout the sampling depth. Elsewhere
in the tropics these soils generally occur at high altitudes where wetter, cooler
conditions prevail. This does not appear to be the case in Santa Isabel where they
occur as low as 120 m above sea level and the breakdown of organic carbon within
the soil appears t o be retarded. Profile Santa Isabel 42 (Appendix 1) is an example
of a Haplohumox; the presence of relatively large amounts of coarse, sand-sized
material probably reflects difficulty in dispersing these soils once they have been air
dried. The profile shows a highly leached and strongly weathered soil from which
most exchangeable cations have been removed. Levels of total nutrients, except
magnesium, are very low t o low and in both profiles examined magnesium decreases
down the profile from medium to low. As both profiles are derived from ultramafic
rocks levels of chromium are high at 14%.
These soils are only mapped in Soil Association JIX but they may occur in JI and
JIN.
Y.

Deep, freely drained, brown to dark reddish brown clay with a high base
saturation
(Eutrorthox)

Eutrorthox have been identified over both limestone (Figure 5.2) and ultramafic
rocks. These parent materials contain large amounts of calcium or magnesium which
results in a high base status in the overlying soils. Soil colours range from brown to
dark reddish brown and most profiles are deep and have a friable to firm consistence.
Profile Santa Isabel 32 (Appendix 1) shows a Eutrorthox developed over ultramaficderived material. Characteristically it contains strongly weathered clays having a low
CEC and a low level of exchangeable bases, in this case dominated by magnesium.
Although levels of available potassium and phosphorus are low and reserves are very
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low in the ultramafic-derived soils, phosphorus levels in the Eutrorthox overlying
limestones are somewhat higher at around 500 ppm and potassium markedly lower.
These soils are not widespread on Santa Isabel and have not been included with any of
the mapped soil associations. They are expected to cover small areas in Soil
Associations J I, JIX and LM.
J.

Deep, freely drained, yellowish red to red clay

(Haplorthox)

This soil covers extensive areas of volcanic (Figure 5.2), ultramafic (Figure 5.4) and
volcanic-derived sediments on Santa Isabel (Figure 5.3). The differences in parent
materials can be reflected in the levels of total nutrients, with soils derived from noncalcareous sediments having very low levels of total elements. Organic matter tends to
accumulate at the surface but levels rapidly decrease down the profile.
It is this organic component that is the source of most of the exchangeable cations as
well as the total phosphorus in the soils. Below the topsoil, textures are clayey,
structure is only weakly developed and there is little profile differentiation down the
profile until weathering rock is encountered.
Chemically the Haplorthox represent the end products of weathering. Over ultramafic
rocks this residuum from weathering processes has been shown by Lee (1969) and
Webb (1973) to be mostly goethite with small amounts of gibbsite. In soils developed
over basic rocks, gibbsite is dominant with associated amounts of iron oxides and
kaolin. The soils are acid and levels of exchangeable and total sodium and potassium
are low to very low. The calcium:magnesium ratio is very narrow and levels of
magnesium exceed calcium in soils derived from ultramafics. Santa Isabel 46
(Appendix 1) represents a Typic Haplorthox derived from non-calcareous sediments.
T A B L E 7 Mean topsoil and subsoil analyses of 13 Typic Haplorthox
Exchangeable meq %

pH
(H20)

Topsoil
Subsoil

5.0
5.1

Total ppm

Percentage

Na

K

Mg

Ca

CEC

BS

N

c

P

0.1
Tr

0.1
Tr

0.7
0.5

1.6
05

11.6
6.3

17
20

0.24
0.06

3.1
0.64

270
170

K
970
1 390

Mg
2 860
3 150

Available P
ppm (Bray)

4.0
3.5

Haplorthox are dominant in Social Associations J l , J I N , JIX and JOI and are common
in IJ, INJ and KJ.

CURRENT LAND USE
Introduction
Santa Isabel remains one of the few islands in the Solomons with a considerable inland
population living in well established villages. Some large inland villages, such as
Kolutubi on the Kaipito River, are situated close to large rivers and are between
1-2 km from the coast. There are, however, several large villages on ridges well inland
at heights of 200-500 m although they have decreased in number in recent years.
These inland villages are found in the northern part of the island, east of a line joining
the Kaipito River and Ghojoruru Point. This area, which excludes San Jorge, covers
only 20% of the island yet contains 70% of the population. The total population of
Santa Isabel and San Jorge in 1970 was 8 653 but of these only 7 925 were enumerated
as having been born on the island. People from other islands, therefore, comprise
8.4% of the population of Santa Isabel and in 1970 the largest group of migrants was
from Malaita with 350 persons recorded but 109 were also reported to have originated
from Guadalcanal (Groenewegen, 1972). A t the same time it should be stressed that,
at the time of the 1970 census, 1 076 persons born in Santa Isabel were recorded as
living away from their home island. (Groenewegen, 1972).
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The largest number of migrants work in the northern sub-council area of Santa Isabel,
where they account for 23% of the population. They are concentrated largely on
coconut estates along the coast or with the Allardyce Lumber Company. These
communities tend to contain a high proportion of males, which is reflected in the male
to female ratio of 1.6 which compares with a ratio of 0.9 in the southern sub-council
area. Of the 590 persons living on plantations and other commercial enterprises in the
northern sub-council during 1970, only 61 were females.
The overall population density of Santa Isabel is low and most of the central and
northern parts of the island are uninhabited. Like other islands in the Solomons the
population has probably been drastically reduced in the past by epidemics of influenza,
dysentery, whooping cough and possibly measles. Unlike the islands of Guadalcanal
and Malaita, however, the recruitment of labour for the sugarcane planations in
Queensland and Fiji was probably not responsible for the removal of large numbers of
men as after 1886 Santa Isabel lay within the German sphere of influence. The decrease
in the island's population was further hastened by the head-hunting and slave raids in
and between main islands, particularly by the men of New Georgia. The accounts of
the Spanish explorer Mendana (Amhurst and Thompson 1901) speak of many villages
aiong the eastern coast of Santa isauei in 1568 yei al iiiê iïiïïê öf Woodford s Visit in
1886 (Woodford, 1890) large stretches of this coastline were deserted mainly as a
result of raids by people from southern Santa Isabel. There has been some movement
away from traditional areas by groups or even entire villages into land made vacant by
depopulation. For example, the customary land of the Sabana (Kia)-speaking people
extends over a consderable area of northern Santa Isabel and although its people now
live largely in the villages of Kia, Baolo and Samusodu, Hograno-speaking people from
central Santa Isabel have been allowed to settle at Dedeu. Similarily the island of
Furona, although in the Jajao area, has been settled by Bughotu-speaking people from
the south of the island. During the late 1960'sthe inhabitants of a hill village, inland
from the Maringe Lagoon, moved 60 km westwards to found a new village, Bolitei, on
the coast in land traditionally belonging to the Kokota-speaking people.
T A B L E 8 Population and population densities, 1970
Island
Santa Isabel
San Jorge

Area ( k n r r )

Population

Density: per so ns/k m

3 920
200

8 480
173

2.2
0.9

For some years the only roads on Santa Isabel suitable for motor vehicles have been
the logging roads around Allardyce Harbour and, for a very short period, the roads
constructed during nickel exploration work around Kolosori. In November 1971, work
began on a council feeder road along the Kaipito River. This road when complete will
be 17 km long and will provide a direct link between the inland villages and Kaevanga
on the coast.
In the past large-scale agricultural enterprises have been dominated by expatriateowned coconut estates but after the war the combined effects of neglect and poor
management resulted in a low level of production. Most of these estates have only
been partly planted with coconuts and the boundaries of many have never been
accurately surveyed. Chase (1971) estimates that some 10 400 ha are held by
companies, missions and individuals under both freehold and leasehold titles.
In 1973 the inhabitants of four villages, including the descendants of the original
landowners agreed to purchase the adjacent 315 ha expatriate-owned plantation of
Holokama and develop it on a community basis. If this scheme is a commercial
success it may well be the forerunner to the rehabilitation and development of other
plantations on Santa Isabel-.
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Shifting cultivation
Subsistence farming is practised throughout Santa Isabel but the degree of intensity
and the crops grown vary from area to area. A single staple crop is rarely cultivated
and intercropping occurs except in some inland areas where taro (Colocasia esculenta)
is exclusively grown. Throughout Santa Isabel sweet potatoes (Ipomoea batatas)
dominate the subsistence gardens although yams (Dioscorea alata and esculenta) are
widely grown. Root crops such as cassava (Manihot esculenta) and taro are locally
important. The length of the fallow period depends to a large extent on the
availability and accessibility of land. Land is under pressure to produce either food or
cash crops in areas in close proximity to settlement or where insufficient garden land
exists to satisfy the community's needs. Consequently, in an attempt to utilise the
garden for a longer period, either the length of the fallow is reduced or the cropping
period is extended by interplanting the main crop with semi-permanent or tree crops.
In this way the productive life of a garden can be extended from the few months
required by an individual root crop to several years by planting sugarcane, cassava,
pineapples, bananas, betel nuts (Areca catechu) and ultimately coconuts. Since the
war many traditional coastal garden areas have been planted with coconuts so that
the zone of gardens has gradually moved inland and they are now separated from the
coastal villages by a discontinuous belt of coconuts.
Taro is widely grown by the inhabitants of the hill villages behind the Maringe Lagoon
and it is still preferred to other root crops by many coastal people who have only
recently moved from the hills. A feature of the hillsides behind the villages of
Gnulahaghe and Hovukoilo is the extensive cultivation of taro. These gardens are
planted and harvested on a co-operative basis with whole families moving from the
villages into temporary dwellings close to the gardens for several weeks each year.
The normal method of land preparation is by clearing the undergrowth and burning,
then planting crops into the bare earth. Around Bara it was noted that secondary
forest being cleared for taro cultivation was not burnt, instead the branches and
woody material were piled into heaps and left to rot, while the taro was planted
into ground covered w i t h a thick layer of plant debis.
Cash crops
Coconuts
Santa Isabel produces between 8-10% of the country's copra w i t h both Solomon
Islanders and plantations contributing equally.
Coconut estates were established by Europeans during the early part of the twentieth
century mainly along the eastern coast of Santa Isabel where large tracts of land had
been depopulated as a result of disease and warfare. By 1931, 7 830 ha of coconuts
had been planted in Isabel District which included the Russell Islands (Great Britain
Colonial Office 1932) excluding the known pre-war area of coconuts in the Rüssel Is,
there were approximately 3 000 ha of coconut plantations on Santa Isabel.
Throughout World War 11 the estates on Santa Isabel were neglected, forest regrowth
and volunteer palms became established and drains became infilled and overgrown.
Many estates never fully recovered and some land, particularly of the more marginal
kind, became so overgrown as to be almost indistinguishable from secondary forest.
Most estates have no herds of cattle so that all undergrowth has to be cleared by hand:
on some estates routine clearing has managed to control forest regrowth, particularly
on the flatter land, and underplanting palms with cocoa has further aided the
suppression of weeds. In general, however, estates on Santa Isabel are poorly maintained with clearing of secondary regrowth limited to localised areas along the beach
frontage and along paths used for nut collection.
Although all the estates are coastal, few have any estate roads so that all produce has to
be carried to the beaches and ferried by dinghy to small ships anchored offshore.
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Copra production from the island varies considerably and in the two years 1971-73
production fell from 2 220 t to 387 t.
Copra yields from estates are unreliable, mainly because the areas under productive
coconuts is not known. However, Chase (1971) using production figures from the
island and air photography to calculate the area currently covered by estate coconuts,
estimated that the copra yield from all alienated land on Santa Isabel was 650 kg/ha.
Yields for individual estates are not available although again estimates based on
monthly production figures and the calculated area of production can be accepted as
a guide. For Holokama, one of the better maintained estates, Chase (1972a) calculated
a yield of between 1 300 and 1 500 kg/ha. Yields from a poorly maintained estate
can be expected t o be much lower and this is borne out by production figures given by
Wainioamena (1973) for Haevo Estate which give a yield of only 51 kg/ha.
Pre-war production of copra by Solomon Islanders on Santa Isabel is not known
although there are large groves of mature trees dating from that period. Since the war,
there has been a large increase in the coconut area under Solomon Islander ownership.
The large areas of young trees around Buala and the Kaipito valley reflect this trend.
Table 9 gives copra production figures over the last six years from both plantations
and Solomon Islanders.
T A B L E 9 Copra production in tons and percentage of Solomon Islands' production from Santa Isabel

Year

Solomon Islander

Plantation

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

1 243
894
1 187
792
157
1 219

1 204
991
1 033
861
230
851

Total

2
1
2
1

447
885
220
653
387
2 070

Percentage Solomon
Islands T o t a l
9.8
7.8
8.6
7.9
2.4
7.4

Cocoa
In 1973, 2.1t of cocoa were produced from Santa Isabel, the smallest amount since
1969. Although some cocoa has been planted by Solomon Islanders, none is being
harvested and all production is from trees planted beneath estate coconuts. Production
in 1970 reached 5.8t, decreasing slightly to 5.2t in 1971 and then declining to only
3.8t in 1972. Most of the cocoa is of the 'Trinitario' variety and was planted between
1960 and 1965 although 16 ha of 'Amelonado' cocoa was planted in 1973 on the
alluvial area in Holokama Estate. In many estates cocoa has been neglected so that
'black pod' occurs widely and even on the better maintained estates many pods are
lost before ripening and stands are uneven with many gaps in the canopy. Cocoa
trees noted during the survey were largely confined to alluvial areas, and they
appeared t o be healthy despite lack of maintenance and the absence of fertiliser.
Other crops
On the alluvial land bordering the Kaipito River small plots of groundnuts were being
grown in 1970 and the produce bought by traders to sell in Honiara. The Kaipito
valley was the centre of a small ricegrowing area during the late 1950's and early
1960's. The only remaining evidence of this enterprise is a rice hulling machine in the
village of Kolomola.
Lever (1973) reports that 65 ha of rubber was planted on Santa Isabel probably at the
turn of the century but in 1904-5 only a little over 100 kg were exported.
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Cattle
Pre-war figures of cattle numbers on Santa Isabel are grouped with figures from the
Russell Islands as both belonged to the same administrative district. Published figures
for 1931 (Great Britain, Colonial Office 1932) show 4 949 head of cattle in Isabel
District of which probably not more than 1 500 head were kept on Santa Isabel
island. During the war many animals were slaughtered and a considerable number
became feral in the hills behind the plantations. Cattle numbers were slow to build
up after the war as sufficient funds for restocking the herds on Santa Isabel were not
available. A cattle census in December 1967 counted only one herd of three animals
(Blair Rains, 1969). By 1973, however, cattle numbers had increased to 284 head of
which 195 were held by expatriate-owned plantations and a further 83 were owned
by Solomon Islanders (Eele, 1974). This figure represents less than 2% of the national
herd.
Land use pattern
The land use map (Separate Map 5f) is derived from airphoto interpretation. Complete
cover of the island was last flown in 1962 at scales varying between 1:60 000 and
1:64 000. Since then most parts of the island have been covered by further photography
at scales varying between 1:20 000 and 1:43 000. The latest photography was flown in
1972 at a scale of 1:25 000 in order to estimate the extent of the destruction caused
by cyclone Ida. This only covered the central portion of the island and because of the
confusion that could arise over the separation and identification of cyclone-disturbed
forest, it was decided not to use this photography. Consequently most of the island
was mapped using photography flown in 1971 at scales varying between 1:36 000 and
1:43 000. There were, however, extensive areas of the island not covered by this and
wherever possible these gaps were filled by the latest available photography mostly
flown in 1968 at a scale of 1:20 000 although a small strip of 1969 photography at
1:40 000 scale was used near Floakora Point. Where there was no alternative photography the 1962, 1:60 000 prints were used, notably in the north-west and at the
southern tip of the island.
A n inset on the land use map (Separate Map 5f) shows the date and distribution of
the photography used in the interpretation.
The wide range of photographs taken at different times has resulted in Separate Map
5f being a composite map; it does not represent land use in one particular year as does
the San Cristobal land use map for 1971 (Volume 7, Separate Map 7f). Also, the wide
variation in photo-scale, varying between 1:20 000 and 1:60 000, has posed the
interpreter with the difficulty of reconciling land use detail interpreted at 1:20 000
with the need to plot this onto an original base map of 1:50 000. The original plot
has been reduced to 1:150 000 for publication, that is a seven-times reduction of the
original work.
The small size of many of the individual clearings and the limited period that they are
under cultivation leads to difficulties in interpretation. A most airphoto scales up to
1:40 000 there is a recognisable distinction between present subsistence gardens and
formerly cultivated areas now under old garden regrowth. Present subsistence gardens
are defined as 'land that is being currently cleared, cultivated or that has been
recently abandoned and is covered by low, mainly herbaceous regrowth'. On the
photography this category is recognisable by its checkerboard pattern, low vegetation
height and associated light grey tone. The nature of the farming practices used often
results in a gradual transition between the different land use units; subsistence gardens
commonly merging into older regrowth, and each occurring as pockets within the
other.
Older garden regrowth is clearly distinguished from present-day gardens and can usually
be distinguished from well-established secondary and primary forest by the low
(<5 m), generally uniform, regrowth canopy dominated by quick-growing, lightdemanding species and by the irregular patchwork appearance reflecting the different
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ages of the regrowth. The practice of not felling economically useful trees results in
individual, large-crowned trees standing as emergents above a low, fine-crowned
canopy. The age of the regrowth cannot be accurately estimated from the air photographs as factors affecting plant growth vary considerably at different sites.
A t a photo-scale of 1:20 000 very small land use units can be identified but the
smallest area of land that can be transferred and delineated onto the 1:50 000 base
maps is approximately 1.25 ha. Thus, in some areas covered by this larger scale
photography, the complexity of the land use pattern has necessitated the merging
of some small discrete units, for example, where a small block of coconuts is enclosed
by a large area of gardens. Areas were measured on the 1:50 000 scale land use maps
using a dot grid; this method incorporates a degree of error which increases as the
size of the area measured decreases. Some of the smallest areas have a measuring error
of as much as 10% and all figures have been rounded to the nearest 5 ha. Area
measurements of land use were not calculated from the 1:150 000 land use map
as this map attempts to show land use distribution patterns over the whole island rather
than accurate land use boundaries in specific areas. For technical reasons arising from
the production of coloured maps the smallest area that can be delineated on the land
use map at 1:150 000 scale is a rectangle with sides of between 1-1.5 mm long,
representing an area of between 2.25 and 5 ha on the ground. Thus, rather than delete
small areas and so alter the land use distribution, areas of 1.25 ha plotted on the
1:50 000 maps are exaggerated on the 1:150 000 map so that they represent between
2.25 ha and 5 ha in extent and their boundaries are simplified. The printed 1:150 000
scale land use map, therefore, does not provide a suitable base for the accurate
measurement of land use areas.
The north-western part of Santa Isabel has a marked absence of subsistence cultivation
except in the vicinity of the widely scattered coastal villages. The concentration of
gardens and coconuts around Kia is unusually large and and occurs on both sides of
the channel separating Barora Fa Island from the mainland. Additional isolated small
clearings and patches of coconuts belonging to families living in Kia, occur on the
chain of islands forming the northern archipelago of Santa Isabel.
The northern coast between Kia and Sisiga is one of the longest unhabited stretches
of coast in the Solomons. Subsistence gardens and coconut groves only occur around
the three coastal villages. Suavanao and the offshore islands of Papatura Faa,
Papatura Ite and Omona, are partly covered by commercial coconut planattions
served by a small workforce with its own scattered food gardens. Small estates also
occur at Sikale, Ghatere and along the coast as far as Ghojoruru, but they are no
longer separated by unused stretches of coast and have coastal settlements with their
cultivated land interspersed between them.
The islands of the Maringe Lagoon and the mainland hills to the south form one of
the most densely populated areas of Santa Isabel. Extensive inland areas to the southeast of the Garango River are covered by gardens and forest regrowth, while large
parts of the coast and the lower foothills have been planted with coconuts. Much of
the hill land south-west of the lagoon is only cultivated intermittently by the people
from the coastal villages.
Eastwards, towards Floakora Point, land use distribution gradually becomes
restricted to a narrow coastal zone except for a band of inland settlements along the
Kuakula River. South-eastern Santa Isabel has a dearth of inland villages and the only
garden complex inland, is associated with Hagheulu village, behind Tatambe Harbour.
The Mbughotu Peninsula is characterised by many small coatasl gardens and coconut
groves which occasionally merge along the larger rivers to form broader agricultural
areas as at Koloteve and Kamaosi. There are no hill villages on this peninsula but hill
land is cultivated by the villagers from the coast.
On San Jorge, garden areas only occur at Talise village, elsewhere the island is unused
except for small groups of coconuts at the coast, particularly on the western side of
the island.
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TABLE 10 Areas of land use within land systems

Land systems

Total
Area

Subsistence
gardens and
young reg row th

Old garden
regrowth

Coconuts

Towns, villages
and airstrips

Logged areas

km2

ha

%

ha

%

ha

%

ha

Allardyce
Andi
Beamalalu
Boinio
Eghueghu
Fata'olo
Henefau
Jajao
Kumotu
Litoghahira
Lomousa
Ma'ariki
Mablosi
Madagha
Malu'u
Marapa
Mbina
Nanamihi
Pusuraghi
Tamba'a
Tenaru
Tolombusu
Ukima'au
Zabana

149
75
82
11
170
69
10
169
213
206
26
5
122
55
17
52
98
102
195
516
31
1 049
81
422

50
300
15

.0
4
0

2

<5
20

0
0

35

0

1
<1
3
1
4
0
0
0
1
0

0
2
0
0
0
2
2
0
2
5
23
<1

255*

160
105
720
40
20
15
5
10
60
<5

25
170
5
<5
25
165
25
25
420
960
585
<S

0
0

0
2

0
21
0
3
0
3
1
<1
<1
4
3

5
25

10
140

20
1 575
10
30
55
190
10
125
145
830
75

0
0
<1
2
<1

55

<1

30
75
15
30
20

0
1
1
<1
<1

5
25
60
60
<5
<5

20
265
5
10

0
16
0
0

0
15

150
855
115
200
120
340

<1
2
4
0
1
<1

200
3 430
145
2 705
630
1 835

1
7
5
3
8
4

445
825
1 375
110
50
245

2
1
44
0
<1
0

5
<5
45
10
5
10

0
0
1

35

Total

3 925

3 430

<1

12 180

3

5 755

1

290

<1

380

Kumotu
Litoghahira
Lomousa
Mablosi
Marapa
Mbina
Pusuraghi
Tadai
Tenaru
Tohebakala

7
5
2
17
23
56
26
14
<1
46

<5
20
80
30
10

3
4
40
2
<1

10

1

20

<1

Total

196

160

<1

30

4 121

3 590

<1

12210

%

ha

%

Total used area

ha

%

355
2 070
30
30
125
515
35
315
695
2625
760
20
45
100
290
95
45

2
27
0
3
0
7
3
2
3
13
29
5
0
2
17
2
<1

0

835
5 110
1 680
3 025
805
2 430

4
10
54
3
10
5

<1

22 035

6

1
4
98
3
0
0

SANTA ISABEL

0

0
0

SAN JORGE

Overall Total

115
<5

56
0

10

0

10
20
195
50
10
20

10
40
<5

1
40
0

10
40
20

1
40
<1

0

185

1

-

375

2

3

5 940

1.5

290

22 410

55

<5
20
<5
10

2
1
0
0

-

<1

380

<1

'Includesonly the area logged by the end of 1967

On the mainland, the area to the north of Ortega Channel and Thousand Ships Bay
is largely swamp but small areas have been cleared for cultivation in the drier areas
bordering streams and in the low foothills. The expansion of this cultivation inland is
checked by agriculturally unsuitable soils associated with ultramafic outcrops.
The southern coastal zone between Kolotubi and Biluro, which includes the valley of
the Kaipito River, is the most heavily used area in southern Santa Isabel. The
alluvial floodplain of the Kaipito River has been planted with coconuts in its lower
reaches but most of the remainder of the valley is extensively used for subsistence
crops. This narrow valley penetrates into the central hills and mountains and provides
a natural route to the inland settlements in the centre of the island. These inland
subsistence areas centred around Koghe gradually merge northwards into the areas of
shifting cultivation worked by the people of the Maringe area.
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Westwards, a narrow belt of coconut estates separates the cultivated Biluro/Kaipito
valley zone from the small isolated settlements and associated gardens which string
out along the southern coast of Santa Isabel. West of Hurepelo, Samusodu, the
nearest coastal village, is 52 km away although between them are the gardens
belonging to Furona village which is sited on an offshore island.
Between Samusodu and Kia, the only other village and garden area is ast Dedeu,
although there is a school with its own coconuts and gardens at Litoghahira and the
extensively logged country to the north of Allardyce Harbour.
Forests
In order to avoid repetition the forest types, many of which recur on each island, are
described in Volume 1 only. Separate Map 5h, Forest Types of Santa Isabel, is
however specific to and included in the present volume. The map has been derived
from air photograph interpretation using photography of the years and scales
previously used for the land use interpretation. The forest types were identified on
these photographs, then plotted on to 1:50 000 contoured map sheets and finally
reduced t o a scaie o f 1:15G 0 0 0 . V e r y small areas w h i c h were recognisable ät t h e

larger photographic scales and could be mapped at 1:50 000 were not directly
transferable to the final map scale and so were deleted. Table 11 shows the area
covered by each forest type on Santa Isabel. Forest type maps of parts of Santa Isabel
and accompanying leaflets (BSIP Forestry D e p t , 1970 a-d) were used as a guide
during the forest interpretation and, wherever possible, ground observations made
during the present survey were used to verify airphoto interpretation.
o

T A B L E 11 Area of forest types on Santa Isabel and San Jorge ( k m 4 )
Forest Type

Santa Isabel

San Jorge

Total

Ms
Mt
Sc
Sg
Sk
Sm
Sp
Ss
St
FIc
Fid
Flk
Flm
Flu
F he
Fhd
Fhi
Fhk
Fh!
Fhm
Fhr
Fhs
Fhu
Fhx
Frm
Fmo
De
Dg
Ol
Ds
Dt
Gf
Gs
Wc

17
189
6
14
20
41
26
1
71
0
41
35
61
0
14
513
68
401
37
1 859
16
9
153
16
26
1
3
220
<1
54
4
7
0
2

1
4
10
1
0
14
0
0
<1
5
1
0
4
6
14
0
0
<1
0
26
0
<1
79
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
13
6
7

18
193
16
15
20
55
26
1
71
5
42
35
65
6
28
513
68
401
37
1 885
16
9
232
16
26
1
3
225
<1
54
4
20
6
9

Total

3 925

196

4 121

The logged area centred around Allardyce Harbour has been considerably extended
since the 1968 photography was flown, however, the extent of the area influenced by
timber extraction after this date is not shown on the map as more recent photography
was not available.
Prior to 1972 the forests of Santa Isabel were estimated to contain 40% of the country's
timber resources (British Solomon Islands Protectorate, 1974) and all the commercial
logging was carried out in the vicinity of Allardyce Harbour. In June 1972 the
forests of Santa Isabel, including the main timber tracts, were devastated by cyclone
Ida and it is doubtful if any of the tracts will be commercially viable again for many
years. The area of forest estate on Santa Isabel covers 29 200 ha of which an estimated
3 650 ha had been logged by mid-1974 producing 260 500 m^ of timber (Marten,
1974). By mid-1974, approximately 2 200 ha had been replanted, (Marten, 1974)
mainly with Campnosperma brevipetiolata, along lines 13 m apart and with planting
distances along the lines varying between 2.5 and 3.5 m (BSIP Forestry Dept., 1971).
The plantings at Allardyce survived cyclone Ida remarkably well but it is likely to be
some time before renewed timber working of much of the forests of Santa Isabel
proves feasible.
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Part 3
Landscape analysis:
Land regions and land systems

INTRODUCTION
Santa Isabel is structurally and lithologically one of the most complex of the large islands in the
Solomons with 26 land systems (Separate Map 5e) having an average area of only 158 km2. The
land system (the concept is elaborated in Volume 1) may be described briefly as a unit of land
identifiable by characteristic landforms, geology, soils, vegetation and land use. The land systems
have been grouped for convenience into eight land regions, principally on the basis of a common
lithology. Both land systems and regions usually occur in dispersed, not discrete areas. In this
study the land region has proved a convenient unit for the determination of agricultural potential
which is described in Part 4.
Each land system is described here in two ways:
1.

There is an annotated block diagram to illustrate the topography of a typical area
whose location can be found in an inset small-scale map. Land facets are indicated on
the model, such as ridge crests and valleys, which are important subunits of the land
system. These are then described in tabulated form for rapid reference by their landform, soil, vegetation and land use.

2.

Facing the model is an expanded description of the landform and geology which will
both assist readers interested in specific development problems caused by the terrain
and help to form a general picture of the characteristics of the land system

The description are arranged alphabetically within land regions.
Readers are referred to Appendix 2 for definitions of 'geomorphological parameters referred to
here, including the plan profiles of landforms.
As an introduction to the full descriptions and as an aid in comparing Santa Isabel with the other
major islands the geographic distribution and main characteristics of the land systems are summarised first.
Four lowland land systems — Tenaru, Lomousa, Pusuraghi and Komotu — are common throughout
the Solomon Islands, and the riverine Litoghahira Land System is probably similar to the other
alluvial valleys with mixed lithology drainage basins, in Choiseul for instance.
Terraced landscapes are not extensive and the Tadai, Ma'ariki and Malu'u Land Systems occur in
small scattered areas over diverse substrata. The Allardyce and possibly Eghueghu Land Systems
probably represent in part dissected former erosion surfaces and are formed mainly over noncalcareous terrigenous deposits. They are not mapped elsewhere.
Nanamihi and Beamalalu Land Systems are also developed on tuffaceous sandstones of terrestrial
origin and have no counterparts in other major islands. The Andi, Henefau and Ukima'au karst
group, however, occurs on Malaita,Choiseul and the Henefau Land System has been identified
where limestone is common on other islands: the Boinio Land System of small ridges over cherty
limestone is related to the Su'u Land System of Malaita.
Where lime-rich sediments are found the Tamba'a Land System is common, as in Malaita, and
associated with it is the Fata'olo Land System, also found in Malaita and Choiseul.
The older volcanic rocks of the south-west and central areas resemble those of Choiseul and
Guadalcanal. Mbina and Marapa Land Systems occur in all three islands where ultramafic bodies
outcrop, while these are supplemented on San Jorge by the Tohebakala Land System on
derived serpentinous sediments. The Tolombusu Land System occurs in central Malaita and has
clear affinities with parts of San Cristobal, Guadalcanal, Choiseul and Santa Cruz. The Kaipito
Land Region is mapped elsewhere but the constituent land systems differ from island to island so
that those on Santa Isabel are unique.
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WAIRAHA LAND REGION
1.

Tolombusu Land System

Steep-sided ridged hills and mountains forming this land system are found over the
large central area of volcanic rocks on Santa Isabel. The soils, which vary from dark
brown loams to red clays, are covered by Lowland Forest.
Total area:

1 049 k m 2

Landforms
The total relief range is from sea level to 1 200 m while available relief varies from
200-500 m. Most of the ridges have very narrow to knife-edged crests, symmetrical in
cross-section, with uneven, moderate to moderately steep crestal slopes. They are
linear and curved in plan and vary in length up to 12 km. Some broad ridges occur but
these are shorter (up to 300 m long) with gentle to moderate crestal slopes. Narrow and
knife-edged spurs with steep crestal slopes form prominent features on the ridge flanks.
The pian profiie" is 4L or 4L/7.
The median slope angle is 3 2 ° with an interquartile range of 2 5 ° to 3 9 ° . The moderately
steep to steep, straight, unstable slopes may be of medium length to very long occupying entire ridge flanks. The slope surfaces are gullied and commonly uneven or stepped
in detail. Short, straight to convex, gentle to moderate, stable slopes are found locally.
The narrow steep-sided valleys have gentle to moderately steep stream gradients; local
irregularities are marked by waterfalls. The drainage texture is coarse and the pattern
is sub-rectangular. Gullies have moderately steep to steep stream gradients and a very
fine drainage texture superimposed on the main drainage pattern.
Geology
This land system is underlain by the Sigana Volcanics which form part of the Basement
Complex. They are Early Tertiary in age and consist mainly of basaltic pillow lavas.
Number of observations:

71.

Sample sites:

See Appendix 2, Table 5 for definition of plan profiles
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3.

\<
Location of block diagram *
and distribution of land system

TOLOMBUSU LS
Kekepina

Jajao LS

4000- - 1 2 0 0
-1000
-B00
2000- -000

Derived from 1:50,000 DOS 4 5 6 (Series X711)

-400

Angle of Projection 3 0 *

-200
Feei - - 0 Metres

Land
facet

Area
(km 2 -%)

1

73

Landform
Broad ridge crests

Soil
Deep, yellowish red to red
clay (Haplorthox)

7%
2

73

Straight to convex stable
slopes.

7%
3

169

Vegetation and land use

Deep, dark reddish brown or
dusky red clay (Haplorthox,
Tropohumults).

Very narrow to knife-edged
ridge and spur crests.

Tall lowland forest with canopy (64 spp.
identified from 60 sites) dominated by
Pometia pinnata. Co-subdominant are Vitex
cofassus, Campnosperma brevipetiolata,
Canarium salomonense and Dillenia ingens.
Undergrowth contains a wide variety of shrubs
and saplings including palms. Ferns dominant
as ground cover.

16%
4

661

Moderately steep to steep
unstable slopes.

63%
5

73

Valley floors

7%

53

Moderately shallow to deep,
dark brown or dark yellowish
brown clay loams or clay
(Eutropepts, Dystropepts)
Stony alluvium and
boulder beds (Fluvents)

Small interior and coastal areas used for
shifting cultivation.

GHAUSAVA LAND REGION
Marapa Land System
Hilly areas comprise this land system with marked ridges and spurs. It is found on
ultramafic and Basement Complex rocks on eastern San Jorge, in scattered areas along
the south-west coast of Santa Isabel and in the extreme north-west. The soils are red
clays and they are mostly covered with Lowland Forest.
Total area:

75 k m ^

Landforms
Within a total relief range from sea level to 440m the ridges have an average height of
150m, but around the headwaters of the Kolofot'ho River the amplitude of relief
increases to about 250m. The ridges are asymmetrical in cross-section and may have
narrow to broad crests. Where fluvial erosion has been particularly active, spurs are
prominent and low rounded hills are found locally. The ridges and spurs are unoriented
with commonlv even crestal nrnfüps 8nd oentle to moderate cresta! slopes. The plan
profile is 4L.
Slopes show great variations in length. Steep to precipitous, unstable slopes found in
upper slope positions, on gully sides and adjacent to incised valleys, tend to be short to
medium length. These slopes are straight to convex or irregular with treefall scars and
other instability features. Stable slopes are long to very long and straight to concave with
gentle to moderate slope angles.
The main valleys are commonly incised and have gentle to moderate stream gradients.
Their drainage texture is medium. Gullies are marked features on the ridge slopes with
moderate to steep stream gradients and a very fine drainage texture. The overall
drainage pattern is dendritic.
Geology
The underlying rocks are ultramafic, serpentinised, harzburgite lenses with metamorphosed andesitic lavas and detrital sediments of the Basement Complex.
Number of observations: 11.
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Sample sites: 2.

Location of blpck diagram *
and distribution of land system

Mbina LS

Sirikighaghale 8
Litoghahira LS

o'

Ä

Mablosi LS

uraghi LS

MARAPA LS
(MR)

1200
1001
800

Derived from 1:50,000 DOS 4 5 6 (Series X711)
Angle of Projection 30°

20004-600

Note: In areas where land systems are repeated, abbreviations only are shown.
-400
-200
Feel - i - 0 Metres

Land
facet

Area
(km 2 -%)

1

7

Soil

Landform
Rounded hill tops

Deep, yellowish red or red clay
(Haplorthox)

9%
2

22

Gentle to moderate stable slopes

29%
3

10

Vegetation and land use

Lowland forest occurs in most areas with a
varied canopy containing Calophyllum
vitiense, Teysmanniodendron ahernianum
and Canarium spp.
There are also localised areas dominated by
Casuarina papuana in association with the
palm Gulubia niniu.

Ridge and spur crests

13%
4

27

Steep, unstable slopes

Moderately deep, dark brown to
yellowish brown stony loams
(Dystropepts, Tropudults)

37%
5

9

Gully and valley bottoms

12%

55

Not examined

Small areas cleared for subsistence crops;
some near coast now being planted with
coconuts

GHAUSAVA LAND REGION
3.

Mbina Land System

The land system consists of very broad and narrow ridges overlying ultramafic rocks in
eastern San Jorge and in a discontinuous belt to the south of the Kaipito-Korighole
fault zone on Santa Isabel. The soils range from red clays to dark brown clay loams and
are covered by Lowland Forest dominated by Casuarina papuana, although on San
Jorge extensive areas are now fern-covered.
Total area: 154 k m ^
Landforms
The relief ranges between sea level and 360m while available relief is generally greater
than 200m. The very broad ridge surfaces (up to 400m wide) have gentle, even crestal
slopes and gentle, convex upper slopes; on San Jorge smooth, convex hill surfaces
cover an area of 4 km^. Narrow ridges have gentle to moderate, even crestal slopes and
vary up to 1 km in iength with steep upper slopes. The plan profile is 1 to 4L.
The convex upper and middle slopes associated with the broad ridges may be very
long with smooth, gentle to moderate slopes. Narrow ridge and spur crests have straight
to convex upper and middle slopes whiqh are steep and locally precipitous. Most lower
slopes are steep and commonly gullied. Steep slopes are generally of medium length and
many have hummocky surfaces and other instability features.
Valleys are narrow and incised and form sub-radial drainage patterns around the ultramafic blocks. The stream gradients are gentle to moderate and in places irregular with
waterfalls. They have a fine to coarse drainage texture. Gullies have moderately steep
to steep gradients and locally a very fine drainage texture.
Geology
The ultramafic rocks vary in composition from dunites to pyroxenites but the most
common type is harzburgite. Although some of the rocks are fairly massive, most have
been subject to shearing and brecciation, with serpentinisation. In some areas small
patches of basement gabbros are associated with the ultramafic rocks. The initial
intrusion of the ultramafics was probably pre-Miocene and remobilisation occurred
during the Late Pliocene.
Number of observations:

39.

Sample sites:

7.

X«.
Location of block diagram •
and distribution of land system

MBINA LS

.
Litoghahira LS

jL\-

H

> ^

Is
Zabana LS

Marapa t
(MR)

4 0 0 0 - 1- 1 2 0 0

-1000

- -aoo
zooo-

-400

Derived from 1:50.000 DOS 456 (Series X7 11)
Angle of Projection 30°

-200

Note: In areas where land systems are repeated, abbreviations only are shown.

Land
facet

Area
(km2-%)

Landform

Soil

1

71

Broad ridge tops: convex slopes

Deep, yellowish red or red clay
(Haplorthox)
Deep, reddish brown or dark
reddish brown clay (Haplohumox)

46%
2

34

Narrow ridges and spurs:
straight to convex slopes

22%
3

38

Lower slopes and gullies

25%
4

11

Valley floors

7%

57

-EDO

Moderately deep to deep, strong
brown loams and clay (Eutrorthox)
Moderately shallow to deep, brown
to dark brown and yellowish brown
stony loams (Dystropepts)
Not examined

Feei- - 0 Metres

Vegetation and land use

Specialised lowland forest with a regular
canopy dominated by Casuarina papuana,
and with common Burckella obovata (?) and
Eugenia sp. Undergrowth contains much
Gulubia niniu with Decaspermum fruticosum,
Diospyros sp. and Xanthostemon sp.

Scattered areas of fern scrub occur with
mainly Dicranopteris linearis. Pandanus sp.
and woody shrubs

GHAUSAVA LAND REGION
4.

Tadai Land System

An area of low terraces, hills and ridges on the west of San Jorge forms this land
system on a mixture of mudstone and serpentinous sediments. The predominantly
brownish clay and loam soils are covered by Lowland Forest vegetation containing
much Casuarina papuana.
Total area: 14 k m ^
Landforms
The total relief range is from sea level to 80 m but most of the terraces are at heights
of a little over 40 m. The terrace surfaces are gently sloping but contain many shallow
gullies, small-scale irregularities and a few low hills of 40—80 m. In the higher and more
dissected western area very broad ridges are found with lengths of up to 700 m. They
have even and gently sloping crestal slopes. The plan profile is 1 to 1 L.
Slopes at terrace margins and on valley sides are ultra-short and moderately steep to
steep. They are straight to irregular in profile and slumping and treefall scars are
common.
Valleys are incised and narrow with gentle stream gradients, a poorly developed
drainage pattern and a coarse drainage texture. Ultra-shallow dissection is caused by
gullies which have a very fine drainage texture. The valleys merge into swamps at
the terrace margins.
Geology
Miocene and Pliocene serpentinous sediments underlie the area and these are interbedded with white mudstones and shales. The serpentinous elastics were formed by
mudflows and landslides from the ultramafic bodies; the terraces were probably
formed by subsequent marine planation.
Number of observations:

7.

Sample sites:

1.

Location of block diagram *
and distribution of land system

Tohebakala LS

SAN JORGE ISLAND

Kaolo Pt

TADAI LS

Tenaru LS
Pusuraghi LS
(PS)

4000- -1200
-1000

-800

Derived from 1:50.000 DOS 4 5 6 (Series X711)

20D0- - 6 0 0

Angle of Projection 20°

-400

Note: In areas where land systems are repeated, abbreviations only are shown.
-200
Feet- - 0 Metres

Land
facet

Area
(km2-%)

1

8

Landform
Terrace surface; extensive with
irregular microrelief

Soil

Vegetation and land use

Deep, reddish brown clay over
yellowish red clay (Haplorthox)

The lowland forest canopy contains much
Casuarina papuana and locally common are
Dacrydium xanthandrum, Eugenia effusa,
Gulubia niniu, and Calophyllum cerasiferum.
Woody shrubs, pandans and ferns occupy the
lower layers

56%
2

2

Terrace margins and valley side
slopes

13%
3

2

Isolated ridges and hills

Deep, reddish brown clay
(Haplorthox)
Moderately shallow to moderately
deep, dark brown or dark reddish
brown loams
(Dystropepts)

18%
4

2

Valley floors

13%

59

Mixed poorly drained alluvium
and boulder deposits
(Fluvents, Orthents)

GHAUSAVA LAND REGION
5.

Tohebakala Land System

Narrow gullied ridges form this land system on the ultramafic rocks and mudstones
on western San Jorge. Fern has in many parts replaced the Lowland Forest vegetation
dominated by Casuarina papuana. The soils are dark, brownish clays.
Total area: 46 k m ^
Landforms
The total relief ranges from sea level to 360 m with up to 100 m available relief. The
ridges are linear, very narrow to knife-edged and vary in length up to several kilometres.
They have even, gentle to moderate crested slopes. Broader crestal areas occur where
ridge crests converge and at the margins of the land system where the land is lower.
These ridges are very broad with lengths of up to 450 m and have even, gentle crested
elopes. The ridges form a radial pattern centres on Mt Tohebakala. The plan profile
is 4L.
Moderately steep, straight slopes flank the ridge crests. They are short to long with
numerous gullies. Gentle to moderate, straight to slightly convex slopes occur locally
but are mostly found at the coastal margins forming long ungullied slopes on the sides
of the broad ridges.
The narrow valleys have gentle to moderate stream gradients with a fine drainage
texture and a radial drainage pattern. High-density gullying on the slopes creates an
ultra-fine drainage texture. The gullies cover almost the whole of the moderately
steep slopes from ridge crest to valley bottom.
Geology
Serpentinous sediments are dominant, consisting of serpentinised harzburgites,
pyroxenites and dunites that have slumped off the ultramafic rocks of adjacent areas.
Number of observations:

60

5.

Sample sites:

1.

Location of block diagram *
and distribution of land system

TOHEBAKALA LS
SAN JORGE ISLAND

Tadai LS

ru LS
Pusuraghi LS
(PS)

^

<v__^———^
Kokotura R

Kumotu LS
(KT)

4000- -1200
-1000

-800
2 0 0 0 - -EDO

Derived from 1:50.0p0 DOS 4 5 6 (Series X711)
-400

Angle of Projection 20°
-200

Note: In areas where land systems are repeated, abbreviations only are shown.
Feet- - 0 Hairei

Land
facet

Area
(km 2 -%)

1

5

Landform
Broad ridge crests

Soil
Deep, yellowish red clay becoming
darker with depth (Haplorthox)

10%
2

Gentle to moderate straight to
convex slopes

5
11%

3

10

Moderately shallow, dark
yellowish brqwn stony loams
(Dystropepts)

21

Moderately steep to steep,
gullied slopes

46%
6

5

Valley floors

12%

61

Lowland forest with tall canopy dominated
by Casuarina papuana, Burckella obovata (?),
Calophyllum vitiense and Dillenia sp.
Pandanus sp.Cyperaceae, climbers and
Dicranopteris linearis coyer the ground surface,
while a variety of shrubs occur beneath the
canopy
Many small landslips in gullies colonised by
ferns, climbers and palms

Knife-edged ridge crests

21%
4

Vegetation and land use

Boulder deposits
(Troporthents)

KAIPITO LAND REGION
6. . Jajao Land System
This land system is characterised by low to moderately high ridges and hills with red
clays and brownish loams. It is found on the north-western islands, along the southwest coast and in the south-east central area of Santa Isabel. Some clearing of the
Lowland Forest vegetation has taken place for shifting cultivation.
Total area: 169 k m 2 .
Landforms
Within a total relief range from sea level to 280 m the available relief is low to
moderately high. Narrow and very broad ridges vary in length up to 1 km. Low hills
are found where the ridges are more dissected. The ridges are weakly oriented in
places and have gentle to moderate crestal slopes with uneven profiles. The plan
profile is 4L.

'

Steep, short, unstable slopes generally occupy middle and upper slope sites on ridges
and hills but many occur as lower slopes on the sides of incised valleys. The median
slope angle for the unstable slope is 32° with an interquartile range of 26-38°.
Terracettes and gullies are common in these areas. In undissected areas slopes are
stable, long and gentle to moderately steep. Around the Katova River in southwestern Santa Isabel the ridges and hills are more rounded with stable slopes. This area
contrasts with the more rugged terrain of other Jajao areas.
Drainage consists of main streams and gullies. The streams have moderate gradients
and narrow-incised valleys with a fine drainage texture and dendritic patterm. Gullies
are found on steep slopes and have a very fine to ultra-fine drainage texture.
Geology
Pre-Miocene Sigana Volcanics of basaltic pillow lavas and limestone lenses underlie
this land system.
Number of observations:

62

61.

Sample sites: 1-

Location of block diagram #
and distribution of land system

r-sox

Zabana LS
(ZA)

^ ^ ^ r T ä < -0>?r-'Ä^ ' ^ v W

Li,09hahiira

LS
Kuma'ibusi R
Mablosi LS

Madagha LS
(MD)

JAJAO LS

Allardyce LS
(AD)

(jj)
4000 T-1200
-1000
-BOO ~

Derived from 1:50,000 DOS 4 5 6 (Series X 7 1 1 )
2000-f-600

Angle of Projection 2 5 °
-400

Note: In areas where land systems are repeated, abbreviations only are shown.

-200
Feel - L o Metres

Land
facet

Area
(km2-%)

1

20

Broad ridges and hilltops

12%
2

71

Gentle to moderately steep,
stable slopes

42%
3

24

42

5

12

Deep, reddish brown or dark
reddish brown clay
(Tropohumults)

Steep,unstable slopes

Moderately shallow to moderately
deep, dark stony loams, over
yellowish brown stony loams
where deeper
(Dystropepts)

Valleys: main streams and gullies

Not examined

25%

7%

63

Vegetation and land use

Deep, yellowish red or red clay
locally with darker deep subsoil
(Haplorthox)

Narrow ridges

14%
4

Soil

Landform

Tall lowland forest covers most areas with a
canopy (128 spp. identified from 71 sites)
containing Pometia pinnata and Campnosperma
brevipetiolata; also common are Vitex cofassus,
Canarium salomonense and Maranthes
corymbosa
Undergrowth trees include Aglaia sp.,
Pimeleodendron amboinicum and
Neoscortechinia forbesii

Unstable sites colonised by Hibiscus tiliaceus
thickets with palms and ferns
Coastal areas cultivated for subsistence crops

KAIPITO LAND REGION
7.

Mablosi Land System

Long ridges occupying broad interfluve areas characterise this land system. Derived
from basaltic volcanic rocks it is found on eastern San Jorge and in a discontinuous belt
along south-western Santa Isabel. Lowland Forest is the dominant vegetation and and
soils are red and dark brown clays and loams.
Total area: 138 k m 2 .
Landforms
The total relief range is from sea level to 400 m and available relief is 1-200 m.
Maximum ridge length is 8 km and spurs reach 400 m in length. They have narrow
crests with even and gentle to moderate crestal slopes. The ridges are very weakly
oriented and have a plan profile of 4L to 4L.
The median slope angle for all recorded slopes is 2 4 ° with an interquartile range from
19-34°. Medium-length slopes are straight to concave and moderate to moderately
steep. However, where these flank spur crests, they are short, straight and moderately
steep . to steep. Instability features are common on the slopes.
The main valleys vary in width, have gentle to moderate stream gradients and have a
medium drainage texture in a dendritic pattern. Moderately steep stream gradients are
typical of the gullies which have an ultra-fine texture and lie in an almost parallel
pattern. The streams and gully patterns, when superimposed, create a herring-bone
arrangement.
Geology
Underlying this land system are Sigana Volcanics and Basement Complex rocks
composed of metamorphosed andesitic lavas and detrital sediments, both of which
have been intruded by comparatively coarse-grained gabbro and diorite. Their age is
not known but they are certainly pre-Miocene and possibly Mesozoic.
Number of observations:

64

23.

No sample sites.

Location of block diagram *
and distribution of land system

Zabana LS

MABLOSI LS

Jajao
(JJ)
Pusuraghi LS
40Q0 - | _ 1 2 0 0

2000-|-600

Derived from 1:50.000 DOS 4 5 6 (Series X711)

-400

Angle of Projection 30°

-200

Note: In areas where land systems are repeated, abbreviations only are shown.

Land
facet

Area
(km 2 -%)

1

34

Soil

Landform
Ridge and spur crests

32

Medium-length slopes

Deep, reddish brown or dark
reddish brown clay
(Haplorthox, Tropohumults)

Short slopes: gully sides

Shallow to moderately deep,
dark stony clay loams or clay
(Dystropepts)

23%

3

46
33%

Vegetation and land use

Deep, yellowish red or red clay
(Haplorthox)

25%
2

Feet - L 0 Metres

Main canopy trees (87 spp. identified from 19
sites) of this lowland forest are Neoscortechinia
forbesii, Pometia pinnata, Dillenia sp., Burckella
obovata (?) and Calophyllum vitiense.
Smaller trees include many Aglaia sp.(?),
Litsea solomonensis (?) and Aporosa papuana
in addition to palms and ferns

Scattered small areas used for subsistance crops
4

18

Gully bottoms

13%
Not examined
5

8

Valley bottoms

6%

65

KAIPITO LAND REGION
8.

Madagha Land System

This land system is composed of ridges and hills of very low relief and is found close to
the coast in south-west central Santa Isabel. The vegetation cover is Lowland Forest,
small areas of which have been cleared for cultivation. Soils are yellowish brown loams
and red clays.
Total area 55 k m ^
Landforms
The total relief ranges from sea level to 80 m and available relief is less than 40 m. The
ridges and spurs are very low and less than 200 m long. Crests are mostly rounded but
with gentle and even crestal slopes. In some areas stream erosion has dissected the
ridges t o produce conical-shaped hills. The plan profile is 4 or 5.
The short, upper and middle slopes are steep and straight to concave. Instability
features such as terracettes and treefall scars are common. Lower slopes are gentle,
concave and of short t o medium length.
There are a few narrow, steep-sided incised valleys which form a dendritic drainage
pattern. Elsewhere main rivers flow in narrow, rather swampy alluvial plains. Stream
gradients are gentle to moderate and drainage texture is fine.
Geology
The underlying rocks are basaltic pillow lavas of the pre-Miocene, Sigana Volcanics
and rocks consisting of rounded to angular basaltic fragments cemented together by
basaltic tuff, which occasionally shows crude bedding.
Number of observations:

66

12.

No sample sites.

X«.
Location of block diagram *
and distribution of land system

Pusuraghi LS
(PS)
blosi LS

Jajao LS
(JJ)
•1200
1000
>B0O

Derived from 1:50,000 DOS 4 5 6 (Series X711)
2 0 0 0 + BOO

Angle of Projection 25°
-400

Note: In areas where land systems are repeated, abbreviations only are shown.
-200
Feet - 1 - 0 Metres

Land
facet

Area
(km2-%)

1

10

Soil

Landform
Rounded hill summits

Deep, yellowish red or red clay
(Haplorthox)

19%
2

11

Lowland forest with canopy dominated by
Pometia pinnata with Canarium salomonense,
Calophyllum spp., Campnosperma
brevipetioiata and Burckella obovata (?),
Variety of undergrowth trees including palms
and ferns

Steep upper and middle slopes

20%
3

5

Sharp ridge and spur crests

9%
4

21

Vegetation and land use

Moderately shallow to deep,
yellowish brown loams
(Dystropepts)

Lower slopes: gentle and concave

37%
5

8

Valleys

15%

67

Not examined

Small areas used for subsistence crops

KAIPITO LAND REGION
9.

Zabana Land System

Moderately high to high ridges with very narrow crests developed over basaltic volcanics
are typical of this land system. It is found on the islands of north-west Santa Isabel, in
discontinuous areas along the south-west coast and in south-east Santa Isabel. The
Lowland Forest vegetation on the red and brownish clay and loam soils has been
cleared in some southern areas for shifting cultivation.
Total area: 422 k m 2
Landforms
The maximum relief range is from sea level to 400 m at Mt Tiromola and available
relief reaches 150 m. Ridges may be 3 km long but their crests are very narrow with
precipitous slopes. Clusters of sharp and commonly rocky peaks are found where ridge
crests meet. Ridge crests have moderate crestal slopes and uneven profiles. The ridges
are weakly oriented in places with plan profile 4L.
The median slope angle is 2 8 ° with an interquartile range of 19-36°. Upper slopes are
very short and steep to precipitous. Middle and lower slopes are steep or moderately
steep and either very long and straight to concave or long and straight to convex.
These slopes are commonly unstable with irregular micro-relief. Spurs are very
pronounced features between steep gullies.
The steep-sided,incised valleys are narrow with moderate to moderately steep,
irregular stream gradients. The drainage texture is fine for the main drainage channels
and very fine for the gullies. The drainage pattern is dendritic.
Geology
The underlying rocks are pre-Miocene, Sigana Volcanics consisting of basaltic pillow
lavas with limestone lenses.
Number of observations:

68

80.

Sample sites:

7.

\ v
Location of block diagram #
and distribution of land system

Tolombusu LS
Kekepina

Pepeko R

Jajao LS

ZABANA LS
4000-1-1200

Derived from 1:50.000 DOS 4 5 6 (Series X711)

2000 + 600

Angle of Projection 30°

-400
-200
Feel - J - 0 Metres

Land
facet

Area
(km2-%)

1

156

Landform

Soil

Ridge crests, spurs, peaks and
upper slopes

Deep, yellowish red or red clay
(Haplorthox)

Middle and lower slopes: straight
to concave

Deep, reddish brown or dark
reddish brown clay or clay loams
locally becoming red at depth
(Tropohumults)

37%
2

63
15%

3

165

Middle and lower slopes: straight
to convex, unstable

39%

Moderately shallow to deep, dark
brown or dark yellowish brown
loams or clays, locally becoming
yellowish brown in stony subsoil
(Dystropepts, Tropudults)

Vegetation and land use
Lowland forest with a canopy (50 spp.
identified from 38 sites) containing many
Pometia pinnata and Vitex cofassus, and
common Campnosperma brevipetiolata,
Canarium salomonense and Celtis latifolia.
Undergrowth is varied with common
Aglaia sp. (?), Myristica sp., and Alangium
javanicum, while palms and ferns are also
common
Large areas of unstable slopes covered by
Hibiscus tiliaceus thickets with Ficus spp.,
Macaranga spp., bamboo and gingers.

Scattered areas used for subsistence crops
4

38

Steep-sided, incised valleys

9%

69

Not examined
(Dystropepts!?))

MANAWAI LAND REGION
10. Andi Land System
Tertiary limestone and calcareous sediments form this land system which has moderately
high ridges and hills of karst-like topography. Its distribution is confined to the southeast coastlands of Santa Isabel. The vegetation cover is mainly Lowland Forest but
considerable areas have been cleared for shifting cultivation. The soils are dark brown
and red clay loams or clays.
Total area: 75 knr>2
Landform
Within an altitudinal range from sea-level to 550 m the narrow, broken ridge lines
provide an internal relief of 50-100 m. The crests are symmetrical in cross-section and
ridges may be up to 3 km long. Their parallel pattern (plan profile 4L — 4L//) is
broken up by a rectangular drainage net and a few moderately rounded hills.
Slopes, which are straight or convex and moderately steep to steep, are usually short
but increase in length on the large ridges. A few rocky outcrops are present on the
steepest parts. In footslope areas concave, medium-length slopes occur with gentle to
moderate gradients. Slopes steepen adjacent to incised valleys.
Valleys are predominently incised and narrow with moderate to gentle gradients.
Many of the valleys are dry and may terminate where streams disappear underground.
The drainage texture has a medium grain.
Geology
Bedded and shattered basal pelagic limestones of Upper Oligocene to Lower Miocene
age are common among the fine-grained calcareous sediments.
Number of observations:

70

7.

No sample sites.

Location of block diagram *
and distribution of land system

Ukima'au LS

ANDI LS

Fata'olo LS
Tenaru LS

4000- -1200

Litoghahira LS

-1000

Derived from 1:50.000 DOS 4 5 6 (Series X711)

-100
2000- - 6 0 0

Angle of Projection 25°

-400

Note: In areas where land systems are repeated, abbreviations only are shown.
-ZOO
FMI-

Land
facet
1

Area
(km 2 -%)
15

Landform

Soil

- 0 Metres

Vegetation and land use

Ridge crests: narrow and linear

Deep, red clay (Eutrorthox)

No records o f t a l l forest

Rounded summits: broad, short
ridge - or hilltops

Deep, dark brown or dark yellowish
brown clay, locally with pale
cherty or sandy horizons
(Tropudalfs)

Large areas cleared for subsistence crop
cultivation

20%
2

8
11%

3

38%
4

Coastal areas being planted with coconuts

Straight slopes: moderately steep
to steep, short to long

29

Footslopes: concave, mediumlength, gentle to moderate

18

Moderately shallow to moderately
deep, dark clays over pale
weathering rock
(Rendolls, Tropudalfs)

24%
5

6

Pockets of humic soil among
limestone (Tropofolists)

3%

Rocky slopes: outcropping
limestone forming escarpments
and cliffs

3

Valley floors: narrow and incised

Not examined (Fluvents(?))

2

4%

71

MANAWAI LAND REGION
11.

Boinio Land System

This land system comprises an area of parallel ridges and minor areas of rounded hills
on Tertiary, cherty limestone in north-eastern, coastal Santa Isabel. Lowland Forest is
the dominant vegetation type and the soils are mostly dark loams.
Total area: 11 k m ^
Landforms
The relief range is from sea-level to 160 m but available relief is less than 80 m. The
ridges are oriented parallel to the coast with a plan profile of 4L. They are low to
moderately high and range in length up to 2 km. The ridge crests are narrow to broad
and their crestal slopes are even and gentle. In some areas low rounded hills are notable
features.
Siopes are generaiiy iong. The upper ridge slopes are steep and straight and where
concave lower slopes occur they are gentle to moderately steep. Slopes are irregular in
profile due to small cliffs created by rocky chert and limestone outcrops. Surface
stones and boulders are very common.
The narrow valleys have gentle to moderate gradients and provide a fine drainage
texture. The main valleys run parallel to the ridges but tributaries, including gullies,
form a dendritic pattern on ridge slopes and hills.
Geology
Angular chert deposits interbedded with hard flinty limestone form the baserock of
this land system. They are probably associated with nearby Lower Miocene and
Pliocene limestones.
Number of observations:

72

11.

Sample sites:

2.

4000-|_i200
-1000
-BOO

Derived from 1:50,000 DOS 4 5 6 (Series X711)
2000-1-600

Angle of Projection 25"

-400

Note: In areas where land systems are repeated, abbreviations only are shown

-200
Fuel-^O Metre!

Land
facet
1

Area
(km2-%)
2

Soil

Landform
Ridge crests: rocky

Deep, yellowish red clay with stony
subsoil (Orthoxic Tropohumults)

21%
2

2

Low, rounded hilltops: rocky

Shallow to deep, dark brown
loams containing much weathering
rock (Rendolls)

Steep, upper slopes: rocky

Shallow to deep, dark loams
overlying stony yellowish brown
loams (Rendolls, Tropudolls)

22%
3

3
26%

4

3

Vegetation and land use

The lowland forest is dominated by Pometia
pinnata. Ficus spp., Campnosperma
brevipetiolata and Vitex cofassus are also
present in the canopy, and undergrowth trees
are varied including Canarium spp., Buchanania
arborescens, Aglaia sp., and Neoscortechinia
forbesii

Lower concave slopes: rocky

25%
5

1

Valleys

6%

73

Not examined

Small areas cultivated for subsistence crops

MANAWAI LAND REGION
12.

Henefau Land System

Low to moderately high limestone ridges and conical hills (cockpit karst topography)
are the main features of this land system. Its distribution on Santa Isabel is confined to
Mufhu and Ghaghaolo Points and adjacent small areas on the south-west coast. The
vegetation cover is Lowland Forest covering dark reddish brown clay soils.
Total area: 1 0 k m 2
Landforms
The total range of relief is from sea level to 160 m with limestone blocks rising from the
sea as near-vertical cliffs. The surface consists of broad ridges and conical hills and available relief is very low to moderately high. The ridges are short (less than 400 m) with
uneven profiles and moderately steep crestal slopes. The plan profile is 4 and 4L.
The hiiisiopes are convex to irregular in proriie and moderateiy steep to steep. They
range in length from short to long. Lower slopes are short and concave or straight.
Rocky outcrops occur on all slopes producing hummocky micro-relief and locally, cliffs.
The drainage system comprises small, dry valleys and enclosed basins which may be up
to 400 m wide. The valleys form a fine drainage texture in a rectangular pattern.
Geology
Miocene or Pliocene reef limestones underlie this land system.
Number of observations: 7. Sample sites: 1.

74

Location of block d i a g r a m l *
and distribution of land system

Jajao LS
(JJ)

HENEFAU LS
(HN)

Madagha LS
(MD)

Ghaghaolo Pt

MD

Pusuraghi LS
(PS)

Litoghahira LS
(LG)

4000-1.I200

Derived from 1:50.000 DOS 4 5 6 (Series X 7 1 1 )
Angle of Projection 2 5 °
Note: In areas where land systems are repeated, abbreviations only are shown.
-200
Feel - 1 - 0 Mfltres

Land
facet

Area
(km 2 -%)

1

2

Landform
Broad ridges or hilltops: rocky

26%
2

4

Hillslopes: convex, irregular,
steep, rocky

Soil
Shallow to deep, dark reddish
brown or reddish brown clay,
locally becoming redder or
yellowish with depth
(Tropudalfs)

Vegetation and land use
Tall lowland forest is widespread with a canopy
dominated by Pometia Pinnata. Associated
smaller trees are diverse and commonly include
Burckella obovata (?), Diospyros sp., Celtis
latifolia, Pimeleodendron amboinicum and
Myristica sp.

40%
3

2

Lower slopes: short, concave or
straight, rocky

Moderately shallow, stony dark
clay overlying limestone
(Rendolls)

Drainage depressions: dry valleys
and enclosed basins

Pockets of humic soil among
limestone (Tropofolists)
Deep red clay (Eutrorthox)

Cliffs and rocky knolls

Rock outcrops

16%
4

1
8%

5

1
10%

75

No cultivation

MANAWAI LAND REGION
13.

Ukima'au Land System

Moderately high hogsback limestone ridges of varying length are characteristic of this
land system. It occurs mainly on the northern side of the island and in the north-west
it forms a discontinuous line following the Kia Anticline. Soils are predominantly darkcoloured clays and the dominant vegetation of Lowland Forest has been cleared in
some areas for cultivation.
Total area: 81 km2
Landforms
The land system ranges in height from sea level to 880 m at its highest point in the
central northern area, but available relief is generally less than 200 m. The ridges are
narrow to broad, mostly asymmetrical in cross-section and have even, gentle crestal
slopes. Length varies from about 450 m to 3 km, the longer ridges being found in the
Kia anticline area where they form a total length ot about 24 km. The plan profile is
4L/A
The median slope angle for all recorded slopes is 3 0 ° with an interquartile range of
22-360. Slopes are short to long, straight to convex or irregular and moderately steep
to steep with rock terracettes in places. Short, straight, cliffed slope sections are found
near ridge crests or adjacent to the incised valleys of allochthonous rivers. Rocky outcrops are abundant on all slopes.
Dissection by allochthonous rivers has interrupted the otherwise continuous ridges.
Drainage is generally poorly developed within the land system with a few linear,
structurally-controlled drainage depressions occuring locally.
Geology
The underlying rock is Upper Oligocene to Lower Miocene cherty limestone of the
Tanakau Group and associated fine-grained calcareous sediments.
Number of observations: 29. Sample sites: 1.
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Landform
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rocky

23%

2

44

Moderately steep to steep,
straight to convex slopes: rocky

55%

3

9

Drainage depressions and valleys

11%
4

9

Cliffed areas: rocky

11%
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Soil
Moderately shallow to deep,
yellowish red to red clay locally
becoming darker at depth and with
weathering rock mottles
(Tropudalfs): above 1000 m., thick
surface humus underlain by a
leached, pale horizon
(Tropohumults)
Moderately shallow to deep, dark
yellowish brown or brown to dark
brown stony clay (Argiudolls,
Hapludolls)
Moderately shallow to deep, dark
brown stony clay
(Lithic Rendolls)
Moderately shallow to deep, dark
reddish brown to reddish brown
stony clay (Rendolls)
Moderately shallow to deep, brown
to yellowish brown clay locally
with paler mottled subsoil
(Aquic Tropudalfs)
Pockets of humic soil in
limestone clefts (Tropofolists)

Vegetation and land use
Canopy of lowland forest (107 canopy spp.
identified from 20 sites) dominated by
Pometia pinnata; also present are Vitex
cofassus, and Ficus sp.
Main undergrowth species are Aglaia sp.,
Gomphandra sp., Celtis latifolia, Alangium
javanicum and Kleinhovia hospita, some
indicative of disturbance in the past

Moss forest noted on Mt Marescot above
1000m with Dacrydium xanthandrum,
Ochrosia sp. Pemphis acidula and Eugenia sp.
common locally
Shifting cultivation for subsistence crops
occupies large areas south of Maringe Lagoon

KWAINANGALI LAND REGION
14.

Fata'oio Land System

This land system comprises low dissected, chalky or limestone hills and ridges with red
and brownish clay and loam soils. It occupies the greater part of the north-western
islands and small areas occur in the eastern coastal part of mainland Santa Isabel. In
places the dominant Lowland Forest vegetation has been cleared for subsistence
agriculture.
Total area: 69 km2
Landforms
The altitudinal range is from sea level to 200 m and the available relief is low to moderately high. Summits show an accordance of height in some areas at about 160 m.
Narrow to broad ridges occur where broad, undulating terrace-like surfaces have been
dissected. The ridges are unoriented with gentle, uneven crestal slopes and range in
i__~«.u ..— A— ~icr\
T i — _i
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The median slope angle is 2 4 ° with an interquartile range between 14° and 3 0 ° . Most
slopes are convex and irregular with scattered rocky outcrops. They are moderate to
steep and are of medium length to long. Locally, concave lower slope segments of
short to medium length are found with gentle to moderate slopes.
Valleys form a dendritic drainage pattern and a fine drainage texture. They are
generally narrow and incised, with gentle to moderate gradients. Drainage depressions
are found locally.
Geology
Middle to Upper Miocene, chalky limestone interbedded with calcareous mudstone
forms the underlying rock of this land system.
Number of observations: 33. Sample sites: 3.
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Area
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1

19

Landform
Ridges: broad to narrow

Deep, yellowish red to red clay
locally with pale mottles from
weathering rock in lower subsoil
(Tropudults, Dystropepts)

Surfaces: broad, undulating

Deep, yellowish brown clay over
soft, loamy, pale weathering rock
(Tropudalfs)

Slopes: convex, irregular,
moderately steep to steep

Deep, pale brown or light
yellowish brown loams or clay
containing much weathering
parent material (Eutropepts)

Lower slopes: moderate, concave

Moderately shallow to deep, dark
brown clay, locally over soft, pale
parent material (Rendolls)

Valleys and drainage depressions

Not examined

27%

2

8
11%

3

20
30%

4

10
14%

5

12
18%
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Soil

Vegetation and land use
Main canopy species (36 spp. identified
from 24 sites) of the lowland forest are
Pometia pinnata and Campnosperma
brevipetiolata.
Smaller trees widely varied (73 spp. identified)
including Aglaia sp., Celtis philippinensis,
Myristica sp., Neoscortechinia forbesii,
Gomphandra sp., and Stemonurus sp.
Undergrowth contains palms, ferns and pandans
Subsistence crops grow in several coastal areas
and young coconut plantations occur on
offshore islands, some being virtually
abandoned at time of survey

KWAINANGALI LAND REGION
15. Tamba'a Land System
A mixture of narrow and broad ridges overlying calcareous sediments forms the basis
of this land system found in two large areas on the northern side of Santa Isabel. The
predominantly red, brownish and pale loam and clay soils are covered by a Lowland
Forest vegetation which has been extensively cleared around the Maringe Lagoon.
Total area: 516 km2
Landforms
The maximum relief range is from sea level to 560 m but available relief is generally
between 2-300 m. The ridges have gentle to moderate, even crestal slopes. The narrow
ridges vary in length to over 1 km while the very broad ridges are usually less than
500 m. The ridges have a roughly parallel orientation and plan profile 4L / / to 4L.
The median siupe anyie for aii recorded siopes is 3 0 ° , with an interquartile range
between 2 1 ° and 3 6 ° . Long, gently concave slopes, which may cover entire ridge
flanks or only middle slope positions, are steep and unstable with terracettes, slumps
and tree-fall scars. The more common convex slopes are moderate to moderately
steep with medium-length stable slopes. Steep t o precipitous slopes of short to medium
length may be found adjacent to narrow ridge crests with over-steepened concave
slopes, or as lower slopes near incised valleys and gullies.
The main valleys are generally incised with valley widths of about 70 m. The stream
gradients are gentle to moderate and the drainage texture is medium. Gullies have an
ultra-fine texture and moderate to moderately steep stream gradients. The overall
drainage pattern is angular to trellised.
Geology
Very fine, bedded limestone is the most important member of the Tanakau Group of
sediments (mudstones, shales and limestones) underlying the Tamba'a Land System.
From its spatial association with the Sigana Volcanics it is interpreted as an early
phase of sedimentation around a sinking volcanic island.
Number of observations: 146. Sample sites: 7.
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1

52

Soil

Landform
Broad ridge crests

Deep, red or yellowish red clay
(Haplorthox)

10%
2

57

Narrow to knife-edged ridge
crests

Deep, dark reddish brown or
reddish brown clay
(Tropohumults, Haplorthox)

Moderate to moderately steep,
stable, convex slopes

Moderately shallow to deep, light
yellowish brown loams over soft,
pale rock (Eutropepts)

11%
3

134
26%

4

Steep, unstable, concave slopes

77

Moderately shallow to deep, dark
brown clay over marl
(Hapludolls)

15%
Moderately deep to deep, yellowish
brown clay or clay loams overlying
soft, pale rock (Tropudalfs)
5

103

Steep, straight, upper and lower
slopes

Moderately shallow to deep, dark
yellowish or dark brown clays
locally over soft, pale rock
(Tropudalfs)

Valleys

Not examined

20%
6

93
18%
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Vegetation and land use

Lowland forest covers large areas. Its canopy
(62 canopy spp. identified from 100 sites) is
dominated by Pometia pinnata; subdominant
are Vitex cofassus and Campnosperma
brevipetiolata with Canarium salomonense
and Celtis latifolia being common.
Smaller trees are widely varied with common
Aglaia sp., Alangium javanicum, Neoscortechinia
forbesii, Zizyphus angustifolius and Litsea
solomonensis

MB E LA HA LAND REGION
16. Allardyce Land System
The land system comprises areas of Tertiary sediments beneath broad hilltops, ridges
and low-level platforms. It is found in western, coastal areas of Santa Isabel and is
predominantly under Lowland Forest. Large areas around Allardyce Harbour have
been cleared for timber. The soils are mainly red clays.
Total area: 149 km2
Landforms
The large-scale features are broad, long (1-3 km) ridges lying parallel to the coast with
2L / / plan profile. They range in altitude from sea level to 120 m. Superimposed on
the larger ridges are broad hilltops typical of this land system with summit areas
covering up t o 1 km2. These are distinct from but mingled with unoriented, narrow
to very narrow ridges which range from 150-250 m in length. The ridges have uneven,
gpntle cresta! slopes and crests which tend to be rounded to »harp, and symmetrical
in section. They provide an internal relief of about 40 m out of a total available
relief of 100 m. Valleys are numerous and give the area a very dissected and irregular
appearance.
Slopes are generally short. The median slope is 2 3 ° with an interquartile range of
14-30°. They are moderately steep to steep in their upper parts and at the margins of
the land system. Lower slopes may be more moderate but steeper adjacent to incised
valleys. Terracettes are common and, together with slumps, slips and treefall scars,
indicate extensive instability.
Near the coast valleys are broad but in higher areas they are more V-shaped and may
be dry. Steep-sided gullies occur on valley sides and towards the headwaters. Gradients
are gentle to moderate in tributaries and gentle in main river valleys, which tend to be
swampy. The minor valleys and gullies are narrow with a maximum width of about
30 m and form a very fine drainage texture, in a dendritic pattern between the main
ridges.
Geology
The rocks underlying this land system are tuffaceous arenites and siltstones of
Miocene and Pliocene age. They are apparently terrestrial as they are non-calcareous
and contain plant debris.
Number of observations: 97. Sample sites: 12.
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Area
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1

42
28%

2

13

Deep, yellowish red clay,
commonly with weathering rock
subsoil mottles
(Haplprthox, Oxic Tropudults)

Lowland forest has a tall canopy dominated
by Campnosperma brevipetiolata.
Also common are Pometia pinnata, Burckella
obovata (?), Dillenia ingens and Maranthes
corymbosa. A wide variety of palms, shrubs
and gingers form the undergrowth and ferns
are the dominant groundcover

Moderately shallow to deep, stony
yellowish brown loams with
weathering rock subsoil mottles
(Eutropepts)

21

Narrow ridges: short and uneven

Moderately shallow to deep,
brown to dark brown stony loams
and clays (Dystropepts)

Slopes: short, steep, unstable

Deep, reddish brown clay
(Haplorthox, Oxic Dystropepts)

Valleys: narrow and irregular

Not examined

14%
4

Vegetation and land use

Slopes: gentle, irregular, unstable

9%

3

Soil

Landform
Hill summits: broad, rounded

63
42%

5

10
7%

83

0 Metres

Small coastal areas in the east are used for
subsistence crops

MBELAHA LAND REGION
17. Beamalalu Land System
Areas of parallel, cuesta-type ridges on non-calcareous sandstones are typical of this
land system. It is found in central northern Santa Isabel where forest covers the entire
area, on red and dark brown clays and loams.
Total areas: 82 km2
Landforms
The ridges have an amplitude of about 200 m within a total relief range between
10-450 m. Where they lie in a synclinal axis the crest lines are curved but the plan
profile may generally be described as 4L //. The narrow ridge crests vary in length up
to 1.5 km and are of even height. Crestal slopes are moderate. A few very broad hilltops of low relief are present.
The median slope angle is 3 0 - with 8n inlerquai liie range of 20-36 c . Scar siopes are of
short to medium length and are steep to precipitous locally forming cliffs. The moderately steep dipslopes are commonly very long and straight and may contain numerous shallow, steep-sided gullies. Pronounced spurs separate the larger gullies. Landslides, terracettes and treefall scars are common particularly on the upper parts of
slopes. In non-gullied areas moderate t o gentle lower slopes are very short and concave in profile.
Generally the valleys or large gullies are narrow and steep-sided with moderately
steep gradients. The few larger valleys are broader and have gentle gradients. There is
some evidence for the presence of small terraces. The drainage is basically dendritic
with local variations to angular and herring-bone patterns where scarp structures are
well-developed. Drainage texture is fine.
Geology
The Miocene tuffaceous arenites, siltstones and gritstones which underlie this land
system have been subjected to folding. The rocks are apparently terrestrial as they
are non-calcareous and contain plant debris.
Number of observations: 27. No sample sites.
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Area
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5

Rounded hilltops

6%
2

24

Soil

Landform

Deep, yellowish red or red clay,
commonly with mottled subsoil
from weathering rock
(Haplorthox, Dystropepts)

Dipslopes: moderately steep

29%
3

17

Narrow ridges and spur crests
Moderately deep to deep,
yellowish to strong brown clay
over soft pale rock
(Dystropepts, Tropudults)

21%

Moderately shallow to deep, dark
loams over soft, pale rock
4

10

Scarp slopes: near vertical

12%
5

12

Lower concave slopes and
gentle valleys

15%
6

14
17%

Valleys and gullies: narrow and
steep

Not examined

Vegetation and land use

Canopy of lowland forest is dominated by
Campnosperma brevipetiolata and Pometia
pinnata with common Vitex cofassus,
Gmelina moluccana and Canarium salomonense.
In addition to these Aglaia sp., Litsea
solomonensis, Neoscortechinia forbesii,
Pimeleodendron amboinicum and Aporosa
papuana are common small trees.
The undergrowth contains many ferns, palms
and seedlings

Colonising vegetation tends to stabilise
landslip sites, including gingers, ferns,
Macaranga sp., Ficus spp. and Hibiscus
tiliaceus

MBELAHA LAND REGION
18.

Eghueghu Land System

Low ridges and rounded hills characterise the subdued topography of this land system.
It is found in north-western coastal areas and islands, and part of central Santa Isabel.
The dominant forest vegetation has locally been replaced by garden plots with coconut
trees. The soils are red and brownish loams and clays.
Total area: 170 km2
Landforms
The maximum relief range within this land system is from sea level to 400 m. Near
the coast available relief is less than 40 m while inland the amplitude increases to
100 m. The ridges and hills are low to moderately high and unoriented giving a plan
profile of 4L. The ridges and spurs range in length up to 1.5 km and have uneven,
gentle crestal slopes.
The median recorded slope angle is 27° and the interquartile range is from 17-35°.
Upper slopes may be straight or convex. The straight slopes are steep and of medium
length while convex slopes are moderate to moderately steep and maybe very long.
The lower slopes are concave with gentle to moderate slopes and are medium in length.
Locally, slopes may be stepped where minor instability features such as slumps, treefall scars and terracettes occur.
The incised valleys form a dendritic drainage pattern and a medium drainage texture.
The valleys are narrow and have moderately steep stream gradients. Gullies are found
locally.
Geology
Tuffaceous arenites and siltstones of Miocene and Pliocene age underlie this land
system. They are probably of terrestrial origin.
Number of observations: 50. Sample sites: 3.
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1

18

Landform
Ridge and spur crests

Soil
Deep, red or yellowish red clay
(Haplorthox)

10%
2

34

Rounded hilltops

Deep, reddish brown to dark red
day
(Haplorthox, Tropudults)

Convex slopes: moderate to
moderately steep

Deep, yellowish brown to strong
brown clays over soft, pale,
weathering rock
(Tropudults, Dystropepts)

20%
3

34
20%

4

37

Concave lower slopes

22%
5

37

Moderately deep to deep, dark
loams and clays over soft, pale,
weathering rock
(Dystropepts)

Steep slopes

22%
6

10

Valleys: incised and narrow

6%
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Vegetation and land use

Not examined

Tall lowland forest has Pometia pinnata and
Campnosperma brevipetiolata as co-dominant
canopy species followed by Vitex cofassus,
Dillenia ingens and Canarium salomonense.
Smaller trees and undergrowth vary widely in
composition and include palms, gingers, ferns
and pandans

A few scattered coastal areas are used for
subsistence crops and some af these have been
planted with coconuts in recent years

MBELAHA LAND REGION
19.

Ma'ariki Land System

Low terraces formed of sub-angular to angular chert boulders characterise this land
system. It is found in association with the Boinio Land System on the central northeastern coast of Santa Isabel. The natural vegetation of Lowland Forest has been
cleared and cultivated in places. Soils are red and brownish clays.
Total area: 5 km2
Landforms
The relief ranges from sea level to 30 m. The main terrace surface ranging from
5-30 m in height is smooth to gently rolling in contrast with the distinctive hummocky
surface of Ma'ariki terraces on Malaita. The plan profile is 1.
Slopes at terrace margins are ultra-short and moderate to moderately steep. They are
commonly irregular with cherty outcrops.
Geology
The rocks are possibly reworked alluvial chert deposits originating from the adjacent
ridges of the Boinio Land System.
Number of observations: 5. Sample sites: 2.
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Landform
Terrace surface

79%

2

0.7

Terrace marginal slopes

Soil
Deep, red or yellowish red clay
with common chert at surface
and in deep subsoil
(Tropohumults, Haplorthox)

From five records Campnosperma
brevipetiolata is most common canopy species
in the lowland forest

Deep, yellowish brown loams
(Dystropepts)

15%
3

Vegetation and land use

Small areas being used for subsistence crops
prior to planting with coconuts

0.3

Valleys

6%

89

Poorly drained or swampy
alluvium (Tropaquents)

MBELAHA LAND REGION
20.

Nanamihi Land System

This land system comprises lightly dissected cuestas in plateau-like areas of coarse
sediments. It is found in a narrow synclinal belt in north-eastern central Santa Isabel.
Soils range from brownish loams to red clays and the vegetation cover is Lowland
Forest.
Total area: 102 km2
Landforms
The relief ranges between 120 and 600 m with an average amplitude of about 200 m.
The major ridges have asymmetrical cross-sections with narrow crests and range from
2-5 km in length. In areas of greater dissection the ridges are shorter (500 m), spurs
are prominent features with lengths of up to 200 m and peaks may be found. The
ridges have even, gentle to moderate crestal slopes. Their orientation is parallel to the
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Moderately steep to precipitous, straight to concave slopes (range of 20-60°) are found
in upper and middle positions on scarp slopes. Steep slopes also occur as lower slopes
adjacent to incised valleys and are short to long, straight to convex and generally
unstable; outcrops of rock, terracettes and treefall scars are found locally. Major
dipslopes and lower slopes are generally long, gentle to moderate and straight to concave.
The main valleys are commonly incised and narrow with gentle stream gradients. The
dendritic drainage pattern has a medium drainage texture. Gullies are common and
have a more angular drainage pattern suggesting structural control. They have moderate
to steep stream gradients and a very fine drainage texture.
Geology
Geological evidence is lacking for an exact description of the rocks underlying this
land system but they are probably Lower to Upper Miocene sandstones with shales,
mudstones and tuffs.
Number of observations: 18. Sample sites: 3.
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21

Landform
Ridge crests

Soil
Deep, yellowish red or red clay
(Haplorthox)

21%
2

34

Gentle to moderate dip and
lower slopes

Deep, yellowish brown to strong
brown clay over soft weathering
rock (Dystropepts, Eutropepts)

Steep slopes: scarps and valley
sides

Deep, dark loams over soft,
weathering rock
(Humitropepts)

Valley and gully bottoms

Not examined

33%
3

37
36%

4

10
10%
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Vegetation and land use

Campnosperma brevipetiolata is dominant in
the lowland forest canopy (36 spp. identified
from 19 sites ), with common Dillenia
salomonensis and Vitex cofassus. Trees
beneath the canopy are widely varied (102 spp.
identified) with palms, Aglaia sp., Dillenia
ingens and Calophyllum vitiense being
widespread

ROKERA LAND REGION
21.

Malu'u Land System

Undulating surfaces of low relief overlying calcareous sediments comprise this land
system. It is found on islands off the north-west coast of Santa Isabel. These platforms,
probably of marine-erosional origin, have a vegetation of Lowland Forest which has
been cleared in some areas for coconut cultivation. The soils are red and brownish
clays or loams.
Total area: 17 km2
Landforms
The land system reaches a maximum of 80 m, on Sulai Island. Generally the very broad
platforms (surface areas up to 1.5 km2) lie between sea level and 40 m and have gently
sloping surfaces with an ultra-low to negligible degree of dissection. In areas where the
surfaces are more undulating slopes are moderate.
The median slope angle is 12° with an interquartile range between 5 ° and 20°. Marginal
and valley-side slopes are ultra-short and moderate to steep. Coral outcrops are locally
present at platform margins.
Drainage is undeveloped except for local depressions or gullies and around the margins
of each area are low-lying, commonly poorly drained areas.
Geology
The underlying rocks are Middle to Upper Miocene, chalky marls and fine calcareous
mudstones. Recent coral deposits are found at coastal margins.
Number of observations: 23. Sample sites: 1.
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Landform
Platform surface

Soil
Deep, yellowish red or red clay
(Tropphumults)

63%
2

4

Platform margins and valley sides

Moderately deep to deep,
yellowish brown clay
(Tropudults)

Valleys and drainage depressions

Deep, dark brown or dark
yellowish brown clays
(Eutropepts)

24%
3

2
13%

Deep, yellowish brown to yellow
clay with gleyed subsoil
(Aquic Eutropepts)
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Vegetation and land use

Lowland forest with a canopy (60 spp.
identified from 11 sites) with Pometia
pinnata dominant and Campnosperma
brevipetiolata common.
Of the many smaller trees Gomphandra sp.(?)
Myristica sp. and Pimeleodendron amboinicum
are common among palms, ferns and gingers

Subsistence crop farming occurs jn several
areas and coconut plantations are found on
offshore islands

FlU LAND REGION
22.

Kumotu Land System

The land system comprises tidal swamps of lagoons, reef flats and lower river courses,
covered by Mangrove Forest. It is distributed around the entire coastline. Soils range
from peats to sands and clays.
Total area: 220 km2
Landforms
Most swamps occur where intertidal mangrove has colonised coral reef flats and
adjacent lagoons. They consist of extensive belts of almost flat land at the coast or
separated from the coast by a thin, low, coral beach ridge. The swamps merge inland
with freshwater swamp of the Pusuraghi Land System or are terminated abruptly by
hills. Most areas are less than 500 m wide but in places may reach 1 km. The microrelief is commonly smooth but locally is irregular from crab mounds or isolated coral
outcrops. Thin, curved and linear beach liuyes have been noted in piaces inside the
swamps, parallel with the present coastline. Drainage systems, where present, are
formed by small anastomosing creeks.
Geology
The sediments forming the land system are Recent fluvio-deltaic and marine sediments
ranging in grade from coarse to fine. There are areas of thick superficial peat deposits.
Number of observations: 57. No sample sites.
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Land
facet

Area
(km2-%)

1

198

Land form
Abraded coral platforms: flat,
intertidal

est 90%

2

11

3

11
est 5%

Soil
Shallow, dark peat over coral,
very poorly drained (Lithic
Tropohemists)
Deep, reddish brown peat and
muck, very poorly drained
(Sulfihemists)

Beach ridges: narrow, low

Thin surface peat or muck
overlying gleyed clays and loams
(Sulfaquents)

Riverine areas: narrow, flat

Shallow to deep, pale coral sand,
poorly to excessively drained
(Tropaquents, Psammaquents)

est 5%

Deep, dark sands and loams,
poorly drained (Fluvaquents)
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Facet 3 is not present in this area

Vegetation and land use

Dominant vegetation is mangrove forest
with few species, mainly Rhizophora
apiculata, Bruguiera gymnorrhiza,
Lumnitzera littorea, Xylocarpus granatum
and Sonneratia sp.
Undergrowth thin with Pandanus spp.
Coconut groves with Calophyllum
inophyllum, Premna corymbosa. Hibiscus
tiliaceus and other shrubs and ferns in
driest, sandy areas

FlU LAND REGION
23.

Litoghahira Land System

Forming this land system of narrow to wide valleys are Recent deposits of riverine
alluvium with mainly brownish loam and clay soils. It occurs throughout coastal areas
and is widely cultivated.
Total area: 211 km2
Landforms
Floodplains, terraces and river channels are the main landforms. In upper and middle
river courses these are easy to differentiate, but in lower courses they merge. The total
altitudinal range of the land system is from sea level to about 400 m, the latter being
isolated areas in the central watershed area.
The floodplains are those narrow belts adjacent to rivers and streams which are frequently flooded, sometimes to depths of several metres and for several days at a time.
They lie within one metre or so of the river bed and are rarely more than 200 m wide.
The channelled micro-relief is both smooth and irregular, comprising abandoned river
courses, former low levees, point bars and stony channel-bed islands. In middle and
upper river courses the narrow floodplains may occupy the full width of the land
system but where less than approximately 50 m wide they become valley-bottom
facets of other land systems. In lower courses the floodplains become broader with a
more subdued and smooth micro-relief and are dominated by flat, low-lying land
which commonly merges laterally into Pusuraghi Land System backswamps.
Terraces are rare in lower courses but become most evident or dominant in the middle
courses, and in the areas of high-level alluvium. Their heights above the floodplains
range from 1-6 m and their surfaces are mostly smooth but subdued; channelled microrelief is locally common. Each area, generally, has one main surface although locally
subsidiary levels have also been noted. Flooding occurs to a shallow depth but is rare,
and brief.
River channels are rarely wider than 100 m, and water depths are shallow (less than
1 m) except close to the sea where large river channels may be tidal and deep for up to
1 km inland. The beds are mostly stony with many shoals and rapids and in many
areas they become rocky towards the landward limit of the land system.
Geology
Recent, ungraded and weakly graded, fine to coarse sediments of mixed origin form
this land system. A t the coast there is some resorting by tidal activity.
Number of observations: 85. Sample sites: 5.
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Landform

Soil

Vegetation and land use

1

127

Terraces: low to moderately
high (1 - 6 m), gently undulating
or smooth

Deep, dark yellowish brown or
brown clays, locally interbanded
with loams (Eutropepts)

Lowland forest with a tall, irregular canopy
occupies large areas. Vitex cofassus is
dominant in drier areas with Pometia pinnata,
Ficus spp., and Campnosperma brevipetiolata;
the last is also common in wetter sites with
Terminalia brassii.
Undergrowth is commonly thin and includes
Aglaia sp., Alangium javanicum, Semecarpus
sp., Dysoxylum sp., and the palms Caryota
rumphiana and Areca macrocalyx

est 60%

Deep, yellowish brown to strong
brown clays
2

63

Floodplains: low lying,
channelled microrelief

est 30%

3

21

Channels: narrow, shallow, stony

est 10%
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Deep, brownish silt loams over
mottled yellowish clays
(Tropofluvents)
Deep, poorly drained gleyed clays
and loams (Tropaquents)

Shallow to deep, brownish sands
and gravels (Tropofluvents)

Large areas cultivated for subsistence crops

Many coastal areas planted with coconuts

FlU LAND REGION
24.

Lomousa Land System

The land system consists of abraded Recent coral platforms, and beaches of thin coral
debris. It is covered by Littoral Forest in remote areas but elsewhere is cleared for
coconut cultivation.
Total area: 28 km2
Landforms
The offshore islands of the western islands and the northern mainland are fringed by
onshore reef platforms. Eroded debris has accumulated as low, narrow rocky beaches,
stabilised by vegetation. The beaches lie above the platform level, which is flooded at
high tide, and their crests are generally little more than 1-2 m above high tide level.
The summits are flat to gently convex with gentle inland or lagoon-side slopes against
steeper, shorter, rougher seaward slopes. Reaches are aligned parallel to the coast and
are normally less than 20-50 m wide. The plan profile is 7 or 1 L.
Between the beach and the mainland there is commonly an infilled lagoon colonised
by mangrove or, if the infilling is older, it may be a freshwater swamp. The fringes
may be incorporated into the Lomousa Land System. There is no surface drainage.
Geology
Recent coral debris in part derived from Quaternary or Holocene reef forms this land
system. There are admixtures of small amounts of volcanic sediments in most places.
Number of observations: 40. No sample sites.
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Land
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Area
(km 2 -%)

Landform

Soil

1

22

Beach ridge: low, narrow, rocky

Shallow to deep, pale, coral sand
over hard coral
(Troporthents, Tropopsamments)

Beach margins: low-lying with
high watertable

Moderately deep to deep, dark
silt or peat loams over pale, gleyed
sands (Fluvaquents)

est 80%
2

6
est 20%

Deep, dark sandy peat or muck
(Tropohemists)
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-200

Vegetation and land use
Littoral forest containing Intsia bijuga,
Terminalia catappa, Heritiera littoralis
and Calophyllum
inophyllum.
Many areas planted with coconuts
Swamp forest; either mangrove containing
Rhizophora spp., Lumhitzera littorea and
Pandanus spp., or freshwater forest with
Terminalia brassii, Calophyllum kajewskii
and Inocarpus fagiferus

FlU LAND REGION
25.

Pusuraghi Land System

Small and extensive, coastal and inland freshwater swamps with deep, very poorly
drained clays and organic-rich soils form this land system which occurs throughout
Santa Isabel.
Total area: 221 km2
Landforms
Level to slightly concave areas between sea level and 10 m are widespread, with a
fresh watertable at or close to the ground surface; along the Kakadolo River they
occur up to 50 m a.s.l. Low mounds between 30-70 cm high and treefall hollows are
a local feature of the micro-relief.
Extensive swamps occur on northern San Jorge and across the Ortega Channel on
San La isabei. These swamps comprise iow-gradient outwash fans that have coalsced,
forming areas up to 10 km long and 6 km wide. A t Suavanao the outer edge of the
swamp is bounded by a system of beach ridges.
The lower reaches of many rivers are filled by swamps or swampy river tracts occupying old channels and depressions now separated from present-day active channels.
These swamps are often linear and may extend 4-6 km along river valleys. Regional
changes in land or sea levels followed by valley infilling has resulted in the formation
of some coastal swamps with former lagoonal areas now close to sea level and almost
completely surrounded by uplifted reefs.
Geology
Recent, well sorted alluvium derived from various parent materials, locally form a thin
veneer over coral or beach sands. Accumulations of well decomposed organic matter
also occur.
Number of observations: 106. Sample sites: 3.
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1
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88
est 40%

2

45

Landform

88

Vegetation and land use

Coastal plain swamps: low,
extensive outwash fans; slight
microrelief, watertable above
ground surface

Deep, very poorly drained, reddish
brown to brown peat overlying
sands or clays at depth
(Tropohemists)

Lowland swamp forest dominated by
Casuarina papuana and with Fagraea
racemosa, Stemonurus umbellatus and
Calophyllum cerasiferum common within
the canopy. Pandanus spp. occur
throughout the lower storey and shrub layers

Lagoonal swamps: infilled former
lagoons with uplifted reef margins

Deep, very poorly drained clays
with a peaty surface layer or
interbedded peat layers
(Terric Tropohemists)

Riverine swamps: linear to nonlinear, varied width up to 2 km

Deep, very poorly drained, grey
to pale brown clay with or without
mottles and a peat surface horizon
(Tropaquents, Fluvaquents)

Tall lowland forest with a mixed canopy
comprising Campnosperma brevipetiolata.
Terminalia brassii, Eugenia spp., Inocarpus
fagiferus and Pterocarpus indicus.
Small trees include Calophyllum cerasiferum,
Pometia pinnata and Fagraea racemosa

est 20%

3

Soil

est 40%

Moderately deep to deep, brown
to dark brown clays overlying
gleyed and mottled clays
(Fluvic Tropofluvents)
Deep, brown to yellowish brown
loams and clays (Eutropepts)
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Pure or mixed stands of Terminalia brassii
and Campnosperma brevipetiolata are
common and, more rarely, almost pure
stands of Eugenia tierneyana

Low regrowth of Hibiscus tiliaceus. Pandanus
spp., Fagraea gracilipes and Eugenia spp.

FlU LAND REGION
26. Tenaru Land System
Narrow beaches of Recent, reworked riverine sediments form this land system which
occurs at intervals around most of the mainland coast. The dark sandy soils have
mostly been cleared of Lowland or Littoral Forest for coconut plantations or settlements.
Total area: 32 km2
Landforms
The beaches are predominantly simple in form and usually consist of a single beach
ridge bordering the shore, less than 2 m above high tide level and less than 50 m wide;
near major rivers these may extend landwards for several hundred metres with a gently
undulating surface due to parallel shallow swales. The swales may be dry or contain
narrow creeks and are mostly less than 20 m in width.
The beaches are mostly found across bays fed by large rivers. They do not occur on
the small offshore islands. The plan profile is 7 or 1 L.
Geology
The land system consists of coarse riverine sediments reworked and distributed along
the shore by wave action. The constituents are predominantly of volcanic origin,
although coral fragments are locally plentiful.
Number of observations: 23. Sample sites: 1.
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Land
facet

Area
(km 2 -%)

Landform

Soil

1

29

Beach ridge: low, gently rounded

Deep, dark brownish sand, well
to excessively drained and locally
overlying pale, deep subsoil
(Tropopsamments)

est 90%

2

3

Swales: low, less than 20m wide

est 10%
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Deep, dark sandy or loamy
(locally peaty) topsoil overlying
gleyed sand subsoil
(Aquic Tropof luvents)

Vegetation and land use

Littoral forest remains in a few places
comprising an irregular canopy with
Vitex cofassus, Evodia sp., Ficus spp.,
and Heritiera littoral is
Many areas cleared and planted with
coconuts

Part 4
Agricultural potential
of the land regions

INTRODUCTION
The agricultural potential of the land regions is described below. The main agricultural
limitations of land regions and component land systems are assessed and some remedial
measures for these are suggested. Alternative means for increasing the productivity of
the land are proposed which are consistent with rational land use but which have
necessarily taken only nominal account of socioeconomic factors; these should
properly be the topic of supporting specialist surveys. The cash crops suggested are
known to grow well in the Solomon Islands, either as cultivated by farmers or on
research stations. Many more cash crops are grown elsewhere in the humid tropics
but the selection of suitable varieties and the potential markets for these crops lies
outside the scope of this report.
Soil surveys of coconut plantations have been undertaken since 1972 by the Agriculture
Department and soil samples have been taken largely in coconut-growing areas. The
results of research work on other islands is also relevant if applied judiciously, and
it is useful to relate observations on areas east of the Korighole-Kaipito fault to
Malaita (Volume 3) and the area to the west to parts of Guadalcanal (Volume 2) and
Choiseul (Volume 6).
On Santa Isabel there is an absence of large areas of land suitable for intensive agricultural development (Part 5). Land with moderate or good potential is usually fragmented and surrounded by either steep, dissected country or swamps. The low
population of 8 700 with an average density of 2 / k m ^ , but with a highly uneven
distribution, would limit labour-intensive development schemes.
As on the other island groups topography is the major physical constraint to agricultural development. The problems are introduced briefly here because many are
common to several of the land regions. Steep-sided ridges and valleys hinder access,
planting, maintenance, cropping, supervision and transport of produce. In addition,
erosion of the widespread moderately steep and steep slopes is constantly present,
whether by slow surface wash or by periodic abrupt slope failure in the form of debris
slides or landslips.
Field observations revealed that surface wash of topsoil occurs on hillsides under
natural forest cover as well as under crops. It is possible to attempt to control this but
the need to do so is a question of debate. It would be neither possible nor practicable
to attempt to prevent the recurrent, large-scale earth movements for they result from
a combination of uncontrollable factors such as heavy rains and earthquakes. There is
a plausible argument for a laissez-faire attitude to surface erosion control; this sees the
continual removal of weathered soil as enabling plant roots to reach the less-weathered
and, therefore, nutrient-rich subsoil. The converse argument is that most soils, even
those on steep slopes, retain most nutrients and roots in their humic topsoil and,
therefore, its loss is detrimental to plants.
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A high proportion of farmers on Santa Isabel currently use steep hill land for subsistence crops in a shifting cultivation system. The dangers of erosion should be made
known as it is possible that some of these hill lands will be used for cash crops in the
future, in the absence of agricultural opportunity areas. In this, as in the other volumes
we support a policy of topsoil conservation wherever and however possible.
Ideally, slopes over 25° should be left under natural forest; but where such land
predominates and there is no alternative it is suggested that bands of forest be left
across hillsides and cultivation be confined to narrow intervening strips. These forest
strips would not only arrest the downslope movement of topsoil but would improve
soil stability. Where long-continued cultivation has removed all old forest, bands of
economic trees or food forests requiring little maintenance should be planted.
Furthermore, moderate to steep slopes liable to surface wash under cultivation should
be protected by simple terraces as in this situation bedrock is soon exposed. The
presence of terraces facilitates movement of people and produce on steep slopes. Bench
terraces may be desirable for semi-permanent and permanent crop production on
slopes exceeding 20°.
Timber exploitation (principally of Campnosperma brevipetiolata) based on Allardyce
Harbour was successful commercially until 1972 when cyclone Ida destroyed large
areas of forest on the island. However, young C brevipetiolata used to replant logged
areas largely withstood the wind and it is probable that the future of some parts of the
island lies in the field of forestry rather than agriculture.

WAIRAHA AND KAIPITO LAND REGIONS
These land regions are considered together as the chief differences between their
component land systems are parent material and degree of dissection. They are hilly to
mountainous, ridge-and-valley landscapes overlying locally metamorphosed basaltic
pyroclastics and pillow lavas with small areas of gabbro and diorite intrusions. Until
more detailed geological information is available it is not possible to correlate land
systems with the various rock types. The land regions occupy an area of 1 833 k m ^ ,
mainly in central and eastern Santa Isabel, but extending as the island core well to the
north-west. The soils range from shallow to deep and are commonly stony and nutrientpoor. They are, however, well drained with no flooding or salinity hazards. Agricultural
development is severely limited by unfavourable topography.
The two regions are not farmed extensively and have a low, uneven population distribution: There is a concentration of villages in the Kaipito-Koloraghu valleys and along
the western coast to Kilokaka; elsewhere villages are widely scattered and entirely
coastal, although there is some evidence of abandoned inland settlements. Subsistence
agriculture is the main activity although small commercial plantations and smallholder
coconut groves occur on both the south-western coast and in the north at Estrella Bay
and Ghatere.
The Madagha Land System is discussed separately as it can be considered to have
moderate agricultural potential while the remainder have similarly low potential.
Tolombusu, Jajao, Mablosi and Zabana Land Systems
These land systems are characterised by low to high, narrow ridges with both even and
uneven, long and short crest lines. Their flanks are predominantly steep, unstable and
gullied with local rock outcrops and separated by narrow, stony valley floors. As
measured by facet analysis (Part 3) more than half of these areas are topographically
unsuitable for crop production with the remainder moderately steep or gentler in
slope. The better land is also thoroughly fragmented and so large-scale development
is impossible.
The soils have a poor nutrient status and some (Haplorthox) on stable slopes are
strongly weathered and incapable of retaining nutrients below the topsoil. A complete
fertiliser would be necessary for any crop to achieve optimum yields under continuous
cropping.
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The present system of shifting cultivation for subsistence crops has both advantages
and disadvantages. The chief drawback is that it does not incorporate any form of
erosion control even on the steepest slopes. The resultant loss of humus-rich topsoil
during cultivation is wasteful of resources and influences gully extension and deepening.
Although the wisdom of practising erosion control would be difficult to explain to
farmers who have hundreds of hectares of land at their disposal, it is in their long-term
interests to preserve as much topsoil as possible; in the more strongly weathered and
leached soils (oxic subgroups) there is a much greater store of plant food held by the
humus of the topsoil than in the whole of the subsoil horizons combined. The soil
structure is not strong on either the steep flanks or gentler summit areas and even under
old forest cover there is a certain amount of winnowing and removal of fine material
during heavy rains.
With shifting cultivation,permanent terraces are uneconomic and unnecessary. Simply
constructed erosion barriers on slopes exceeding 2 5 ° would be beneficial. They can
consist of the cut branches, and debris from clearing operations placed in swathes
across slopes and lodged where convenient behind tree stumps. There would probably
be little extra work involved in this suggestion and the traditional subdivision of gardens
could be co-ordinated with barrier spacing. When the garden is abandoned after 1-3
years the barriers will fall into disrepair but by this time regrowth vegetation will have
become established and will protect the surface.
Subsistence crop cultivation as practised at present gives low returns for a low labour
input but adequate to feed the farmer and his family. There is an increasing awareness
in the Solomon Islands that a higher standard of living is attainable in rural communities, as seen by the desire to grow cash crops. There is a potentially wide variety of
crops that could be grown in these hilly to mountainous areas but the range is severely
reduced by excluding those that require mechanical cultivation and those that are
labour intensive. Unless very small areas or the family unit are considered there is
insufficient manpower at present to cope with labour-demanding crops such as
chillies (Capsicum spp.) and the first choice of village communities should be ginger
(Zingiber officinale) and turmeric (Curcuma domestica) which should grow well on
the gentle or moderate slope segments.
It will not be possible to grow high weight/low value crops in these regions away from
coastal areas until the projected road along the Kaipito valley is completed and even
then only land within 1-2 km of the road will benefit from such crops.
There is a large variety of indigenous fruit trees which could provide both a variation
in the diet and, in the case of some, a seasonal source of income. The betel nut
(Areca catechu), cutnut (Barringtonia edulis), nuts of Canarium spp., breadfruit
(Artocarpus altilis), Solomon Island apple (Eugenia malaccensis), mango (Mangifera
sp.) and hogplum (Barringtonia dulcis) are among the fruits that could be utilised more
extensively and do not include the many more exotic species such as tree spices already
introduced into various parts of the country. A t present, however, there is little financial
inducement and no formal marketing arrangement available to promote the growth of
such potential cash crops. Where settlements become more permanent, as they will
near the new road, it would be beneficial to encourage the planting of these and other
perennial commercial species on land that requires permanent protection, namely
steep slopes, gullies or stony sites so that the annual crops are restricted to more stable
sites.
To summarise, the Wairaha and Kaipito Land Regions are sparsely populated and until
there is greater pressure on the land and better communications there are few suggestions that are immediately practicable. The present system of shifting cultivation could
be improved upon by simple erosion control and the use of a greater variety of crops
in smallholder schemes.
Madagha Land System
This land system of low hills and ridges occurs in parts of south-western Santa Isabel
covering an area of 55 km^. its chief limitations are steep slopes and soils of low
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fertility. Approximately 60% of the land consists of moderately steep to gentle slopes
while the remainder consists of steep erodible slopes, stony valleys and narrow ridge
crests. These proportions are obtained from airphoto interpretation and may be at
fault due to the tall forest canopy over low hills which tends to obscure the relief.
Small areas are cultivated for subsistence crops.
The soils range from deep, well drained reddish clays on stable sites to yellowish brown
loams on unstable slopes. Neither are fertile but the latter (Dystropepts) contain stony
subsoils which are capable of releasing mineral nutrients than the strongly weathered
red clays. To achieve sustained high yields, therefore, appropriate fertilising is likely
to be necessary once the topsoil reserves are depleted.
The topographically better land tends to contain the least fertile soils and is fragmented
and separated by many small areas of steep slopes and narrow valleys. This effectively
hampers planning of large-scale development such as plantations and hinders crosscountry access.
Because of the fragmentation of better land any agricultural development will tend to
be on a small Sua!« by individual farmers or smaii communities. This will involve the
protection of erodible slopes by planting with perennial crops. There is scope for the
introduction of spices and annual crops on stable areas and because of proximity to
the coast the production of bulky crops such as coconuts, cocoa, pineapple and root
crops may be possible.
The establishment of pasture for cattle rearing in parts of the land system may be
practicable although the effect of prolonged grazing on steep land facets has not been
studied. Until more information is available it is advisable to restrict cattle to valleys
and gentle footslope areas neighbouring the riverine parts of the Fiu Land Region.
There is ample freshwater from small permanent streams.

GHAUSAVA LAND REGION
This land region of 289 k m ^ is scattered but distinctive. It consists of rounded hills
and ridges with brownish and reddish clay soils formed from mainly ultramafic rocks.
(Plates 5.2 and 5.3) It occurs along the Korighole-Kaipito thrust, on San Jorge and the
Mbughotu Peninsula. The vegetation is characterised by species-poor Casuarina papuana
forest (Plate 5.1).
The region is unsuitable for agriculture because of adverse soil fertility despite extensive
areas of favourable topography. There are concentrations of heavy metals, notably
chromium and nickel, and accumulations of magnesium to levels of 18% in derived
alluvial soils. These, added to a deficiency of major nutrients, and a strongly weathered
and leached soil profile apparently provide an unfavourable growing medium for most
forest trees. The natural vegetation is dominated by Casuarina papuana with few
associated species, many of them sclerophyllous such as Xanthostemon sp. Some areas
have been regularly burned in the past and an open fern heath community has evolved.
Where this occurs irreversible dehydration of iron minerals at the surface has led to the
formation of laterite concretions (Webb, 1973).
The Tohebakala Land System is typified by abundant short but unstable slopes and
the Marapa Land System by longer and steeper unstable slopes. The latter, however, has
less toxic soils, being partly derived from basic rocks, and is the only area where crops
could be grown given adequate soil depth. Pineapples are grown on these soils in other
islands but neither subsistence root crops nor coconuts are successful on the Mbina
Land System. Large areas of this land system have been evaluated for nickel mining
but the concentration of the metal is apparently marginal for commercial exploitation.

MANAWAI LAND REGION
Limestone or calcareous rocks are dominant in the land region of 111 k m ^ . The landforms are karstic or karst-like with reddish or dark brown clay soils interspersed with
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PLATES 5.1, 5.2 & 5.3

PLATE 5.1

-*

PLATE 5.2
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The Mbina Land System at Kolosuri, south-west Santa Isabel. Casuarina papuana
dominates the lowland forest
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A road cutting exposes the shallow
soils of the Mbina Land System,
Kolosuri
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PLATE 5.3

The abrupt interface between soil
and parent material in Dystropepts
and Troporthents of the Mbina Land
System, Kolosuri

much surface limestone. Large areas are farmed in the south-east where the land region
is most widespread. The main limitations for agriculture are localised steep land, rock
outcrops associated with shallow stony soils and unbalanced soil fertility. The largely
stable soils have no flooding or drainage difficulties. The region is also described in
Volumes 3, 4, 6, and 8 where suggestions for use are relevant to Santa Isabel.
The component land systems have similar limitations but to different degrees of
severity. Rocky land associated with steep slopes and shallow soils are dominant in
the Ukima'au Land System, common in Henefau and Boinio and more scattered in the
Andi Land System. Cultivation is therefore limited accordingly and only in the Andi
Land System is agriculture widespread, although concentrated on the better land.
Little can be done to ameliorate the rockiness but stone gathering has been attempted
locally.
The soils pose special but not severe problems as accumulations of weathered limestone
products lead t o unbalanced fertility. Calcium particularly is concentrated in humusrich topsoils and alkaline lower subsoils so that the exchangeable ion entirely dominates
the exchange complex. Total calcium levels are not known but are likely to be high.
Potassium is readily leached and exchangeable and total levels arc generally very lew
except in humus-rich profiles (Mollisols). Phosphorus levels, however, appear to be
higher than in many soils especially in topsoils and where limestone is present in the
profile. Magnesium in all forms varies widely in concentration from low in strongly
weathered soils (Eutrothox) to medium or high in younger profiles.
The major soil fertility problem is likely to be a general and, in places, acute deficiency
of potassium, which would adversely affect the growth of crops such as coconuts. In
addition, deep-rooted calciphobe plants will not thrive on soil with an alkaline or
neutral subsoil.
Large-scale plantation agriculture is not practicable but small-scale farming is feasible
in parts of the Andi Land System. The steeper areas should be avoided for cultivation
of annual crops and are best protected by permanent tree crops. There are no roads into
the region and only villages in the coastal strip can consider cash crop production unless
low weight/high value produce can be carried to points where ships can call. Suitable
crops are turmeric, ginger and capsicums the last, however, being labour demanding.
Coastal cash crops could include coconut, and on deeper soils cocoa, citrus and root
crops. There are also numerous indigenous and exotic tree species whose produce can
either be consumed locally or shipped to Honiara.
Pastures for cattle production should be possible in parts of the Andi Land System
but care must be taken to ensure a reliable water supply as several areas have no
surface water. Other land systems have little surface water.
As shifting cultivation is widespread in the Andi Land System and the forest on the
rocky Ukima'au and Henefau Land Systems is commonly low and sparse there would
appear to be little potential for timber extraction. Cyclone Ida in 1972 may also have
damaged some areas.

KWAINANGALI LAND REGION
On the eastern flank of Santa Isabel the Tamba'a and Fata'olo Land Systems occupy
large areas, together totalling 986 km^. They have evolved through erosion of calcareous
marls and soft limestones and contain reddish and brownish clays. They are largely
forested, but parts are used for shifting cultivation and coconuts. Their main limitations
for agriculture centre on steep slopes and low soil fertility; there are no drainage, flooding or salinity hazards. Comments on this land region in Volumes 3 and 6 are applicable.
The Tamba'a Land System consists of low and moderately high, mostly narrow ridges
with long, moderate and steep, locally gullied and unstable slopes. Slopes on the
closely related Fata'olo Land System are shorter, but less steep and less liable to
surface erosion.
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The soils of these land systems are similar. On stable sites such as rounded summits or
gentle to moderate flanks, the soils are red or reddish brown clays (Haplorthox,
Tropudults, Dystropepts). The steepest slopes subject to surface wash or slumping
have pale or dark, locally shallow, brownish loam and clay soils (Tropudalfs, Inceptisols).
The latterare mostly base-rich with calcium as the dominant cation and phosphorus and
potassium present in low concentrations. The red clays are deep, leached and commonly
strongly weathered so that beneath the topsoil, if present, there is a deficiency of the
major and some minor plant nutrients. Because they contain few weathering stones in
the rooting zone and have a low cation retention ability, their potential nutrient
reserve is low. Following cultivation and the depletion of topsoil nutrients, the fallow
period required for replenishment is relatively long, in the order of 10-15 years as
apposed to 5-10 years on more fertile soils. Continuous cropping on the red clays will
necessitate frequent applications of complete fertiliser.
On the coastal ridges between the Maringe Lagoon and Floakora Point are concentrations of population who have used extensive areas of land for subsistence crops, mainly
sweet potato. In contrast, the region in the north-east is little used except in the
immediate vicinity of Kia. Coconuts are being planted on previously gardened land
on coastal foothills.
Large-scale commercial agriculture would be impracticable throughout the region,
firstly because of the broken topography; secondly, in populated areas the land tends
to be used fairly intensively for subsistence crops so that no large unused blocks of
land remain and thirdly, in unpopulated parts labour immigration would be necessary.
Smallholder or community development is possible, however, in many areas following
the principles already discussed for the Wairaha and Kaipito Land Regions, namely the
protection of steep land by tree crops or forest and the stable land used for cash or
subsistence crops.
Mechanised cultivation is neither feasible nor desirable in this strongly ridged landscape.
Furthermore, with a complete lack of roads all produce must be carried to points on
the coast where shipping is available. In these circumstances cash crops from inland
areas must be of low bulk and high value. Spice crops, already known to grow well
in similar soils on Malaita with suitable management, are capsicums, turmeric and
ginger. Ideally these crops should be grown on the gentler slopes of summit areas where
red clays are common although fertiliser requirements would be high for sustained
yields. The tree spices such as cinnamon (Cinnamomum verum), cloves ((Eugenia
aromatica), nutmeg (Myristica fragrans) and allspice (Pimenta officinalis) could be
planted on steeper land with richer soils.
The Department of Agriculture has a research programme covering spice cultivation
and production. It is hoped that this will either include trials on soils typical of this
land region near Dala in Malaita, or that areas will be selected in Santa Isabel where
the trials can be seen by local farmers. A disadvantage of capsicum production is the
high labour requirement which might be difficult to achieve except close to the
Maringe Lagoon.
Coastal areas with moderate or moderately steep slopes are being planted with coconuts in the south-east and around Kia. There is scope for the extension of this crop
by smallholders into nearby foothills; cocoa, citrus and other fruits listed in Wairaha
and Kaipito Land Regions would be equally suitable. Most will require applications of
fertiliser for high yields.
The introduction of pastures for cattle rearing might be achieved both within and
outside coconut plantations, but until there is a better understanding of the effect
of cattle on steep land they should be confined to areas of gentle or moderate slopes.
Water supplies should not be difficult.
Forested land is common in north-eastern Santa Isabel and, prior to the cyclone of
1972, Pometia pinnata and Campnosperma brevipetiolata were the main canopy
species with Vitex cofassus, Canarium salomonense and Celtis latifolia as sub-dominant
species. Timber extraction in the ridged landscape would be difficult.
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This region probably contains as much potential overall as any other, considering its
physical attributes and the locally high population, but development will be mainly on
a small scale and rather fragmented because of topographical limitations largely.

MBELAHA LAND REGION
The land region comprises hills and ridges derived from arenaceous sediments and minor
areas of chert cobble terrace together totalling 502 k m ^ . The soils range from brownish
loam to red clays, small areas of which are used for subsistence crop cultivation. Timber
extraction was important around Allardyce Harbour until the forest was destroyed by
the cyclone of 1972. The main limitations of the region are the steepness and instability
of slopes and soil infertility. There are no drainage, flooding or salinity hazards.
The Allardyce and Eghueghu Land Systems are closely related, both derived from
tuffaceous, non-calcareous and weakly consolidated sediments. The Eghueghue Land
Systems consist of low ridges with sharp crests and moderate or steep slopes while the
Allardyce Land Systems has more rounded and broad ridge summits. In both land
systems slope instability, is evidenced by numerous short gullies, slumps and widespread
terracetting. Small landslips and debris slides also occur. The Nanamihi and Beamalalu
Land Systems occupy higher ground on the main watershed where sandstones are
dominant. These consist of cuestas and plateaux with steep escarpments, finely
dissected dipslopes and gullies flanked by ultra-short, steep footslopes.
The soils have been subjected to a high degree of weathering and leaching, particularly
on rounded ridge summits and stable slopes. On such sites deep, reddish clays occur
(Haplorthox, Tropudults) characterised by low nutrient status beneath the topsoil, a
weak capacity for nutrient retention and low reserve nutrient supplies. Physically the
soils are good, being deep, well drained and moderately well structured. The ridge
flanks contain a mixture of the red clays where slumping has occurred and yellowish
loam to dark brown loams and clays overlying soft, pale weathering rock; these are
mainly Tropudults and Dystropepts which tend to be less strongly leached with a
higher base status and nutrient reserves.
The dissected and broken topography of this region is unsuitable for large-scale
plantation agriculture. Furthermore, the local supply of labour could not support a
large-scale enterprise and immigration would be necessary.
The Nanamihi and Beamalalu Land Systems are unpopulated and virtually unused
while the Allardyce and Eghueghu Land Systems are occupied only by scattered
patches of shifting cultivation and coconuts around Barora Ite; the Ma'ariki Land
System is farmed by a single village. In the absence of large centres of population
within the region and only one sizeable village in the neighbouring Kia region there
is limited scope for development. If the question of labour supply was resolved
perennial crops would be the best means of using the land. The generally low level of
soil fertility could be remedied by small but frequent applications of Balanced fertilisers for specific crops.
Cattle production in these areas would be inappropriate because of the erosion
hazard on slopes.
Extraction of Campnosperma brevipetiolata by the Allardyce Lumber Company
ceased in 1973 after cyclone Ida destroyed large areas of forest in 1972. It has been
suggested that the destroyed forest probably owes its origin to widespread disturbance
from cultivation in the past (Whitmore, 1966) and if this is so it seems likely that the
tract will eventually regenerate and regain its timber value. Young £,brevipetiolata,
line-planted by the Forestry Department in logged areas, stood up well to the winds.
Similar forest was noted during the survey on the Allardyce Land System around the
Kakadolo River in the north-east (Separate Map 5h) but it is not known if this area
was damaged by the cyclone.
During timber extraction land used for roads, skidding tracks and timber yards is
severely disturbed and a much greater area is subjected to less severe disturbance. The
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damage to topsoil and rooting systems on slopes leads to obvious erosion hazards and,
as most soil nutrients in the land region are preserved in the humic topsoil, it is in the
interests of both long-term forestry and agriculture to conserve topsoils wherever
possible. In this connection we recommend a study of the Allardyce area to determine
the type and extent of damage and erosion resulting from timber haulage (see also
Volume 4, Ringgi Land System). As this area is representative of low, erodible ridges
and hills that are widespread in timbered tracts of Santa Isabel the result of such a
study may be favourable to its continued replanting for forestry purposes.

ROKERA LAND REGION
Although occupying little more than 17 k m ^ and represented by a single land system
this region of low, rolling hills and platforms overlying mudstones and marl is well
used for both subsistence and cash crops. There are no major limitations but there are
small areas of shallow soils and soil fertility tends to be low.
The land surface is gently rolling or level and does not exceed 50 m in height. A t the
margins of the land system and adjacent to the few valleys and depressions, steeper,
locally stony slopes occur. The soils are mostly deep, well drained, reddish or yellowish
brown clays of low nutrient status. Divalent cations are dominant, and levels may be
high in the lower subsoil. Reserve nutrients are low except for magnesium.
Coconut plantations on the islands surrounding Rakata Bay and Maringe Lagoon and
the airstrip on Fera, utilise most of the available land. There remain small areas of the
land region in the Western Islands which are unpopulated and remote from the nearest
village, Kia.
There seems to be little development potential in this land region as in general the
land is either already in use or distant from inhabitation. Intensification could be
achieved initially by extending coconut planting on the larger islands and by establishing pasture beneath the coconuts. Permanent water supplies may not be obtainable
for cattle, however, except by making wells. Cocoa and coffee may also be grown
beneath the light shade of coconut palms. The under-utilised Sulei Island should be
suitable for either perennial crops, cattle or cash crops such as spices and groundnuts,
the last for domestic sale. The proximity of schools, a clinic and mission and the
administrative centre of Buala may be a sufficient incentive to develop small areas
for market gardening in this or the adjacent Kwainangali Land Region.

FIU LAND REGION
This land region comprises forested and cultivated floodplains, low riverine and
esturarine swamps, beaches and atolls, with a variety of young soils and Recent
sediments. It covers an area of 712 k m ^ and has a varied potential, the major limitations being low fertility, drainage, flooding and salinity. Because of their widely different
properties the components land systems are discussed separately.
Kumotu Land System
This land system occupies extensive but rather narrow coastal areas particularly in
western and south-western Santa Isabel. The shallow peat and muck soils over a
coral platform are very poorly drained and saline due to daily tidal flooding. The
vegetation cover is mangrove.
The land has no current value for agriculture although the environment is of some
importance to the subsistence farmer as a source of fish, molluscs and building
timber. High-quality charcoal and cutch are also obtainable from mangrove.
Pusuragh Land System
The land system comprises extensive freshwater swamps containing poorly drained
clays, and peats or mucks of varied depth. Their margins are locally cultivated but
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are mainly covered by gregarious stands of Terminalia brassii, Campnosperma brevipetiolata or Casuarina papuana. Severe limitations to use, are low fertility, poor
drainage and a liability to flooding. There are no salinity problems and topography is
only limiting where the land lies very close to sea level making drainage improvement
difficult.
The land system forms low-lying floodplains and basins where shallow flooding
frequently occurs. This, and the permanently high watertable, prevents the cultivation
of dryland crops. Areas adjacent to ultramafic rocks have the added difficulty of
imbalanced soil nutrients with extremely high concentration of magnesium (up to
18%) and heavy metals. These areas, identified by the presence of Casuarina papuana,
would be difficult to reclaim.
Swamps also occur between foothills and the beaches of the Tenaru or Lomousa Land
Systems or trapped on floodplains between low river levees and the hills. There has
been no attempt t o drain these swamps and their main use is for timber, thatch and
locally for growing swamp taro. Except for the ultramafic swamps, the soils are
moderately fertile as they have been neither leached nor strongly weathered.
Improved drainage could be effected simply and cheaply in some areas using community
labour to dig a network of surface drains to the nearest river or stream. The land would
then have high potential, equal to that of parts of the Litoghahira Land System.
The large swamp to the east of the lower Kaipito River appears to be relatively shallow
and is crossed by several small streams; this warrants further investigation. However, to
the south-west of Kosisi there are known areas of Casuarina papuana Swamp Forest
which would be unsuitable for agricultural development.
Litoghahira Land System
Most of Santa Isabel's larger rivers have floodplains in their middle and lower courses.
These consist of the floodplain sensu stricto which is frequently flooded and the
floodplain sensu lato which is older, higher and infrequently or rarely flooded; the
latter forms low terraces which occupy the greater part of the valley floor. Many areas
are cultivated for subsistence and cash crops, particularly coconuts near the coast. The
land system is formed from alluvial deposits of mixed origin and the chief limitations
for use are localised flooding, poor drainage, stoniness and low fertility: there are
few problems of erosion except on river banks.
The floodplains proper are found within a few kilometres of the sea occuping most of
the valley floor with swamps of the Pusuraghi Land System, and as narrow meander
belts in middle courses flanked by low terraces as little as 100 m wide.
Adjacent to swamps and particularly in the iower river courses are wide areas where
the watertable is high and periodically at the surface. This land could be readily
improved by small surface drains. The flooding hazard, however, is more difficult to
control and complete prevention by high bunding is probably uneconomic and
unnecessary. Soil fertility is moderately high or high, but with a notable deficiency in
potassium in some valleys and locally low subsoil reserves of phosphorus. Flood
deposits tend to be silty and are a useful supply of fresh nutrients. Adjacent to many
main rivers and alongside abandoned courses sandy or stony soils form low levees or
former river beds. Locally, rooting may be impeded by accumulations of large stones.
The terraces consist of well to imperfectly drained, medium to heavy-textured, brown
to reddish soils which may be infrequently flooded to shallow depths. Subsoil fertility
varies but is commonly low in available potassium and phosphorus and high in magnesium,
particularly in areas close to basaltic rocks where the exchangeable calcium: magnesium
ratio exceeds 1:1. The sandiest soils are weakly weathered while the clays may be
virtually oxic in some places where mineral reserves and exchange capacity are low.
Some valleys in the eastern half of the island are extensively farmed, notably along the
Kaipito and Kuakula Rivers. There remain large unused areas, however, which have
moderately high development potential. Labour supplies for small development schemes
should be adequate.
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Subsistence crop farming is clearly possible in all but the wettest, stoniest and most
flood-prone land. Cash crop farming can be developed in similar areas w i t h minimal
effort and extended onto less favourable.land with suitable improvements and safeguards. Arable farming should be possible in many valleys although blocks will rarely
exceed 10-20 ha because of river or stream meanders. Commercial plantation farming
will also be restricted unless adjacent hills can be used. Cattle rearing would be
particularly suited to this land system with erosion dangers.
It would be inadvisable t o use the lowest, most flood prone land, but it if it is necessary,
catch crops of sweet potato may be tried although there is a risk of total crop failure.
On the higher land,crop choice is wide and limited mainly by the farmer's experience
and crop marketability. Groundnuts were seen to be growing well in the Kaipito
Valley and various vegetable crops have been noted elsewhere. The newer spice crops
should grow well, as should cocoa and coffee. It is stressed that although most of
these riverine soils are initially moderately fertile they will require additions of fertiliser if used continuously, especially for high potassium-demanding crops such as
sweet potato.
Lomousa Land System
The land system is used extensively in inhabitated areas for settlements, communications and coconut planting as, in swampy coastal areas, coral beaches are commonly
the only dry land between the sea and interior foothills. There are severe limitations
of localised very poor or excessive drainage, imbalances soil fertility and shallow stony
soils.
The soils consist of coral sand and debris usually in the f o r m of a single low beach
ridge, generally less than 100 m wide and f r o m 1-2 m above sea level. There is commonly
a coral reef platform at shallow depth and the watertable which may be saline lies
w i t h i n 2 m of the surface. The soil drainage ranges f r o m excessive to very poor and
the structure varies f r o m single grain in the subsoil to very weak crumb in the topsoil.
Where coral forms the parent material there is little else in the soil except for organic
matter derived f r o m litter decay; consequently the nutrient status in the subsoil particularly is grossly imbalanced.
Despite the severe limitations the coconut palm will thrive, particularly if fertilised
with potassium (Lomousa Land System, Volume 8). Further deficiencies in calcareous
soils are possible, notably zinc, manganese and iron (Wall and Hansell 1973). Many
other crops cannot tolerate these conditions unless the topsoil is enriched and bulked
with organic matter and fertiliser to make a more balanced growing medium. Pasture
growth is normally poor.
Tenaru Land System
This land system resembles the Lomousa Land System in being confined to narrow
coastal areas, yet having considerable importance in the economy of the island. It is
widely used for coconut plantations, communications and settlements and its main
limitations are low soil fertility and, locally, poor drainage.
The soils are essentially riverine sands reworked by longshore drift. Beneath the topsoil
they contain little organic matter and the available minerals derive mostly f r o m coral
fragments or weathering volcanic material. The exchange complex is weak and, in the
upper subsoil especially, shows signs of leaching or base depletion. Only reserve
magnesium supplies are satisfactory and the overall potassium, phosphorus and
nitrogen status is low.
A t the inland margins the soils commonly have a permanently high watertable. This
is particularly noticeable at Suavanao, Rakata Bay, where areas of coconut palms
have died. Given adequate aeration in the rooting zone the coconut can tolerate a
temporarily high watertable and elsewhere it grows reasonably well on these soils.
Fertiliser additions would be beneficial, and to obtain o p t i m u m yields micronutrients
may also be required. Because of the weak exchange complex small but frequent
applications of fertiliser are preferable.
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Other crops could be grown on the land system but to achieve high yields heavy,
uneconomic, fertilising would be necessary. It is unlikely that grasses that could be
grown on these soils would withstand heavy grazing for beef production.
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Part 5
Minor development areas

INTRODUCTION
In the companion island volumes, Part 5 refers to Agricultural Opportunity Areas. The
concept of the Agricultural Opportunity Area (AOA) is discussed fully in Volume 1
but can be briefly described as a largely unused or underutilised area exceeding
approximately 2 500 ha in which the prospects for cash crop farming are good. In the
other major islands the number of AOAs ranges from one in Santa Cruz (Volume 8) to
23 in the New Georgia and Russell Islands (Volume 4). Santa Isabel has only one area
large enough to be considered as an AOA, yet there are several smaller blocks of land
with moderate to good agricultural potential.
The chief function or raison d'etre of an AOA is to focus the attention of planners on
large blocks of land with good large-scale development potential. Investment costs in
these areas are expected to be high but the returns with proper management should
be commensurate and beneficial primarily to the national interest but also to community or individual interests. The minimum size for an AOA of 2 500 ha is arbitrary,
being chosen primarily as the probable smallest area suitable for commercial plantation
enterprises; not all of the 2 500 ha is necessarily usable.
In order to achieve the same objectives for Santa Isabel and without distorting the
definition of AOAs better blocks of land are described here as Minor Development
Areas (MDAs), distinguished only by their smaller size. These may be defined as
unused or under-utilised blocks of land of approximately 1 000-2 500 ha in which the
prospects for cash crop farming are good, but with the emphasis on community-scale
rather than commercial-scale development. Five such areas are shown on Separate
Map 5g covering 89 km2 (35 mi2) and their size and characteristics are tabulated in
the following pages. It is stressed firstly that these areas may be equally suitable for
agriculture and forestry. Secondly, they represent the largest areas of suitable land and
there remain many other smaller blocks with equally good inherent potential; many of
these coincide with specific land systems and are coloured on Separate Map 5g.
Thirdly, there are small ( < 2 0 ha), uncoloured pockets of land with good to moderate
potential in some of the remaining land systems which can be used by individual
farmers for cash crop production. Lastly, it is emphasised that a small proportion of
the area within MDAs comprises land facets and land systems which have limitations
for development.
The MDAs are selected primarily on the basis of their undissected topography as large
areas of steep lands cannot be developed easily or economically. Soils are also important, and clearly fertile soils are preferable to those requiring large fertiliser inputs. As
far as possible saline, shallow and swampy soils are excluded. The MDAs, therefore,
consist of rolling, level or low hilly areas with moderately deep, well drained soils of
varied fertility. In addition, areas already used extensively for shifting cultivation or
cash crops are excluded: the degree to which the MDAs are cultivated is summarised
in Table 12.
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TABLE 12

Minor Development Areas: a summary of land use data*

Minor
Development
Area

Total
area

%
Kilokaka

ha
ac

ha
ac

ha
ac

ha
ac

<1
<5
10

5
140
345

2 065
5 105

1
30
75

<1
5
10

-

<2
35
85

1 640
4 055

22
360
890

18
305
755

2
25
60

42
690
1 705

1 610
3 975

4
60
150

:

<1
5
10

4
65
160

3
35
o5

19
190
470

—

22
225
bob

%
Titiligama

*

ha

Total
used
area

2
45
110

%
Kosisi

Towns, villages
and
airstrips

3
90
225

%
Kaipito

Coconuts

2 635
6515

%
Susubona

Subsistence
crops and young
regrowth

1 020

A l l conversions f r o m acres have been adjusted t o the nearest 5 or 10 ha
Percentage figures are adjusted t o the nearest 1 %

In the following descriptions the tabulated area data for each MDA shows a grouping
of land facets within each land system rated according to their suitability for agricultural development.
High suitability: land with few physical limitations to development and having
either slopes that do not require complex soil conservation measures or soils
with few drainage and no salinity problems
Medium suitability: land having some limitations to development, particularly
drainage, salinity and flooding problems or steep slopes requiring some measure
of erosion control
Low suitability: land that, because of the major limitations of slope steepness,
drainage, salinity, flooding or soil toxicity problems, is unsuitable for development

KILOKAKA (26 km2, 10 mj2)
This MDA fulfills the area requirements of an AOA. It is a low hilly area dominated
by the Madagha Land System whose main limitations are scattered steep but short
slope facets and soils of low fertility. Accurate analysis of the land system from air
photographs is difficult because of the lack of relief; it is possible that the facet percentages shown in Table 13 are incorrect. Slope protection using permanent crops will
be necessary and tree crops may be the most suitable means of development. It is
unlikely that there are any large, gently sloping areas suitable for commercial production of annual or arable crops. Cattle would be unsuitable in this land system. The
coastal, Allardyce Land System has less stable slopes, but broader hiil summit areas.
The area is drained by two wide valleys which comprise narrow floodplains and low
terraces and swamps in the lower reaches. Flooding and possibly small areas of poorly
drained soils are the main hazards in these areas. Development possibilities include
tree crops in the lower land, arable and annual crop cultivation on higher land and
cattle rearing.
The land surrounding this MDA differs mainly in the height of the hills and ridges and
in increasing slope instability. It is likely that small areas could be found that would be
equally suitable for development.
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TABLE 13

Area of component land systems of Kilokaka MDA

Land system: % of M D A
and area

Land facets: % M D A and area
Medium suitability

High suitability

L o w suitability

Madagha
69%
1 815 ha, 4 4 9 0 a c

Facets 1 and 4
39%
1 0 2 0 ha,
2 515ac

Facets 2 and 3
20%
525 ha,
1 300 ac

Facet 5
270 ha,

16.

Allardyce
149 ha,

6%
355 ac

Facet 1
4 0 ha,

2%
100 ac

Facets 2 and 3
35 ha,

Facets 4 and 5 3%
70 ha,
165 ac

23.

Litoghahira
23%
610 ha,
1510ac

Facet 1
365 ha,

14%
905 ac

Facet 2
185 ha,

26.

Tenaru
40 ha,

Facet 1
35 ha,

1%
9 0 ac

25.

Pusuraghi
10 ha,

<1%
25 ac

-

24.

Lomousa
15 ha,

1%
35 ac

-

8.

1%
100ac

Suitability totals
1 460 ha,

7%
455 ac

Facet 3
6 0 ha,

2%
150 ac

-

Facet 2
5 ha,

<1%
10 ac

—

A l l facets
10 ha,

<1%
25 ac

A l l facets
15 ha
56%
3 610ac

1%
9 0 ac

10%
675 ac

29%
1 880 ac

760 ha,

-

1%
35 ac

415 ha,

15%
1 025 ac

The population of the MDA was 87 in 1970 centred on the coastal village of Kilokaka,
giving an overall population density of 3 persons/km2. This is clearly inadequate for
large-scale development and even if nearby villages were to participate in community
development there is ample land for small-scale agriculture.
There are no roads into the area but the construction of tractor trails on the low hills
or alongside the main valleys and along the coast should not be difficult. Ample supplies of limestone hardcore exist at Ghaghaolo promontory, behind which there is a
good harbour. The tractor trails should terminate at this point.
Further detailed soil survey work in this MDA should not be necessary although land
liable to frequent flooding and steep, erodible slopes should be clearly defined.

SUSUBONA (21 km2 f 8 mi2)
This area of low hills and short ridges is very similar to the Kilokaka MDA. The
Madagha Land System is dominant and its limitations are scattered steep slopes and
low overall soil fertility. Cattle rearing would be unsuitable except on the gentlest
slopes and the cultivation of annual subsistence or cash crops should not be attempted
on unprotected steep slopes. There is considerably more scope for tree crops.
TABLE 14

Area of component land systems of Susubona M D A
Land facets: % M D A and area

Land system: % of M D A
and area

High suitability

Medium suitability

Low suitability

8.

Madagha
67%
1 380 ha, 3 4 1 0 a c

Facets 1 and 4
38%
775 ha,
1910ac

Facets 2 and 3
19%
4 0 0 ha,
990 ac

Facet 5
205 ha,

10%
510 ac

23.

Litoghahira
27%
555 ha,
1 370 ac

Facet 1
335 ha,

Facet 2
165 ha,

Facet 3
55 ha,

3%
135 ac

25.

Pusuraghi
130 ha,

A l l facets
130 ha,

6%
325 ac

3 9 0 ha,

19%
9 7 0 ac

6%
325 ac

16%
8 3 0 ac

-

Suitability totals
1 110 ha,

119

8%
405 ac

54%
2 740ac

565 ha,

27%
1 395 ac

The main valley of the Tupe River, in addition to containing floodplains and low terraces, has small freshwater swamps particularly in the lower courses. There is a flood
hazard in the valleys and this may eliminate the cultivation of shallow-rooted plants
from all but the higher terraces. Cattle rearing should be possible in conjunction with
coconuts. Alternatively coconut palms can be underplanted with cocoa or possibly
coffee. The swamplands are not extensive and drainage could be improved by means
of shallow feeder drains into tributary streams of the Tupe River. Drainage of the
deeper peats would, however, be more difficult.
The population density of the MDA is about 10 persons/km2, the coastal village of
Susubona having a population of 200 in 1970. The nearby settlements of Biluro and
Ghalat'ha bring the total to 480. The potential labour force of the MDA is therefore
sufficient for community or smallholder development but inadequate for large-scale
enterprises.
Roads will be required if the area is to be developed. The Tupe Valley is the easiest
topographic route but to avoid flooding the poorly drained areas it may be more
economical to follow the low ridge tops. There is a small supply of roadstone from
coral beduhes. The roads shouid start from the smaii anchorage at Susubona or from
the nearby Kaipito MDA.
Further survey work will be necessary to determine the drainage problems of the
swamps, the extent of flooding in the floodplains and the extent of the steep, erodible
land in need of protection.

KAIPITO (16 km2, 6 mi2)
The Kaipito MDA and the nearby Kosisi MDA would together amount to an area
large enough for an AOA. They are separated by a small swamp and low hills but
present different management problems and are therefore considered individually.
TABLE 15

Area of component land systems of Kaipito M D A
Land facets: % M D A and area

Land system: % of M D A
and area
14.

Fata'olo
495 ha,

30%
1 225 ac

10.

Andi
180 ha,

8.

Madagha
75 ha,

High suitability

Medium suitability

Low suitability

Facets 1 and 2
11%
190 ha,
470 ac

Facet 3
145 ha,

9%
360 ac

Facets 4 and 5
10%
160 ha,
395 ac

11%
445 ac

Facet 2
2 0 ha,

Facets 1 and 4
5%
8 0 ha,
200 ac

Facets 3, 5 and 6 5%
8 0 ha,
200 ac

5%
185 ac

Facets 1 and 4
3%
4 0 ha,
100ac

Facets 2 and 3
25 ha,

1.5%
6 0 ac

Facet 5
10 ha,

0.5%
25 ac

Facet 1
465 ha,

Facet 2
230 ha,

14%
570 ac

Facet 3
8 0 ha,

5%
195 ac

23.

Litoghahira
47%
775 ha,
1915ac

24.

Lomousa
3 0 ha,

26.

Tenaru
85 ha,

28%
1 150 ac

—

2%
75 ac
5%
210ac

1%
45 ac

A l l facets
3 0 ha,

Facet 1
75 ha,

4.5%
185 ac

790 ha,

47.5%
1 950 ac

Suitability totals

-

510 ha,

—

2%
75 ac

31.5%
1 265 ac

Facet 2
10 ha,

0.5%
25 ac

340 ha,

21%
8 4 0 ac

The low-lying, lightly dissected hills of the Kaipito MDA are suitable for development
with tree crops, spices or subsistence crops. Those of the Madagha and Fata'olo Land
Systems have scattered steep slope facets, however, that require protection with permanent crops. The Andi Land System has small rocky limestone outcrops of little use
for agriculture. Soils range from infertile reddish clays with low nutrient reserves on
stable sites to brownish, commonly stony loams and clays of low to moderate fertility
on steep slopes and dark brownish clays over lime-rich rocks. The last tend to be rich
in calcium but correspondingly low in potassium.
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The valleys are mapped as the Litoghahira Land System, comprising narrow floodplains and low terraces. There are dangers of flooding and patchy areas of impeded
drainage near the coast, however, the soils tend to be fertile, except on the highest
terraces. Some small areas would be suitable for arable farming while the lower land
should be reserved for tree crops, possibly interspersed with pasture.
A t the coast are narrow beaches of coral debris or sand with infertile soils. Both are
favoured areas for settlement, communication and coconut planting. They are
unsuitable for other agricultural uses unless heavily fertilised.
This extensively used MDA contained a moderate population of 460 in 1970 giving a
density of about 27 km2. There should be adequate labour therefore for small intensive schemes with a high labour demand such as capsicum cultivation, as well as for
extending the area of coconuts possibly in conjunction with cattle. Patches of the
adjacent Mablosi Land System might be considered for tree crops but care must be
taken to avoid steeply sloping land.
A tractor road in the Kaipito Valley was begun in 1971 with the aim of linking settlements in the upper reaches with the sea. It starts at the mouth of the Ortega Channel
and follows the main valley via Kolotubi to a point just north of Kolomola. This road
will effectively tap the best land of the MDA and in time might be extended westwards along the coast towards the Mablosi River. Roadstone is available from coral
beaches and possibly from limestone outcrops of the Andi Land System.
Further survey work should not be necessary unless it is important to know the depth
and extent of flooding.

KOSISI (16km2, 6mi2)
This area is backed inland by low hills of the Madagha Land System. The limitations
are low soil fertility and scattered steep slopes that should be protected by permanent
crops. The deeper red clays of stable sites have low overall fertility and, because of
strong weathering, they have low nutrient reserves and a weak ability to hold added
nutrients. The darker soils of steep slopes have been leached but less strongly
weathered. Care should be taken when extending cultivation to the north and east to
avoid land containing Casuarina papuana forest. This tree is readily identified and is an
indicator of soil problems associated with ultramafic rocks. These soils are known to
contain high levels of heavy metals and excessive magnesium in relation to calcium.
They are also strongly weathered on stable sites and notably deficient in both phosphorus and potassium.
TABLE 16

Area of component land systems of Kosisi M D A
Land facets: % M D A and area

Land system: % of M D A
and area

High suitability

Medium suitability

L o w suitability

8.

Madagha
46%
745 ha,
1 8 4 0 ac

Facets 1 and 4
26%
420 ha,
1 0 4 0 ac

Facets 2 and 3
13%
215 ha,
530 ac

Facet 5
110 ha,

7%
270 ac

23.

Litoghahira
29%
470 ha,
1 160ac

Facet 1
280 ha,

Facet 2
140 ha,

Facet 3
50 ha,

3%
115ac

25.

Pusuraghi
395 ha,

A l l facets
395 ha,

25%
975 ac

17%
695 ac

-

-

25%
975 ac

Suitability totals
700 ha,

9%
350 ac

43%
1 735 ac

355 ha,

22%
880 ac

555 ha,

35%
1 360 ac

The land to the south is low lying and formed of coalescing alluvial washes from a
number of small streams. This merges southwards into swamps of the Pusuraghi Land
System. The boundary between the two is used as the MDA boundary but it is
inexact and could probably be moved towards Ortega Channel, as explained below.
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From cut traverses across the swamp from Ortega Channel the land is known to have
a varied thickness of peat overlying poorly drained alluvium. Ribbons of better drained
land cross the swamps on each side of small streams and the deepest peat (> 100 cm)
lies in the intervening basins. In their present, very poorly drained condition the
swamps are unsuitable for agriculture and are excluded from the MDA. With drainage
of the northern margins, however, it should be possible to use some of the land, as the
soils are of moderate to high fertility.
There is one, possibly serious drawback in using any of the peat or alluvial land in the
MDA, namely the presence of toxic amounts of heavy metals and nutrient imbalances
in the sediments and groundwater derived from and draining the ultramafic areas.
Casuarina papuana stands were noted in one swamp traverse on the right bank of the
lower Tukmasiu River but have not been identified elsewhere in the swamps, except on
San Jorge. Clearly plants sensitive to these conditions may be unsuitable for this MDA
but it is not anticipated that the affected areas will be great.
With the above proviso the alluvial land in the north should be suitable for a variety of
uses from arable cultivation to cattle rearing. It is likely that some places will require
improved uräiriaye and there is aiso a probability of intermittent flooding, but to no
great extent or depth.
Kosisi is the only village in the area with a population of 75 persons.
There are no roads into the area but to stimulate and aid agricultural development
roads or tractor trails are essential; this might be achieved most easily by extending a
spur road from Kolotubi in the Kaipito Valley to Kosisi and the Ortega Channel.
Roadstone may be lacking in the MDA.
Pre-development surveys should be initiated to map the extent and depth of swamp
land and the degree to which flooding is a hazard. It may also be necessary to map
the extent of steepland in the hills and the occurrence of the tree Casuarina papuana
in both hill land and lowlands.

TITILIGAMA (10 km2, 4 mi2)
This small area consists of low rolling hills and a wide valley. The hills are lightly
dissected with common steep slope segments requiring protection but otherwise
appear suitable for tree crop cultivation. The deep, red soils on stable slopes are infertile and crop yields will decline with continuing use unless fertiliser is used. Darker
soils on slopes are more fertile but potassium and possibly phosphorus are likely to be
limiting. Hills to the south contain ultramafic rocks and consequently soils are unsuitable for crop production.
TABLE 17

Area of component lands systems of Titiligama M D A
Land facets: % M D A and area

Land system: % of M D A
and area

High suitability

Medium suitability

Low suitability

Facets 1 and 2
22%
220 ha,
545 ac

Facet 3
175 ha,

17%
430 ac

Facets 4 and 5
18%
190 ha,
470 ac

Litoghahira
32%
330 ha,
815 ac

Facet 1
200 ha,

19%
495 ac

Facet 2
100 ha,

10%
245 ac

Facet 3
30 ha,

3%
75 ac

26.

Tenaru
5 0 ha,

5%
125 ac

Facet 1
45 ha,

4%
110ac

-

Facet 2
5 ha,

1%
15 ac

22.

Kumotu
55 ha,

6%
135 ac

-

A l l facets
55 ha,

6%
135 ac

280 ha,

28%
695 ac

14.

Fata'olo
585 ha,

23.

57%
1 445 ac

-

Suitability totals
465 ha,
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45%
1 150 ac

275 ha,

27%
675 ac

The valley land was not visited during the survey but appears to be well drained and
swamp-free. Occasional flooding is likely but the duration and depth are not known.
The soils are expected to be of moderate to high fertility.
It is suggested that with the exception of the narrow, active floodplain and the
scattered steep hill slopes the entire area can be utilised for a variety of agricultural
purposes. Furthermore, should a particular crop or combination of crops be found
suitable, expansion northwards into small areas of hillier land might be possible. Cattle
rearing would be most appropriate in the valley, where there may also be scope, on
some terraces, for small-scale arable cultivation.
The population in and around the area amounts to 200-250 persons, including the
inland village of Hagheulu. The labour pool, therefore, should be adequate for smallscale community development schemes. However, to use the whole area extensively
will require a population influx.
The area is little used, except at the coast, and roads will be required for development.
The coastline does not provide a good harbour and a coastal tractor road will be necessarty to connect Tatamba harbour and Government Station with the lower Laena
River and thence to the Titiligama River.
In the absence of field data a reconnaissance study of the area should be made prior
to development planning, primarily to confirm that the main valley is swamp-free and
not subject to severe flooding.

OTHER DEVELOPABLE AREAS
Much of Santa Isabel consists of high hills and ridges subject to erosion, rocky karst or
ultramaf ic lenses and massifs with infertile soils. The better blocks of hill land,
described above, are low and lightly dissected. Other low, hilly areas, particularly the
Allardyce Land System, are formed from erodible, weakly consolidated sediments;
these are considered to be unsuitable for large-scale cultivation. There is, however, a
strong case for the controlled exploitation of timber and reafforestation to establish a
permanent timber cropping cycle from this land system. Were this to be achieved,
cyclone damage permitting, the western half of the island would become an important
source of revenue and employment. Such land might be termed Forestry Opportunity
Areas.
*
The valleys of the island are commonly swamp-filled or narrow but there remain
several which are under-utilised and provide scope for cash-crop agriculture, albeit on
a small scale. Several such valleys are included in the MDAs but others occur such as
the lower Kuakula, Holakama, Garanga and Kokota valleys on the south-east coast. In
this generally well populated, high hill-and-ridge part of the island, these valleys are
undoubtedly the best land for development. Some contain small swamps which may
be locally difficult to drain but in general the soil fertility and workability of the
ground is superior to that of the hills. However, flooding remains a hazard and not all
crops will be adaptable to the conditions. Cattle should be confined to the valleys in
these hilly lands.
To summarise; in spite of a difficult physical environment there is sufficient land with
moderate to good potential to satisfy the needs of the present low population. Their
future, more ambitious requirements can be met by expansion into MDAs and intensification of land use in valleys elsewhere.
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Appendixes 1-3

Appendix 1
Selected soil profile descriptions
representative of Santa Isabel

The locations indicated are on Directorate of Overseas Surveys maps, series 456, and
the profiles are in numerical sequence.
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SANTA ISABEL 21

LAND SYSTEM
SOIL GROUP

Location

Santa Isabel, south of Koghe village along road to
Ghaghaolo, DOS 8/159/7 650851

Site

Upper slope of small ridge in an area of low rolling hills,
dominant slope 21°, other slopes 16 and 2 0 ° ; shedding
drainage. Alt. 381 m.

Parent Material

Basalts and basaltic pillow lavas

Microrelief

Smooth

Stoniness

Few angular surface stones

Erosion

Slight surface wash

Vegetation

Primary forest; large trees include Pometia pinnata, Litsea
perglabra and Terminalia sepicana. Other, small trees
include Ochrosia sp. Canarium salomonense, Finschia
chloroxantha and Alangium javanicum

Land use

Area cleared for gardens being planted with taro and
sweet potatoes

Soil surface

Thin leaf litter

Horizon Depth cm

ZABANA
TYPIC TROPOHUMULT

Description

1 A1

0-8

Brown to dark brown (7.5YR 4/4, moist); clay; friable,
moist; free drainage:

2 B21

8-33

Red (2.5YR 4/6, moist); clay; firm, moist; free
drainage:

3 B22

33-84

Red (2.5YR 5/8, moist); clay; firm, moist silty clay;
common faint strong brown weathered parent material
mottles; free drainage:

4B23

84-142

Red (2.5YR 4/6, moist); silty clay; firm, moist; free
drainage.
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SANTA ISABEL 21

ANALYSIS

Lab No. 8863-8866

Horizon (depth in cm)
1

Characteristic

2

3

4

0-8

8-33

33-84

84-142

Moisture 100-105°C%
Bulk density g/ml
Loss on ignition %

4.1
0.66

2.4
0.86

2.7
0.84

2.9
0.85

pH (1:2.5) soil:water
Conductivity mmhos/cm^
Carbonate meq %

5.5
0.21

5.1
0.06

5.1
0.03

5.1
0.02

0.2
0.6
7.3
22.4

0.1
0.1
3.1
5.3

0.1
tr
1.4
2.3

tr
tr
1.3
2.5

30.5
50.9

8.6
17.6

3.8
18.2

3.8
20.0

Exch.
Exch.
Exch.
Exch.

Na meq %
K meq %
Mg meq %
Ca meq %

TEB meq %
CEC meq %
Base saturation %

60

50

21

19

Total N %
Organic C %

1.06
12.66

0.17
1.73

0.05
0.47

0.03
0.22

Total P ppm
Total K ppm
Total Mg ppm

730
800
5 500

220
700
6 700

70
500
6 450

60
600
7 450

13.1

3.3

3.9

4.6

0
1
4
38
57

0
1
6
43
50

Available P
(Olsen) ppm
(Bray) ppm
Mechanical analysis
2 mm
200 p %
50 /! %
20 M %
< 2 ju %
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- 200 n %
- 50 (i %
- 20 p %
2 M%

0
12
9
18
60

0
1
4
23
72

SANTA ISABEL 24

LAND SYSTEM
SOIL GROUP

Location

Santa Isabel, about 122 m north of Biluro Agricultural
Station and west of the Keke'io River; DOS 8/150/6 473846

Site

Near front edge of river terrace about 0.6-0.9 m above the
lower terrace. Slope 3 ° , terrace edge slope 9 ° . Shedding
drainage. Alt. 4.5 m

Parent material

River alluvium derived from volcanic and ultramafic rocks

Microrelief

Smooth

Stoniness

No surface stones

Erosion

Not evident on terrace surface, slight wash down terrace
face

Vegetation

Cleared old Lowland Forest

Land use

Area cleared 1966-7 and intensively gardened since.
Mainly sweet potato cultivation but also yams, pana,
sweet corn and groundnuts

Soil surface

Covered by sweet potato vines

Horizon Depth cm
1 A1

0-10

LITOGHAHIRA
TYPIC TROPOFLUVENT

Description
Dark greyish brown (10YR 4/2, moist); silty clay loam;
moderate medium angular structure; friable, moist; free
drainage; common fine interstitial pores; many fine
fibrous, few woody roots; clear wavy boundary:

2 MB 10-25

Brown to dark brown (10YR 4/3, moist); loam; coarse
moderate angular blocky structure; friable, moist; free
drainage; common tubular and interstitial pores; few
fibrous roots; clear broken boundary:

3 III A I

25-33

Brown to dark brown (10YR 4/3, moist); common fine
faint brown to dark brown (7.5YR 4/4) mottles; loam;
weak medium subangular blocky structure; very friable,
moist; free drainage; few fine tubular pores; rare fine
fibrous roots; gradual smooth boundary:

4IIIB11

33-81

Brown to dark brown (10YR 4/3, moist); fine sandy
loam; weak coarse prismatic breaking to coarse angular
blocky structure; friable, moist; few coarse sandy
patches; free drainage; few fine tubular pores; gradual
wavy boundary:

5IIIB12

81-91

Dark greyish brown (10YR 4/2, moist); common fine
distinct yellowish red (5YR 4/8) mottles; silty loam;
moderate coarse subangular blocky structure; friable;
moist; imperfectly drained; clear smooth boundary:

6IVC

91-107

Very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2, moist); sand;
structureless; loose; free drainage; common coarse
interstitial pores; abrupt smooth boundary:

7 VC

107+

Horizon of coarse rounded pebbles.
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SANTA ISABEL 24

ANALYSIS

LAB NO. 8873-8878

Horizon (depth in cm)
1

Characteristics

2

3

4

5

6

0-10

10-25

25-33

33-81

81-91

91-107

Moisture 100-105°C%
Bulk density g/ml
Loss on ignition %

2.9
0.81

2.3
1.00

2.6
0.94

2.5
0.96

2.4
0.93

1.8
1.19

pH (1:2.5) soihwater
Conductivity mmhos/cm^
Carbonate meq %

6.7
0.08

7.1
0.04

7.0
0.05

7.1
0.04

7.2
0.04

7.2
0.03

Exch.
Exch.
Exch.
Exch.

Na meq %
K meq %
Mg meq %
Ca meq %

0.3
0.1
9.0
23.3

0.3
0.1
8.8
11.4

0.3
0.1
8.1
15.4

0.3
0.1
11.6
10.0

0.3
0.1
14.3
8.8

0.3
0.1
11.0
6.1

32.7
37.8

20.6
20.7

23.9
24.9

22.0
20.8

23.5
21.5

17.5
15.0

Base saturation %

87

100

96

100

100

100

Total N %
Organic C %

0.35
5.02

0.03
0.27

0.10
0.93

0.04
0.31

0.03
0.26

0.01
0.15

TEB meq %
CEC meq %

Total P ppm
Total K ppm
Total Mg ppm

630
900
1 4 550

170
850
14 100

360
950
15 900

210
850
16 400

230
850
17 350

160
800
17 500

8.0

6.0

6.0

7.5

9.8

11.0

1
13
25
31
30

4
46
22
17
11

4
30
24
22
20

0
17
28
35
20

0
26
28
31
15

23
63
5
6
3

Available p
(Olsen) ppm
(Bray) ppm
Mechanical analysis
2 mm
200 ß %
50 ti %
20 Ai %
<2Ai%
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- 200 n %
- 50 A/ %
- 20 Ai %
2 Ai %
-

SANTA ISABEL 26

LAND SYSTEM
SOIL GROUP

Location

Santa Isabel, south-eastern end, north-east of Suva;
DOS 8/159/8 938575

Site

On a 25° slightly convex midslope of ridge, normal
drainage. Alt. 60 m.

Parent material

Predominantly Sigana Volcanics, basalts with additions of
chert, possibly altered mudstones and some limestone

Microrelief

Undulating to rolling slopes with incised streams

Stoniness

Common surface stones covering 50% of surface. A
few of limestone to 91 cm, some chert and common
basalt

Erosion

Slight terracetting and incipient gullying

Vegetation

Old forest with a 37 m high, 90% closed canopy; an
indistinct shrub layer and a herb layer composed of ferns,
vines and seedlings. Trees include Pometia pinnata (4) and
Vitex cofassus (1)

Land use

Unused

Soil surface

Scattered fresh litter

Horizon Depth cm

UKIMA'AU
TYPIC ARGIUDOLL

Description

1 A1

0-15

2B2

15-36

Dark brown (10YR 3/3, wet); common, diffuse faint
(10YR 3/2) mottles; sandy clay loam; plastic, slightly
sticky, wet; common angular, soft to hard chert and
mudstone(?); free drainage;

3 B31

36-86

Brown to dark brown (10YR 4/3, wet); stony clay loam;
plastic, slightly sticky, wet; common angular, soft to
hard chert, mudstone (?) and olive-coloured sandstone (?);
free drainage:

4 B32

86-91

Brown to dark brown (10YR 4/3, moist); many diffuse
distinct (10YR 3/2) mottles; stony clay; friable, moist;
common angular stones some with dark brown (manganese?)
stains; free drainage:

91 +
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Very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2, wet); sandy clay
loam; plastic sticky wet; common small irregular to angular
chert(?); free drainage:

Stony parent material.

SANTA ISABEL 26

ANALYSIS

LAB. No. 8881-8884

Horizon (depth in cm)
1

Characteristic

2

3

4

0-15

15-36

36-86

86-91

Moisture 100-105°C %
Bulk density g/ml
Loss on ignition %

2.7
0.94

3.6
0.92

4.5
0.97

4.1
0.94

pH (1:2.5) soil:water
Conductivity mmhos/cm^
Carbonate meq %

6.6
0.06

6.9
0.04

7.2
0.04

7.0
0.05

0.1
0.3
4.1
17.7

0.3
0.2
6.2
24.9

0.4
0.3
10.7
28.7

0.2
0.2
10.1
23.6

22.2
35.5

31.6
39.2

40.1
48.7

34.1
40.5

Base saturation %

63

81

82

84

Total N %
Organic C %

0.18
1.87

0.08
0.95

0.03
0.30

0.04
0.39

870
3 600
7 250

820
4 100
7 500

480
6 950
7 550

720
4 300
7 550

33.1

48.1

61.3

11.5

45
10
4
16
25

35
12
4
21
28

30
15
10
18
27

23
10
6
19
42

Exch.
Exch.
Exch.
Exch.

Na meq %
K meq %
Mg meq %
Ca meq %

TEB meq %
CEC meq %

Total P ppm
Total K ppm
Total Mg ppm
Available P
(Olsen) ppm
(Bray) ppm
Mechanical analysis
2 mm
200 v %
50 ß %
20 M %
< 2M%
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- 200 M %
- 50 n %
- 20 M %
2 M%

SANTA ISABEL 32

LAND SYSTEM
SOIL GROUP

TOHEBAKALA
TYPIC EUTRORTHOX

Location

San Jorge Island, south of Kabilabu River; DOS 8/159/7
584669

Site

Crest of ridge, 2.4 m wide; crestal slope 3 ° ; irregular
flanking slopes 3 5 ° and 3 4 ° ; shedding drainage. Alt. 79 m

Parent material

Serpentinous sediments

Microrelief

Slightly irregular from treefalls

Stoniness

Few rounded surface stones

Erosion
Vegetation

Slumping on steep flank slopes
Öid forest to 21-27 m, 60% closed. Large trees include
Casuarina papuana, Calophyllum vitiense, Burckella
obovata. Shrub layer; palms common, saplings present.
Herb layer; seedlings and sedges present

Land use

Unused

Soil surface

Root humus mat, 2-5 cm.

Horizon Depth cm

Description

1 A11

0-5

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4, moist); clay; moderate
fine and medium crumb structure; friable, moist; many fine
interstitial pores; many roots of all sizes; free drainage:

2 A12

5-71

Dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4, moist); silty clay; friable,
moist; common roots of all sizes; free drainage:

3 B21

71-107

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4, moist); silty clay; friable, moist;
free drainage:

4 B22

107-152
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Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4, moist); silty clay; friable,
moist; common hard stones < 6 mm; free drainage.

SANTA ISABEL 32

ANALYSIS

LAB. NO. 8901-8904

Horizon (depth in cm)
1

Characteristic

4

2

3

0-5

5-71

71-107

107-152

Moisture 100-105°C%
Bulk density g/ml
Loss on ignition %

1.9
0.70

1.6
0.95

1.1
0.92

1.0
0.88

pH (1:2.5) soil:water
Conductivity mmhos/cm^
Carbonate meq %

5.2
0.08

5.7
0.05

6.0
0.02

6.2
0.03

Exch.
Exch.
Exch.
Exch.

0.1
0.1
1.9
1.4

tr
tr
1.1
0.4

tr
nil
1.0
0.3

tr
nil
1.0
0.5

3.5
14.0

1.5
3.7

1.3
2.3

1.5
2.4

Base saturation %

26

40

57

62

Total N %
Organic C %

0.42
7.49

0.12
1.54

0.04
0.41

0.02
0.33

170
1 850
4 200

130
2 050
5 000

100
2 250
6 000

90
2 350
7 050

2.2

2.0

3.2

3.3

3
5
7
26
59

1
4
10
32
53

1
4
14
34
47

2
5
12
34
47

530

740

1 480

1 880

70

100

110

130

Chromium Cr

8 430

9 300

9 740

11 480

Manganese Mn

2 530

3 640

6 930

7 930

Nickel Ni

5 140

6 680

8 090

10210

220

260

280

380

Na meq %
K meq %
Mg meq %
Ca meq %

TEB meq %
CEC meq %

Total P ppm
Total K ppm
Total Mg ppm
Available P
(Olsen) ppm
(Bray) ppm
Mechanical analysis
2 mm
200 /i %
50 M %
20 n %
< 2M%

- 200 tt %
- 50 n %
- 20 n %
2 /i %

Trace metals ppm
Cobalt Co
Copper Cu

Zinc Zn
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SANTA ISABEL 35

LAND SYSTEM
SOIL GROUP

Location

Santa Isabel, north-west of Samasodu village on small
hills between the Boboki and Kafoleme rivers; DOS
DOS 7/158/16 919177

Site

Ridge, 15-18 m wide; crestal slope 3 ° ; adjacent upper
slopes 17° and 19°, middle slopes 2 1 ° and 3 3 ° ;
stable site; normal drainage. Alt. 91 m

Parent material

Basic igneous volcanics, mainly basaltic

Microrelief

Occasional mounds and hollows resulting from treefalls

Stoniness

No surface stones

Erosion

Not evident

Vegetation

Old forest 30-37 m tall, canopy 80% closed. Large trees
include Campnosperma brevipetiolata (5), Pometia pinnata
(4), Canarium salomonense (1) and Buchanania arborescens
(1). Cyathea sp., Heterospathe woodfordiana and
Licuala lauterbachii are common within the shrub layer

Land use

Unused

Soil surface

Complete, part-decomposed litter cover overlying a t h i n ,
1-2.5 cm fibrous root mat

Horizon Depth cm

ZABANA
TYPIC DYSTROPEPT

Description

1A11

0-8

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4, moist); clay; moderate fine
and medium subangular blocky structure; friable, moist;
free drainage; common fine interstitial pores; many fine
fibrous, few medium and coarse woody roots; clear
smooth boundary:

2A12

8-23

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4, moist); clay; moderate medium
to coarse subangular blocky structure; friable, moist;
rare very weathered rock fragments; free drainage; few
medium, common fine tubular pores; few coarse woody,
common medium fibrous roots; clear smooth boundary:

3 B2

23-38

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6, moist); clay; moderate medium
subangular blocky structure; friable, moist; few soft
reddish weathered rock fragments; free drainage;
common fine tubular pores; few fine fibrous, rare medium
woody roots; clear wavy boundary:

4B3

38-117

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6, moist); silty clay; moderate
coarse angular blocky structure; friable, moist; many
coarse soft weathered rock fragments; free drainage;
rare fine fibrous roots.

Remarks
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Structure in horizon 4 may be derived from fracture of
parent material.

SANTA ISABE L 35

ANALYSIS

LAB. NO. 8915-8918

Horizon (depth in cm)
1

Characteristic

2

3

4

0-8

8-23

23-38

38-117

Moisture 100-105°C%
Bulk density g/ml
Loss on ignition %

2.9
0.85

2.8
0.88

2.7
0.79

2.6
0.82

pH (1:2.5) soil:water
Conductivity mmhos/cm^
Carbonate meq %

4.5
0.07

4.8
0.03

5.1
0.02

5.1
0.02

Exch.
Exch.
Exch.
Exch.

0.1
0.2
0.9
0.7

0.1
0.1
0.9
0.3

tr
0.1
0.8
0.1

tr
0.1
0.5
0.1

1.9
28.4

1.4
21.9

1.0
20.3

0.7
19.0

7

7

5

4

0.39
5.31

0.19
1.84

0.07
0.76

0.03
0.26

810
4 100
3 900

700
5 150
4 650

610
7 150
5 650

840
8 650
5 700

6.8

2.9

3.0

4.8

5
4
8
18
65

3
2
7
23
65

2
2
8
29
59

2
5
11
32
50

Na meq %
K meq %
Mg meq %
Ca meq %

TEB meq %
CEC meq %
Base saturation %
Total N %
Organic C %
Total P ppm
Total K ppm
Total Mg ppm
Available P
(Olsen) ppm
(Bray) ppm
Mechanical analysis
2 mm

200 n %
50 n %
20 n%
< 2n %
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-200M%

- 50 n %
- 20 n %
2ß%

SANTA ISABEL 38

LAND SYSTEM
SOIL GROUP

Location

Santa Isabel, southern coast, Korighole Bay,
DOS 7/158/16 987112

Site

Beach ridge with gentle convex slope of less than 2 ° ,
shedding drainage. Alt. 1.5 m.

Parent material

Marine alluvium comprising basaltic volcanics and
coral

Microrelief

Undulating

Stoniness

No surface stones

Erosion

No evident

Vegetation

Coconut plantation, estimated 40 years old; healthy
appearance with a good crop. Leaf count - 28,24,28,
28,25,28. Undergrowth moderately well brushed and
consisting mostly of ferns, Zingiberaceae and old
tapioca

Land use

Coconut plantation

Soil surface

Fern root mat, 2.5 cm thick

Horizon Depth cm

TENARU
TYPIC TROPOPSAMMENT

Description

1A11

0-2.5

Very dark greyish brown (10YR 3/2, moist); sandy
loam; moderate very fine crumb structure; very friable,
moist; free drainage; many fine intergranular pores;
many small to medium fibrous and woody roots;
clear smooth boundary:

2A12

2.5-13

Dark brown (10YR 3/3, moist); loamy sand; weak very
fine crumb structure; very friable, moist; free drainage;
many fine intergranular and few fine tubular pores;
common fine and medium fibrous roots; clear smooth
boundary:

3C1

13-28

Dark brown (10YR 3/3, moist); sand; structureless;
loose, moist; free or excessive drainage; many fine
intergranular and few fine tubular pores; few small
woody roots; gradual smooth boundary:

4C2

28-58

Dark yellowish brown {10YR 3/4, moist); sand; structureless; loose, moist; free or excessive drainage; many fine
intergranular and few fine tubular pores; common small
and large woody roots; clear smooth boundary:

5C3

58-91

Dark brown (10YR 3/3, moist); coarse loamy sand;
structureless; loose, moist; free drainage; many fine
intergranular and few fine tubular pores; common small
and large woody roots; clear smooth boundary:

6IIC1

91-102

Dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4, moist); sand; structureless; loose, moist; free drainage; many fine intergranular
and few fine tubular pores; few large woody roots;
abrupt smooth boundary:

7IIC2

102-119

8IIC3

119-135

Dark brown (10YR 3/3, moist); sand; structureless;
loose, moist; free drainage; many fine intergranular and
few fine tubular pores; few large woody roots; abrupt
smooth boundary:
Brown to dark brown (10YR 4/3, wet); many fine
distinct strong brown and greyish brown mottles; sandy
loam; structureless; slightly plastic, non sticky, wet;
impeded drainage; many fine intergranular and few fine
tubular pores; no roots.
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SANTA ISABEL 38

ANALYSIS

LAB. NO. 8929-8934

Horizon (depth in cm)
Characteristic

1

2

3

4

5

0-2.5

2.5-13

13-28

28-58

58-91

Moisture 100-105°C %
Bulk density g/ml
Loss on ignition %

1.1
1.04

0.7
1.22

0.5
1.44

0.6
1.57

0.5
1.52

0.8
1.33

0.7
1.38

1.8
1.07

pH (1:2.5) soil:water
Conductivity mmhos/cm*
Carbonate meq %

6.1
0.13

6.2
0.05

6.2
0.03

6.6
0.03

7.0
0.02

6.9
0.03

6.9
0.04

7.2
0.04

Exch.
Exch.
Exch.
Exch.

Na meq %
K meq %
Mg meq %
Ca meq %

TE B meq %
CEC meq %
Base saturation %
Total N %
Organic C %
Total P ppm
Total K ppm
Total Mg ppm

6

7

8

91-102 102-119 119-135

/
0.2
0.6
7.0
10.8

0.3
0.1
2.5
6.9

0.1
tr
0.6
2.8

0.2
tr
0.6
2.7

0.4
0.1
2.4
5.4

0.2
0.1
3.8
6.2

0.2
0.1
3.2
4.8

0.5
0.1
8.6
11.5

18.6
22.4

9.8
12.2

3.5
6.5

3.5
6.9

8.3
8.9

10.3
10.6

8.3
8.4

20.7
20.6

83

79

53

50

93

98

98

100

0.38
4.83

0.20
2.25

0.07
0.94

0.03
0.37

0.01
0.16

0.01
0.25

0.01
0.23

0.02
0.33

430
1 600
6 350

400
1 500
6 700

280
1 700
6 500

250
1 900
7 500

210
2 050
7 500

150
1 900
6 200

160
1900
6 800

100
2 100
6 750

12.0

6.4

4.3

4.5

5.9

5.3

3.9

7.8

49
29
6
7
9

54
30
4
5
7

51
37
7
3
2

68
26
4
1
1

74
21
3
1
1

39
45
4
6
6

52
39
4
2
3

29
43
8
9
11

Available P
(Olsen) ppm
(Bray)
Mechanical analysis
[2 mm
200 M %

- 200 ß %
- 5011 %

50AI%

-

20 n %
< 2 Ai %

-

20

n%

2a%
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SANTA ISABEL 42

LAND SYSTEM
SOIL GROUP

Location

Santa Isabel, Bokona Hill north of Sivoko Lake, near
temporary mining camp; DOS 8/199/1 204049

Site

On the side of gently convex hill, small rounded ridge;
dominant slope 9 ° , other slopes 3 ° and 12°; slightly
shedding drainage. Alt. 259 m.

Parent material

Ultramafics

Microrelief

Slightly irregular surface

Stoniness

No surface stones

Erosion

Not evident

Vegetation

Primary forest 60% closed,, height 21-27 m. Trees
forming the canopy include Canarium harveyi, Burckella
sp., Xanthostemon and the palms Gulubia macrospadix
and Actinorhytis sp., or Cyrtostachys sp., Pandans and
young palms dominate the herb and shrub layers

Land use

Unused

Soil surface

Covered by ramifying tree roots, organic matter and
pandans

Horizon Depth cm

MBINA
TYPIC HAPLOHUMOX

Description

1 A11

0-2

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4, moist); loam; moderate
medium crumb structure; very friable, moist; free
drainage; common fine interstitial pores; many fine
and medium fibrous roots:

2A12

2-10

Yellowish red (5YR 5/6, moist); loam; friable, moist;
few small hard irregular ironstone concretions; free
drainage; common fine fibrous roots:

3 B21

10-43

Yellowish red (5YR 5/6 moist); sandy loam; friable,
moist; few hard irregular ironstone concretions 10 x
15 mm; free drainage; few medium woody, few fine
fibrous roots:

4 B22

43-71

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6, moist); clay loam; firm,
moist; free drainage:

5 B23

71-97

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6, moist); silty clay loam; few
fine faint patches of yellowish red (5YR 5/8) on
ped faces; firm, moist; free drainage:

6B23

97-142

As above.
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SANTA ISABEL 42

ANALYSIS

LAB. NO. 8954-8959

Horizon (depth in cm)
1

Characteristic

2

3

0-2

2-10

10-43

43-71

Moisture 100-105°C%
Bulk density g/ml
Loss on ignition %

2.4
0.65

1.4
1.04

1.6
1.23

1.10

1.6
1.12

1.4
0.92

pH (1:2.5) soil:water
Conductivity mmhos/cm^
Carbonate meq %

5.1
0.22

5.2
0.09

5.6
0.04

5.8
0.02

5.8
0.01

5.9
0.02

Exch.
Exch.
Exch.
Exch.

0.8
0.6
2.2
1.2

0.2
0.2
0.4
0.1

0.1
tr
0.1
0.2

tr
nil
nil
0.3

nil
nil
nil
0.3

tr
nil
nil
0.4

4.8
25.2

0.9
8.6

0.4
4.3

0.3
1.5

0.3
1.0

0.4
1.0

19

10

8

19

27

44

Total N %
Organic C %

0.79
14.49

0.27
4.64

0.10
2.06

0.05
0.77

0.03
0.45

0.02
0.32

Total P ppm
Total K ppm
Total Mg ppm

200
300
1 850 2 100
8 520 10 100

170
2 250
7 900

90
2 400
4 650

70
2 250
4 000

60
2 350
4 350

Na meq %
K meq %
Mg meq %
Ca meq %

TE B meq %
CEC meq%
Base saturation %

4

i.7

5

6

71-97

97-142

Available P
(Olsen) ppm
(Bray) ppm

5.7

1.5

1.6

1.2

1.9

1.5

23
10
19
21
27

30
11
15
23
21

55
10
8
9
18

27
19
11
15
28

4
8
35
19
34

3
6
37
19
35

Cobalt Co

240

290

300

360

610

900

Copper Cu

40

50

60

80

90

100

1 6 290 :!1 280

15 870

10 370

8 920

8 410

Mechanical analysis
2 mm
200 ß %
50 ß %
20ß %
< 2ß%

- 200 ß %
- 50 ß %
- 20 ß %
2ß %

Trace metals ppm

Chromium Cr
Manganese Mn

3 440

1 840

1 820

1 720

3 560

6 060

Nickel Ni

3 100

3 680

4 040

6 800

7010

9 200

270

330

290

270

310

260

Zinc Zn
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SANTA ISABEL 45

LAND SYSTEM
SOIL GROUP

Location

Santa Isabel, north of Matotoku Bay on south-facing
hillside; DOS 8/159/6 463859

Site

East-west ridge near junction of crest and upper slope;
dominant slope 5 ° , slightly convex; valley side slopes
32° and 3 5 ° ; shedding drainage. Alt. 98 m.

Parent material

Basaltic pillow lavas of the Sigana Volcanics

Microrelief

Uneven, slightly pitted surface showing evidence of
treefall

Stoniness

Many angular and subangular large and very large
weathering volcanic stones

Erosion

Not evident

Vegetation

Old forest 30-37 m canopy, 60-80% closed. Large trees
include Canarium vitiense (1), Pimeleodendron
amboinicum (2), Pometia pinnata (3) and Canarium
salomonense (2). Saplings and the palms Gulubia
macrospadix and Strongylocaryum latius dominate
the shrub layer

Land use

Unused

Soil surface

100% leaf litter cover and many surface roots

Horizon Depth cm

ZABANA
TYPICTROPUDULT

Description

1 A11

0-10

2 A12

10-23

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4, moist); clay; many coarse
distinct red (2.5 YR 4/6) weathering rock mottles;
moderate medium and coarse subangular blocky
structure; friable, moist; few large to very large soft
weathered rocks; free drainage; few fine tubular,
common fine interstitial pores; common fine fibrous
roots; gradual wavy boundary:

3B2

23-51

Red (2.5YR 4/6, moist); clay; massive breaking to
weak coarse angular blocky structure; friable, moist;
few small soft weathered rock fragments; free drainage;
gradual irregular boundary:

4B3

51-102

Red (2.5YR 4/6, moist); clay; massive breaking to
coarse angular blocky structure; firm, moist; many
large and very large weathered volcanic rocks; free
drainage; no roots.
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Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4, moist); clay; moderate
medium and coarse subangular blocky structure;
friable, moist; few large soft volcanic stones; free
drainage; few medium tubular pores; few large woody ,
many fine fibrous roots; clear smooth boundary;

SANTA ISABEL 45

ANALYSIS

LAB. NO. 8969-8972

Horizon (depth in cm)
Characteristic

1

2

3

4

0-10

10-23

23-51

51-102

Moisture 100-105°C%
Bulk density g/ml
Loss on ignition %

2.2
0.90

1.8
0.87

2.1
0.82

2.0
0.76

pH (1:2.5) soil:water
Conductivity mmhos/cm2
Carbonate meq %

5.3
0.08

4.9
0.04

5.1
0.03

5.0
0.03

Exch.
Exch.
Exch.
Exch.

0.3
0.1
1.4
0.8

0.2
0.1
2.5
3.4

0.1
0.1
1.8
2.4

0.3
0.1
1.6
2.0

2.6
19.4

6.2
15.3

4.4
14.3

4.0
15.0

14

41

32

26

0.35
3.66

0.15
1.23

0.07
0.62

0.07
0.52

280
1 550
4 250

210
1 800
4 400

170
1 800
3 550

180
2 600
4 800

4.0

3.4

3.7

3.3

2
11
15
23
49

1
8
14
20
57

0
7
14
19
60

1
10
15
21
53

Na meq %
K meq %
Mg meq %
Ca meq %

TEB meq %
CEC meq %
Base saturation %
Total N %
Organic C %
Total P ppm
Total K ppm
Total Mg ppm
Available P
(Olsen) ppm
(Bray) ppm
Mechanical analysis
2 mm
200 n%
50 ;u %
20 /i %
< 2 /i %
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- 200 n %
- 50 /i %
- 20 ju %
- 2 /i %

SANTA ISABEL 46

LAND SYSTEM
SOIL GROUP

Location

Northern coast of Santa Isabel near mouth of Rarafai
River, DOS 7/158/12 834446

Site

On upper slope of narrow ridge, 21°, straight and broad;
shedding drainage. Alt. 21 m.

Parent material

Tertiary sandstone, coarse textured and weakly indurated

Microrelief

Smooth at site

Stoniness

No surface stones

Erosion

None at site but middle slopes have many small slumps
and/or treefall scars

Vegetation

Lowland Forest with irregular canopy, 15-40 m, 80%
closed, with a variety of large trees. Shrub layer dominated by saplings, palms and young Calamus; herb
layer by seedlings

Land use

Unused

Soil surface

2.5 cm fresh litter

Horizon Depth cm

ALLARDYCE
TYPIC HAPLORTHOX

Description

1A11

0-5

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4, moist); clay loam; fine
and medium strong angular blocky to crumb structure;
firm, moist; free drainage; common fine and medium,
interstitial and tubular pores; common small to large
fibrous and woody roots; gradual smooth boundary:

2A12

5-23

Yellowish red (2.5YR 4/6, moist); clay; massive breaking
to fine and medium subangular blocky structure; firm,
moist; free drainage; few fine and medium interstitial
pores; few medium woody and fleshy roots; few clayskins in root channels and ped faces; diffuse smooth
boundary:

3 B21

23-33

Red (2.5YR 4/6, moist); clay; massive breaking t o fine
and medium angular blocky structure; firm, moist; free
drainage; few fine tubular pores; few medium woody and
fleshy roots; few clayskins on ped faces; diffuse smooth
boundary:

4 B22

33-86

Red (2.5YR 4/6, moist); clay; massive breaking to fine
and medium angular blocky structure; friable to firm,
moist; few weathering soft sandstone; few fine tubular
pores; few fine fibrous roots; common interpedal clayskins; diffuse irregular boundary:

5B3

86-140+

Red (2.5 YR 4/6, moist); clay loam; massive breaking
t o fine and medium angular blocky structure; friable,
moist; common soft pale brown weathering sandstone
and small rounded black soft manganese concretions;
free drainage; few fine tubular pores, few fine fibrous
pores; no clayskins.
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SANTA ISABEL 46

ANALYSIS

LAB. NO. 8973-8977

Horizon (depth in cm)
Characteristic

2

3

4

0-5

5-23

23-33

33-86

86-140

Moisture 100- 105°C %
Bulk density g/ml
Loss on ignition %

2.6
0.78

1.8
0.92

1.9
0.92

2.1
0.89

2.2
0.88

pH (1:2.5) soikwater
Conductivity mmhos/cm^
Carbonate meq %

5.3
0.14

4.6
0.04

4.7
0.03

4.9
0.03

4.8
0.03

Exch.
Exch.
Exch.
Exch.

0.3
0.3
2.4
7.3

0.2
tr
0.3
0.3

0.1
tr
0.1
0.2

0.2
tr
0.1
0.1

0.2
tr
0.1
0.9

10.3
18.6

0.8
6.4

0.4
6.4

0.4
7.4

1.2
7.3

55

14

7

6

17

0.56
7.01

0.13
1.34

0.09
0.88

0.06
0.54

0.02
Q.24

400
500
1 700

200
450
1 600

170
450
1 500

160
600
1 250

110
600
1 500

5.6

3.5

3.3

3.5

3.5

6
11
8
24
51

6
11
9
22
52

4
9
6
18
63

2
6
7
24
61

2
8
9
34
46

1

Na meq %
K meq %
Mg meq %
Ca meq %

TEB meq %
CEC meq %
Base saturation %
Total N %
Organic C %
Total P ppm
Total K ppm
Total Mg ppm

5

Available P
(Olsen) ppm
(Bray) ppm
Mechanical analysis
2 mm
200 n %
50 p %
2 0 fi %

< 2 a%
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- 200 n %
- 50 n %
- 20 n %
-

2(i %

SANTA ISABEL 55

LAND SYSTEM
SOIL GROUP

Location

South of Ghatere Bay, Santa Isabel, at the headwaters of the
Korighole River; DOS 7/159/13 087205

Site

Middle slope of a hill, 17°, slightly irregular, broad but
gullied in places; normal drainage. Alt. 265 m.

Parent material

A single piece of hard black basalt(?) found and one piece
of fine sandstone or mudstone(?) w i t h black manganiferous
partings

Microrelief

Smooth, but irregular in places from slumping and gullying

Stoniness

No surface stones

Erosion

Surface wash is likely to occur

Vegetation

Lowland Forest, 30 m canopy, 80% closed and dominated by
Campnosperma brevipetiolata. Shrub layer consists mostly of
saplings, palms and tree ferns, the herb layer of ferns and
seedlings

Land use

Unused

Soil surface

Scattered fresh litter

Horizon Depth cm

NANAMIHI
TYPIC HUMITROPEPT

Description

1 A11

0-8

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4, moist); clay; plastic, non
sticky, wet; free drainage

2 A12

8-30

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4, moist); clay; plastic, non sticky,
wet; few irregular small hard stones; free drainage

3 B21

30-61

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4, moist); common, fine to coarse,
distinct, brownish yellow, yellowish brown, black and red
weathering rock mottles; clay; common, irregular soft to
hard weathering rock; free drainage

4 B21

61-91

As above

5 B21

91-122

As above

6 B21

122-142+

As above
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SANTA ISABEL 55

ANALYSIS

LAB. NO. 9016-9021

Horizon (depth in cm)
Characteristic

1
0-8

2

3

4

5

6

8-30

30-61

61-91

91-122

122-142+

Moisture 100-105°C %
Bulk density g/ml
Loss on ignition %

4.9
0.71

3.7
0.85

3.4
0.88

3.0
0.88

3.3
0.87

3.0
0.85

pH (1:2.5) soil: water
Conductivity mmhos/cm^
Carbonate meq %

6.2
0.19

5.4
0.04

5.3
0.02

5.3
0.02

6.5
0.14
50

6.4
0.03
20

0.1
0.4
5.6
28.6

tr
0.1
1.8
6.5

0.2
0.1
1.8
3.8

tr
0.1
2.3
2.6

0.1
0.1
3.3
11.3

0.1
0.1
3.8
10.6

TEB meq %
CEC meq %

34.6
46.2

8.4
21.4

5.9
16.3

5.0
15.8

14.8
16.1

14.6
15.6

Base saturation %

75

39

36

32

92

93

Total N %
Organic C %

0.91
10.71

Exch.
Exch.
Exch.
Exch.

Na meq %
K meq %
Mg meq %
Ca meq %

Total P ppm
Total K ppm
Total Mg ppm
Available P
(Olsen) ppm
(Bray) ppm
Mechanical analysis
2mm-200M%
200 fi % - 50 M %
50 n % - 20 fi %
20 n % 2 ß%
<2 M %
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840
1 500
5 300

4
7.3

4
4
7
23
62

0.24
2.56
500
1900
6 500

0.09
0.84
330
3 150
6 650

0.04
0.37
260
2 500
6 100

0.04
0.34

0.04
0.29

250
2 100
5 550

210
2 800
5 400

<1
2.4

<1
3.4

<1
3.9

<1

<1

4
5
5
26
60

2
6
6
26
60

2
6
8
26
58

2
6
6
24
62

1
5
5
23
66

SANTA ISABEL 60

LAND SYSTEM
SOIL GROUP

Location

Santa Isabel, south of Kesuo Point, east of seconday
Trigonometrical Station IS x 12; DOS 7/159/13 074305

Site

Crest of steep ridge, width 15-18 m, dominant slope 8 ° ;
adjacent upper slopes 2 6 ° and 3 0 ° , middle slopes 33° and
3 5 ° ; shedding drainage. A l t . 61 m

Parent material

Almost vertically dipping limestone with thin chert bands,
covering between 5-15% of ground surface

Microrelief

Generally smooth with a few slight irregularities from treefall

Stoniness

Lightly pitted outcrops of limestone and chert common on
ground surface

Erosion

Not evident

BO IN 10
EUTROPEPTIC RENDOLL

Vegetation
Pometia pinnata (5), Canarium vitiense (1) and Palaquium
sp. (1). Open aspect beneath tree cover with occasional
Licuala lauterbachii, Pandanus sp. and seedlings
Land use

Unused

Soil surface

Complete litter layer around limestone outcrops

Horizon Depth cm

Description

1 A11

0-5

Black (10YR 2 / 1 , moist); clay; moderate coarse crumb
structure; friable, moist; free drainage; many fine interstitial
pores; many small fibrous, few large woody roots; clear '"
smooth boundary:

2 A12.

5-13

Black (10YR 2 / 1 , moist); clay; strong medium to coarse "
angular blocky structure; firm, moist; few small subangular
chert and limestone fragments; free drainage; few fine
tubular, common fine interstitial pores; common small and
medium fibrous and fleshy, few large woody roots; gradual
smooth boundary:

3 A13

13-26

4 B2

5 C

Remarks

150

26-41

41-84

Very dark grey (10YR 3 / 1 , moist); few fine faint dark grey
brown (10YR 4/2) patches; clay; strong to moderate medjum
angular structure; firm, moist; few angular chert and rounded
limestone stones; free drainage; few medium tubular, common
fine interstitial pores; common small fibrous, few medium
woody roots; gradual smooth boundary:
Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4, moist); mixed with dark grey
(10YR 3/1) from horizon above; silty clay loam; moderate
medium to coarse angular blocky structure; friable, moist;
common chert nodules and angular limestone fragments;
free drainage; common fine interstitial pores; many fine
fibrous, few medium woody roots; abrupt irregular boundary:
Yellowish red (5YR 4/6, moist); silty clay loam; weak fine
angular blocky structure; friable, moist; very common
limestone and flint nodules, found in small vesicles and
pockets within the limestone.
Two large root channels with soil from horizons 2 and 3
continue to 76 cm. Soil forms less than 5% of horizon 5.

SANTA ISABEL 60

ANALYSIS

LAB. NO. 9041-9045

Horizon (depth in cm)
Characteristic

1

2

3

4

5

0-5

5-13

13-26

26-41

41-84

Moisture 100-105°C%
Bulk density g/ml
Loss on ignition %

6.6
0.78

7.0
0.99

6.7
1.01

5.3
0.99

5.0
1.02

pH (1:2.5) soil: water
Conductivity mmhos/cnri2
Carbonate meq %

6.9
0.34

6.7
0.25

7.3
0.45
150

8.1
0.15
380

8.2
0.16
540
0.2
0.3
0.7
>50 ,

Exch.
QExch.
Exch.
Exch.

Na meq %
K meq %
Mg meq %
Ca meq %

TEB meq %
CEC meq %

0.5
0.5
7.6
>50

0.3
0.3
4.8
>50

0.3
0.3
3.0
>50

0.2
0.3
1.2
>50

84.6

74.5

63.2

50.6

41.0

Base saturation %
Total N %
Organic C %
Total P ppm
Total K ppm
Total Mg ppm

1.00
14.25
770
900
6 900

0.70
7.17
700
900
8 700

Available P
(Olsen) ppm
(Bray) ppm

11
19.2

7
16.4

Mechanical
2 mm
200 ß %
50 n %
20 n %
< 2 /i %

2
4
7
24
63

1
3
5
20
71

151

analysis
-200/i %
- 50 n %
- 20 n %
2/i %

0.38
3.54

0.13
1.52

0.06
0.61

580
1 000
9 400

360
1 000
8 400

280
1 200
7 750

4

2

1

2
4
6
30
58

4
8
10
39
39

5
6
6
37
46

SANTA ISABEL 61

LAND SYSTEM
SOIL GROUP

Location

Santa Isabel, south-west of Gerona Point in the headwaters
of the Gelu River; DOS 8/159/2 432114

Site

Smooth gently undulating area with occasional small streams.

LITOGHAHIRA
TYPIC TROPUDALF

Dominant slope 1°, slightly convex; normal drainage
Parent material

Old alluvium(?) now forming a low terrace

Microrelief

Few surface irregularities caused by fallen trees

Stoniness

No surface stones

Erosion

Very slight surface wash into small depressions

Vegetation

Tail old forest 3Ö-4Ü m, canopy 60% closedfLarge trees
includeMaranthes corymbosa (3), Vitex cofassus (2),
Neoscortechinia forbesii (2), Endospermum medullosum and
Campnosperma brevipetiolata. The palms Licuala
lauterbachii, Heterospathe woodfordiana and Areca
macrocalyx dominate the shrub layer whilst Selaginella
sp., Elatostema sp. and seedlings form the herb layer

Land use

Unused

Soil surface

Slight signs of pig rooting causing small bare soil patches

Horizon Depth cm

Description

1 A11

0-5

Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2, moist); silt loam; weak medium
crumb structure; friable, moist; free drainage; many fine
fibrous, few woody roots:

2 A12

5-20

Dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4, moist); silty clay; firm,
moist; free drainage:

3 B1

20-71

Brown to dark brown (7.5YR 4/4, moist); gritty clay; firm,
moist; few soft weathered rock fragments; free drainage:

4 B21

71-91

Yellowish red (5YR 4/8, moist): clay; firm, moist; few fine
weathered rock fragments; free drainage:

5 B22

91-137

Dark red (2.5YR 3/6, moist); many strong brown
(7.5YR 5/6) weathered rock mottles; gritty clay; friable,
moist; many small weathered rock fragments; free drainage.

SANTA ISABEL 61

ANALYSIS

LAB. NO. 9079-9083

Horizon (depth in cm)
Characteristic

1

2

3

4

5

0-5

5-20

20-71

71-91

91-137

Moisture 100-105° C %
Bulk density g/ml
Loss on ignition %

5.7
0.71

5.6
0.82

5.5
0.75

3.4
0.79

3.5
0.72

pH (1:2.5) soil: water
Conductivity mmhos/cm2
Carbonate meq %

6.0
0.29

6.1
0.09

6.1
0.03

5.7
0.03

5.8
0.03

Exch.
Exch.
Exch.
Exch.

Na meq %
K meq %
Mg meq %
Ca meq %

0.8
0.7
14.1
44.2

0.9
0.2
13.7
31.6

0.3
0.1
16.8
19.7

0.1
tr
8.6
7.0

0.1
0.1
8.3
6.0

TEB meq %
CEC meq %

59.8
72.4

46.4
57.1

36.9
46.1

15.7
22.5

14.5
23.8

Base saturation %

83

81

80

70

61

Total N %
Organic C %
Total P ppm
Total K ppm
Total Mg ppm
Available P
(Olsen) ppm
(Bray) ppm
Mechanical
2 mm
200 n %
50 n %
20 v %
<2 p %
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analysis
- 200 n %
- 50 n %
- 20 n %
2n%

1.04
9.61
1 310
1 150
9 600

4.7

42
24
7
10
17

0.35
3.82
600
1 200
12 600

5.3

1
12
12
34
41

0.11
0.98
270
1 250
11 450

4.6

2
9
9
25
55

0.08
0.55
220
1 450
5 750

4.5

0
2
4
21
73

0.06
0.39
170
1 450
5 400

4.3

1
4
9
24
62

SANTA ISABEL 62

LAND SYSTEM
SOI L GROUP

Location

Central Santa Isabel, headwaters of the Kolosugi River on a
ridge (Makupauro) leading to the central watershed;
DOS 8/159/2 309052

Site

Long ridge with irregular crestal slope 10°. Upper slope, 3 m
below crest, dominant straight slope 3 3 ° ; adjacent upper slope
3 1 ° ; shedding drainage. A l t 548 m

Parent material

Basement volcanics

Microrelief

Irregular, stepped, with several small hollows resulting from
treefall

Stoniness

Common small angular volcanic stones on the surface mostly
less than 8 cm long. Few large rock outcrops seen elsewhere
„ _

TOLOMBUSU
TYPIC EUTROPEPT

_:_j

Erosion

Much evidence of surface wash with small-scale terracetting
behind all surface roots

Vegetation

Old forest 30 m tall, 50% canopy cover. Dillenia salomonensis
(5) is the dominant big tree species but also present are
Calophyllum vitiense, Celtis latifolia and Pometia pinnata.
The palm Strongylocarium latius is common in the shrub
layer but saplings are dominant in this and the herb layer

Land use

Unused

Soil surface

Patchy cover of leaf litter accumulates behind surface roots

Horizon Depth cm

Description

1 A1

0-8

Very dark brown (10YR 2/2, moist); sandy loam; friable,
moist; few small subangular volcanic stones; free drainage;
many fine fibrous, common medium woody roots:

2 B2

8-43

Dark brown (10YR 3/3, wet); loam; sticky, plastic, wet;
common small subangular volcanic fragments; free drainage:

3 B31

43-81

Dark brown (10YR 3/3, wet); sandy loam; sticky, plastic,
wet; many angular small and few angular medium volcanic
stones; free drainage:

4 B32

81-122

Brown to dark brown (10YR 4/3, wet); stony sandy loam;
sticky, plastic, wet; many small and few medium, angular
volcanic stones; free drainage.

Remarks

Hard broken parent material from 112 cm.

SANTA ISABEL 62

ANALYSIS

LAB. NO. 9084-9087

Horizon (depth in cm)
Characteristic

1

2

3

4

0-8

8-43

43-81

81-122

Moisture 100-105°C%
Bulk density g/ml
Loss of ignition %

4.6
0.63

4.9
0.85

5.3
0.85

5.3
0.90

pH (1:2.5) soil: water
Conductivity mmhos/cm^
Carbonate meq %

5.9
0.20

5.8
0.06

6.3
0.06

6.5
0.03

0.5
0.3
8.6
21.1

0.7
tr
9.5
19.6

0.9
tr
15.3
27.1

0.8
tr
12.7
24.3

TEB meq %
CEC meq %

30.5
51.1

29.8
48.9

43.3
54.4

37.8
50.4

Base saturation %

60

61

80

75

Exch.
Exch.
Exch.
Exch.

Na meq %
K meq %
Mg meq %
Ca meq %

Total N %
Organic C %
Total P ppm
Total K ppm
Total Mg ppm
Available P
(Olsen) ppm
(Bray) ppm
Mechanical analysis
2 mm - 200 n %
200 n % - 50 ju %
5 0 j i % - 20 ß%
20 ju % 2(i %
<2M%

Trace metals ppm
Cobalt Co
Copper Cu
Chromium Cr
Manganese Mn
Nickel Ni
Zinc Zn
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0.50
7.86
690
900
10 600

18.2

0.15
1.85
540
1 050
14 400

9.1

0.07
0.94
430
1 100
15 350

5.7

0.05
0.72
420
1 200
15 650

5.9

47
18
10
11
14

35
15
11
22
17

41
16
10
20
13

52
15
8
15
10

80
110
20
1 350
120
150

120
120
30
2 170
150
160

120
120
30
2 170
140
150

120
120
20
2 170
140
150

Appendix 2
Definitions of geomorphological
parameters

Most of the following definitions and descriptions are based on those used by Speight
(1967) pp 174-179, unless otherwise stated. The definitions and class limits are applicable to conditions throughout the Solomon Islands. Other definitions made by the
authors are denoted thus*.

ALTITUDINAL RANGE
Mountains are distinguished from hills when all the following conditions are met:
1.

The maximum altitude exceeds 1 000 m

2.

The average altitude is greater than 350 m

3.

The characteristic slope exceeds 3 0 °

SLOPE CATEGORIES
TABLE 1 Definition of slope categories

Category

Almost flat
Gentle
Moderate

Angle
(degrees)
<2
2- 8
8-20

Category

Angle
(degrees)

Moderately steep
Steep
Precipitous
Cliffed

20-30
30-45
45-70
>70

DRAINAGE PATTERN
No rigid quantitative definitions exist, but the patterns referred to are all described by
Thornbury (1954).

DRAINAGE TEXTURE
The modal value of half the distance between major stream beds (Wood and Snell,
1960).
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T A B L E 2 Definition of drainage texture categories
Category
Ultra-fine
Very fine
Fine
Medium
Coarse
Very coarse

(m)

75150300600-1
>1

<75
150
300
600
200
200

RIDGE TEXTURE
This can be defined in the same categories as drainage texture; it is not necessarily
reciprocal.

AMPLITUDE OF RELIEF (available reflief, relief)
The largest difference in Height coiïimüniy occurring within a iand system between the
altitude of a ridge crest or summit and that of the nearest valley floor. The term can
refer to both microrelief and macrorelief features.
T A B L E 3 Definition of categories of amplitude of relief

Relief category

Negligible

Relief
(m)
<10

Ultra-low
Ultra-shallow

10-20

Very low
V e r y shallow

20-40

Low
Shallow

40-75

Relief category

Moderately high
Moderately deep

High +
Deep

Very high
Very deep

Relief
(m)

75-105

150-300

>300

+Applied when describing degrees of dissection.

INTERNAL RELIEF
This term is used in description of terraces in particular, and refers to the amplitude of
relief within the relatively undissected terrace surfaces.

EXTERNAL RELIEF*
This term is used in descriptions of terraces in particular, and refers to the amplitude of
relief at terrace margins where the sea or rivers have incised deeply. This expression and
that above are also employed in the description of lava flows and cockpit karst.

TERRACETTES*
These are microrelief features similar to steps or small benches and found principally
on steep, long slopes. Characteristically they have scarps or risers of 5-50 cm height
and flats or treads of 10-50 cm depth and 30-300 cm width. They are covered mostly
by surface wash material being trapped behind surface obstructions such as boulders
or roots.
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LANDFORM TERMS AND PARAMETERS
TABLE 4 Landform terms and parameters with methods of measurement and standard categories
Landform
Crest
(e.g. ridge crest)

High-angle planes
(e.g. scarp, hill slope,
valley side slope,
bench)

Low-angle planes
(e.g. plain, terrace,
flood-plain, valley
floor)

Watercourses
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Parameter

Categories

How measured

Width*

Horizontal distance
between limits of
summit convexity

Knife-edged:
Very narrow:
Narrow:
Broad:
Very Broad:

0- 2
2- 5
5- 15
15- 30
30-150

m
m
m
m
m

Profile

Visual estimate

Even: small variation in crestal
slope; reversals rare
Uneven: moderate variation in
crestal slope; some reversals
Very uneven: great variation
in crestal slope
Stepped: few reversals
Saw-tooth: reversals common

Crestal slope

Along the ridge crest

Defined in Table 1

Length

Down line of greatest
slope

Ultra short:
Very short:
Short:
Medium length:
Long:
Very long:

Curvature

Visual estimate

Straight
Concave
Convex
Irregular
Undulating

Slope

Down line of greatest
slope

Defined in Table 1

Spur characteristics

Visual estimate

Crestal slope: defined under
landform category of crests
Prominence: prominent
inconspicuous
absent

Microrelief

Visual estimate

Slump alcoves
Slump scars
Debis slide tracks
Gullies

Gradient of
slope

Parallel to the major
drainage

Defined in Table 1

Width

Perpendicular to the
major drainage,
across uninterrupted
areas of the land unit

Not classified; expressed in
m or km

Microrelief

Visual estimate

Height:
Type:

expressed in m
undulating
hummocky
channelled
terraced

Local slope:

expressed in
degrees

<40
40- 75
75-150
150-300
300-600
>600

m
m
m
m
m
m

Gradient

Along the channel

Defined in Table 1

Width

Between bank tops or
between the bases of
confining hill slopes

Not classified; expressed in m

TABLE 4 (continued)
Land form
Watercourses
(continued)

Parameter
Depth

How measured

Categories

From bank top level to
mean thalweg

Not classified; expressed in m
unless the stream is incised,
when no depth is stated
Continuous
Discontinuous
Absent

Levee
character

Bank slope
Bar characteristics

Miscellaneous
(e.g. lava flow,
doline, beach,
swamo)
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Visual estimate
—

Defined in Table 1
Channel bars
Point bars
Bars absent

Not specified; to be compatible with those defined for other landform
categories

HIGHS ARE

HIGHS OCCUPY

»•

NON-LINEAR LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR
AND
AND
RANDOM
RANDOM
PARALLEL

SCHEMATIC
PLAN

SCHEMATIC^
PROFILE

> 60% OF AREA

40-60% OF AREA

< 40% OF AREA

> 60% OF AREA

innr

IL

1//

~1_TL

2L

111

J\-J\

3L

311

4L

All

5L

511

6L

611

A/VW

40-60% OF AREA

< 40% OF AREA
A_

TABLE 5
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Plan-profiles of landforms (after van Lopik and Kolb, 1 959)

Appendix 3
Soil analysis methods and
definition of pedoiogical parameters

1.

METHODS OF SOIL ANALYSIS
Bulk density and moisture: a known volume of soil is weighed and calculated for
1 ml, the soil is then heated and % moisture calculated.
pH: measured in 1:2.5 soil-water ratio.
Conductivity: measured in 1:5 soil-water ratio.
Free carbonate: effervesces with addition of HCl: carbonate determined on
samples which react.
Carbonate determination: reaction w i t h HCl and back titration with NaOH.
Soluble cations Na and K: leaching with 80% Ind. methylated spirits; determination by flame photometry.
Exchangeable bases: leaching with neutral N ammonium acetate; Na and K
determination by flame photometry on Auto Analyser and Mg and Ca by atomic
absorption spectroscopy.
Cation exchange capacity: leaching with KCl at pH 2.5 after removal of excess
ammonium acetate; NH3 released determined by Auto Analyser.
Total nitrogen: a Kjeldahl digestion with a selenium catalyst followed by colorimetric determination by Auto Analyser.
Organic carbon: by Walkley and Black's method followed by colorimetric determination by Auto Analyser.
Total element analysis: perchloric acid digest and determination by Auto
Analyser.
Phosphorus:

Colorimetrically using ascorbic acid as reducing
agent

Potassium:

by flame photometry using Li as standard

Magnesium:

by atomic absorption spectroscopy with Sr as
releasing agent
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Trace elements:

by atomic absorption spectroscopy

Available phosphorus:

Olsen's method for soils with ph > 7 . 0
Bray's method 2A for soils with pH <7.0

Mechanical analysis: Pretreated with H2O2 to remove organic matter and
dispersed. Particles < 2 0 p are determined by settling. Clay and fine silt fractions
(2 ii-20 ii, <2/u) are separated and calculated and particles of <2n determined by
settling. Sand fraction >50ju is sieved into coarse and fine sand fractions
(20011-2 mm; 50 /i-200 ß) and % of each calculated. Coarse silt (50 M-20 M) is
determined by difference.

2.

DEFINITIONSAND PARAMETERS
All terms used in soil descriptions are those defined by the USDA soil Survey
Staff (1951). Colour names and notations are from the Munsell Soil Color Chart.
The following are categorised or defined in Tables 1, 2 and 3 respectively: subsoil
fertility; degree of clay weathering and leaching; soil depth.

T A B L E 1 Subsoil fertility: component ratings for BSIP
-1

r

Fertility

Bulk
density
g/ml

pH
(H20)

1.00

High
(more than)

Exchangeable meq %

Percentage

Available
P ppm

Total ppm

C/N
ratio
P

K

Mg

Olsen

Bray

15

500

10 0 0 0

10 0 0 0

15

50

10

15

500

10 0 0 0

10 0 0 0

15

50

0.1

2

8

250

5 000

4 000

5

15

0.1

2

8

250

5 000

4 000

5

15

Na

K

Mg

Ca

TEB

CEC

BS

N

C

7.0

0.5

0.5

4.0

10.0

15

25

60

05

10

1.00

7.0

0.5

0.5

4.0

10.0

15

25

60

0.5

0.70

5.0

0.1

0.2

0.5

2.0

3

6

20

0.70

5.0

0.1

0.2

0.5

2.0

3

6

20

Medium

Low
(less than)

The ratings high, medium and low are a general assessment and do not represent the o p t i m u m or critical levels f o r any particular
crop.

T A B L E 2 Degree of clay weathering and leaching
Very
strong

Rating

Strong

T A B L E 3 Soil depth categories

Moderately
strong

Moderately
weak

Weak

Depth
Category
cm

in

0-25
25-50
50-90
>90

0-10
10-20
20-36
>36

CEC x 100
weatnering:

% c | a y

<1.5

1.5-16

16-24

24-40

>40

<1.5

1.5-10

10-12

12-30

>30

T E B x 100
LeaCh,n9:

%clay
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Shallow
Moderately shallow
Moderately deep
Deep
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